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CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 31. IntroductionThe Fundamental Theorem of Algebraic K{Theory relates the K{theory of theLaurent polynomial extension R[t; t�1] of a ring R to the K{theory of the ring (see[2]). For the functor K1, the result is due to Bass, Heller and Swan [3]:K1(R[t; t�1]) �= K1(R) �K0(R)� fNil(R)� fNil(R)When R is the integral group ring Z�1(X) of the fundamental group of a spaceX, then R[t; t�1] =Z�1(X � S1) and the Bass{Heller{Swan decomposition gives acalculation of the Whitehead group of X � S1:Wh(�1(X � S1)) �= Wh(�1(X)) � eK0(Z�1(X)) � fNil(Z�1(X)) � fNil(Z�1(X)):For recent expositions of these results as well as for applications to topology, seeRanicki [42] and Rosenberg [43].Whitehead groups measure the di�erence between homotopy equivalences andsimple homotopy equivalences. That is, every homotopy equivalence f : Y ! Xbetween �nite CW complexes determines an element � (f) 2 Wh(�1(X)) whichvanishes if and only if f is simple (see [13]). For a �nite CW complex X allhomotopy equivalences to X from other �nite CW complexes can be organized intoa moduli space, the Whitehead space Wh(X), which is the domain of higher simplehomotopy theory (see [23], [24], [27], [29]). One of the new results of this paper isa geometrically de�ned Nil space based on the earlier work of Prassidis [41].Our main result is a moduli space version of the Bass-Heller-Swan decompositionwhere the moduli spaces involved in the decomposition are Whitehead spaces andNil spaces. More speci�cally, we proveTheorem (Main Theorem). If X is a �nite CW-complex, then there is a homotopyequivalence Wh(X�S1) ' Wh(X) �
�1Wh(X) �gN il(X) �gN il(X):The classical Bass-Heller-Swan decomposition follows from this homotopy equiv-alence by considering the set of path components of the spaces involved. That is,there are isomorphisms�0Wh(X�S1) = Wh(�1(X � S1)); �0Wh(X) = Wh(�1(X))�0
�1Wh(X) = ~K0(Z�1(X)); and �0gN il(X) = fNil(Z�1(X)):However, the present paper does not represent a new proof of the Bass-Heller-Swandecomposition.The Fundamental Theorem of Algebraic K{Theory was extended to higher K{theory by Quillen (see [22], [45]). More recently, Klein, Vogell, Waldhausen andWilliams have established a Fundamental Theorem in the A{theory of spaces [38].Their decomposition descends under the linearization map to the decomposition inthe higher K-theory of rings. It is widely believed (but as yet unpublished) that the�ber of the A{theory assembly map is the geometrically de�ned Whitehead spacediscussed above. One would like to compare the fundamental theorems of higherK-theory and A-theory with the decomposition which we obtain here. The problemwith making such a comparison is that the techniques used in higher K-theory andA-theory are algebraic and rely on the description of R[t; t�1] as the ring obtainedfrom the polynomial extension R[t] by localizing at t. In fact, Bass, Heller andSwan [3] and Bass [2] also use this description in the original treatments. It seems



4 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISthat in order to understand those algebraic arguments from our geometric point ofview, one needs a geometric model for the passage from a ring R to its polynomialextension R[t] similar to the way crossing a space with the circle models the passagefrom R to R[t; t�1]. This is an intriguing problem.Ranicki [42] gives a proof of the original Bass{Heller{Swan decomposition whichavoids R[t]. This is not surprising since Ranicki's algebra is often designed tomatch geometry. Our decomposition relies in part on �nding parametric geometricarguments modeled on Ranicki's algebraic constructions.Chapman-West theory allows us to formulate results involving simple homotopytheory and Whitehead groups in terms of Hilbert cube manifolds (see [6], [50]). Thekey result due to Chapman and West is that a homotopy equivalence f : X ! Y be-tween �nite CW complexes is simple if and only if the map f� idQ : X�Q ! Y�Qbetween Hilbert cube manifolds is homotopic to a homeomorphism (here Q denotesthe Hilbert cube). This allowsWh(X) to be de�ned as the in�nite dimensional ana-logue of the structure space from the surgery theory of �nite dimensional manifolds.We also obtain results related to Bass's Fundamental Theorem for lower algebraicK{theory [2]. The techniques come from controlled (or bounded) topology. The�nite CW complex X is replaced by X�Rn and homotopy equivalences to X�Rnare required to be controlled in the Rn-direction.Topologists have long been interested in problems \over the circle S1". Besidesthe classical Bass-Heller-Swan decomposition of the Whitehead group of the funda-mental group of a product of a space with S1 (or, more generally, of the total spaceof a bundle over S1), there is the �bering problem (when is a map to S1 homotopicto a �bration?) and the problem of determining the homotopy groups of the space ofself-homeomorphisms on the product of a manifold with S1 (see Farrell [17], Farrelland Hsiang [18], Siebenmann [19], Chapman [9], Burghelea [4], Waldhausen [47],Burghelea, Lashof and Rothenberg [5], Kinsey [37], Hughes, Taylor and Williams[32], and Prassidis [41].) While the literature is extensive, a synthesis still seems tobe lacking. It is hoped that the current moduli space approach will lead to a morecoherent theory.We thank Bruce Williams and Pedro Ontaneda for several enlightening discus-sions. The second author would like to express his graditute to the Max PlanckInstitute in Bonn for the hospitality during the completion of the paper.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 52. Statement of resultsFor a compact Hilbert cube manifoldX the Whitehead space of X is a simplicialset Wh(X) whose homotopy groups are the higher Whitehead groups of any �niteCW-complex homotopy equivalent to X. For example, �0Wh(X) = Wh(�1(X)),the classical algebraicly de�ned Whitehead group of the group �1(X), and 
Wh(X)is homotopy equivalent to the space of pseudoisotopies on X (see [27], [29]). Foran arbitrary Hilbert cube manifold and a proper map p : X ! B the controlledWhitehead space is a simplicial setWh(p : X ! B) whose homotopy groups are thedomain of higher Whitehead torsion with control in B.The �rst result is a homotopy splitting of the controlled Whitehead group overa circle.Theorem 2.1. If X is a compact Hilbert and X � S1 ! S1 is projection, thenthere is a homotopy equivalenceWh(X�S1 ! S1) ' Wh(X) � 
�1Wh(X)with 
�1Wh(X) a delooping of Wh(X), that is, a (non{connected) simplicial setwhose loop space is homotopy equivalent to Wh(X), 

�1Wh(X) ' Wh(X).We will obtain this splitting as follows. From Hughes, Taylor and Williams [32]there is a homotopy equivalence	 :Wh(X�S1 ! S1)!Map(S1;Wh(X�R! R))(see x6.7). Evaluation at the basepoint of S1 yields a �bration
Wh(X�R! R) I�! Map(S1;Wh(X�R! R)) E�! Wh(X�R! R):In Chapter 6 we will de�ne the unwrapping (or in�nite transfer) mapu :Wh(X�S1 ! S1)!Wh(X�R! R)and the wrapping up mapw :Wh(X�R! R)!Wh(X�S1 ! S1)such that1. uw ' 1Wh(X�R!R), and2. E	 ' u.In fact, all of the Whitehead spaces considered here carry the structure of abelianmonoid-like simplicial sets (see x6.2) which induce abelian group structures on �0of these spaces and the usual group structures on higher homotopy groups. Thenatural simplicial group structures on
Wh(X�R! R) and Map(S1;Wh(X�R! R))induce abelian group structures on �0 and the simplicial maps 	, I, E, u, and winduce group homomorphisms on homotopy groups including �0.If i : 
Wh(X�R! R) ! Wh(X�S1 ! S1) is any simplicial map such that	 � i ' I, theni� = (	�)�1I� : �k
Wh(X�R! R) ! �kWh(X�S1 ! S1)is a group homomorphism for each k � 0. Thus,0 ! �k
Wh(X�R! R) i��! �kWh(X�S1 ! S1) u��! �kWh(X�R! R) ! 0



6 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISis a split exact sequence of abelian groups for each k � 0 withw� : �kWh(X�R! R) ! �kWh(X�S1 ! S1)splitting u�: It follows that(i; w) : 
Wh(X�R! R)�Wh(X�R! R) ! Wh(X�S1 ! S1); (x; y) 7! i(x)+w(y)induces isomorphisms between homotopy groups (including �0) with + denoting theabelian monoid-like sum in Wh(X�S1 ! S1). In particular, (i; w) is a homotopyequivalence.To �nish the proof of Theorem 2.1 we observe in x6.8 that the methods of Hughes[27], [29] imply that 
Wh(X�R! R)' Wh(X)so that Wh(X�S1 ! S1) ' Wh(X) �Wh(X�R! R)as desired.It follows from Chapman [8] and Hughes [27] that�0Wh(X) = Wh(�1(X)) and �0Wh(X�R! R) = eK0(Z�1(X))so that �0Wh(X�S1 ! S1) = Wh(�1(X)) � eK0(Z�1(X)):For a compact Hilbert cube manifold X the Nil space of X is a simplicial setgN il(X) whose homotopy groups are the higher Nil groups of any �nite CW com-plex homotopy equivalent to X. For example, �0gN il(X) = fNil(Z�1(X)), the alge-braically de�ned Nil group of Bass [2]. The simplicial set gN il(X) is de�ned usingideas from Prassidis [41] and carries the structure of an abelian monoid-like simpli-cial set. The second main result is a splitting of Wh(X�S1) into a controlled partand an uncontrolled part. The uncontrolled part consists of two copies of gN il(X).Theorem 2.2. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homotopyequivalence Wh(X�S1) ' Wh(X�S1 ! S1)�gN il(X) �gN il(X):In order to prove Theorem 2.2 we de�ne the forget control map' :Wh(X�S1 ! S1) ! Wh(X�S1)which induces homomorphisms between homotopy groups including �0. By Hughes,Taylor and Williams [36] this map is homotopy split injective: there is a simplicialmap r :Wh(X�S1) ! Wh(X�S1 ! S1)which induces homomorphisms between homotopy groups including �0 such thatr�' ' 1Wh(X�S1!S1). The map r is called the relaxation map because it is relatedto the relaxation construction of Siebenmann [44] (see also Kinsey [37]). This is thesource of the linguistic paradox: relaxing is the (left) inverse of forgetting control.For each k � 0 we de�ne a group homomorphismJ : �kgN il(X) � �kgN il(X) ! �kWh(X�S1)and a simplicial map P :Wh(X�S1) ! gN il(X) �gN il(X)



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 7which induces homomorphisms between homotopy groups including �0 such thatP��J = 1 : �kgN il(X)��kgN il(X) ! �kgN il(X)��kgN il(X) (see Proposition 8.21).Our goal is to show that for each k � 0 there is a split exact sequence of abeliangroups0! �kgN il(X) � �kgN il(X) J�! �kWh(X�S1) r��! �kWh(X�S1 ! S1) ! 0with P� splitting J and '� splitting r�. Once we have established exactness, it willfollow thatr � P :Wh(X�S1) ! Wh(X�S1 ! S1) �gN il(X) �gN il(X); x 7! (r(x); P (x))induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups (including �0) so that r�P is a homo-topy equivalence, proving Theorem 2.2.In order to prove exactness, we need to show that r� � J = 0 and that Ker(r�) �Im(J). In Chapter 9 we will use transfer maps to establish the �rst property asfollows. The standard s{fold cover (s � 1) of S1 induces a simplicial maptrs :Wh(X�S1)!Wh(X�S1);called the s{fold transfer map, such that1. (Transfer Additivity on Image of i) the composition
Wh(X�R! R) i�! Wh(X�S1 ! S1) '�! Wh(X�S1) trs��! Wh(X�S1)is homotopic to the map x 7! 'i(x) + � � �+ 'i(x) (s times) with + denotingthe abelian monoid-like sum in Wh(X�S1),2. (Transfer Invariance of Wrapping Up) the compositionWh(X�R! R) w�! Wh(X�S1 ! S1) '�! Wh(X�S1) trs��! Wh(X�S1)is homotopic to ' �w,3. (Transfer Nilpotency on Image of J) for each x 2 �kgN il(X)��kgN il(X)there exists s � 1 such thattrS� (J(x)) = 0 2 �kWh(X�S1) for each S � s:These transfer properties imply thatIm('� � i�) \ Im(J) = 0 = Im('� �w�) \ Im(J) in�kWh(X�S1):When these images are pushed into �nWh(X�S1 ! S1) by r� we getIm(i�) \ Im(r� � J) = Im(r� � '� � i�) \ Im(r� � J) = 0and Im(w�) \ Im(r� � J) = Im(r� � '� �w�) \ Im(r� � J) = 0:Since �kWh(X�S1 ! S1) = Im(i�) � Im(w�) (from the proof of Theorem 2.1above), it follows that Im(r� � J) = 0, i.e. r� � J = 0.Finally, the proof that Ker(r�) � Im(J) is given in Chapter 10 using a com-plicated argument involving mapping tori (together with some technical resultsfrom controlled topology given in an appendix, Chapter 12). It is this part of ourargument which is modeled on the Ranicki's algebraic pentagon [42].The following result follows immediately from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. It is arestatement of the Main Result of the Introduction using Hilbert cube manifoldtheory to interchange �nite CW complexes with compact Hilbert cube manifolds.



8 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISTheorem 2.3. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homotopyequivalence of simplicial setsWh(X�S1) ' Wh(X) �
�1Wh(X) �gN il(X) �gN il(X):A pseudoisotopy of a space X is a self-homeomorphism on X�[0; 1] which re-stricts to the identity on X�f0g. Let P(X) denote the simplicial set of pseudoiso-topies on X. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then P(X) ' 
Wh(X) (seeProposition 6.12 and [29]).Corollary 2.4. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homotopyequivalence of simplicial setsP(X � S1) ' P(X) �Wh(X) � 
gN il(X) � 
gN il(X):This result can be stated in �nite dimensional language: Chapman [7] provedthat ifM is a PL manifold, then P(M�Q) is homotopy equivalent to the simplicialset of stable pseudoisotopies on M (i.e., the direct limit of P(M ) ! P(M � I) !P(M � I2)! � � � ). Hatcher [23] also obtained a decomposition of P(M �S1) withP(M )�Wh(M ) as a factor, but did not have a splitting of the Nil part.We actually prove our results in more generality than stated above. The White-head and Nil spaces of X are generalized to Whitehead and Nil spaces of X �Rnwith control in Rn (so that the �rst results correspond to n = 0).Theorem 2.5. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homotopyequivalence of simplicial setsWh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) 'Wh(X�S1�Rn! Rn)�Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn) �gN il(X�Rn! Rn):By considering the set of path components of the spaces in the Theorem above,one obtains the statement of the Fundamental Theorem of Lower Algebraic K-Theory (see [43]). This is because of the following calculations:�0Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) = ( eK0(Z�1(X�S1)) if n = 1K1�n(Z�1(X�S1)) if n > 1�0Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1) = K�n(Z�1(X)) if n � 1�0 eN il(X�Rn ! Rn) = NK1�n(Z�1(X)):The �rst two are due to Chapman [7] and the third is carried out in Chapter 8.The Fundamental Theorems of Lower Algebraic K-theory on which the resultsare modeled are (see e.g. [43]):eK0(R[t; t�1]) �= eK0(R)�K�1(R)� NK0(R)� NK0(R);andK1�n(R[t; t�1]) �= K1�n(R)�K�n(R)� NK1�n(R)� NK1�n(R); n > 1:There is also an analogue of Corollary 2.4 for bounded pseudoisotopies on X�Rn.Let Pb(X�Rn) be the simplicial set of bounded pseudoisotopies on X�Rn. In x6.8,it is shown (using [27], [29]) that, for n � 1,Pb(X�Rn) ' 
Wh(X�Rn ! Rn)' Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1):



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 9The following result is a consequence of Theorem 2.5.Corollary 2.6. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homotopyequivalence of simplicial setsPb(X�S1�Rn) 'Pb(X�Rn)�Wh(X�Rn ! Rn)�
gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)�
gN il(X�Rn ! Rn):As mentioned above, controlled topology plays a major role in our results. Oneimportant part of controlled topology is the theory of manifold approximate �bra-tions. Manifold approximate �brations arise from the controlled Whitehead spacesas follows: if f :M ! X�B is a vertex ofWh(X�B ! B), then the compositionproj�f : M ! B is a manifold approximate �bration. In fact, this constructioninduces a map between moduli spaces. Many of our constructions are carried outon the level of spaces of manifold approximate �brations and then getting resultsabout Whitehead spaces as corollaries. One consequence of this approach is thatthe manifold approximate �bration results hold equally well for �nite dimensionalmanifolds (of dimension greater than four) as for Hilbert cube manifolds. How-ever, we o�er no analogue for �nite dimensional manifolds of our splitting of theuncontrolled part of Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) into two Nil spaces.In addition to giving parametric treatments of the wrapping up, unwrappingand relaxation constructions for moduli spaces of manifold approximate �brations,another innovation is to give interpretations of these as maps between classifyingspaces. The spaces of manifold approximate �brations and the Whitehead spaceswere shown to be homotopy equivalent to spaces of cross sections of certain bundlesof classifying spaces in [30] and [32]. We obtain simple descriptions of our geometricconstructions as maps between these spaces of cross sections. These descriptionsshould allow easier application of the complicated geometry in the future.There are two more new ideas in this paper which should be mentioned here.The �rst is a clari�cation of the boundedness properties of the in�nite cyclic coverof a space with a map to S1. As pointed out in [31], the in�nite cyclic cover is�nitely dominated if and only if the natural map to R is a bounded �bration, inwhich case the space is called a band. Here we encounter spaces with maps toS1 �Rn and the situation is complicated by the noncompactness of Rn.The second is a parametric version of the sum theorem for Whitehead torsion.Our proof uses Hilbert cube manifold machinery.For background on Hilbert cube manifolds including the notion of Z-sets, consultthe books by Chapman [6] and van Mill [39]. The Hilbert cube Q is the countablein�nite product of closed intervals. A Hilbert cube manifold, or Q-manifold, is aseparable metric space which is locally homeomorphic to open subsets of Q. Wewill also need basic results from Q-manifold theory parametrized by �ber bundleprojections, including the notion of sliced Z-sets (sometimes called �bered Z-sets).The standard references for the parametrized theory are Chapman and Wong [11],Chapman and Ferry [12], Ferry [20], and Toru�nczyk and West [46]. For a recentsurvey describing the connection between Hilbert cube manifold theory and �nitedimensional manifolds, see Weiss and Williams [49].



10 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS3. Moduli spaces of manifolds and mapsThroughout this section let B denote a locally compact, separable metric spacewith a �xed metric and let m 2 f1; 2; 3; : : : ;1g be �xed. When m = 1 an m-manifold means a Hilbert cube manifold. The Hilbert cube is denoted by Q andwhen m =1 we also write m = Q.3.1. The simplicial set of manifolds. A k{simplex of the simplicial set Manm(B)of m{manifolds over B consists of a subspace M � `2 � B ��k of small capacitysuch that(i) the projection � : M ! �k is a �bre bundle projection with �bres m{manifolds without boundary, and(ii) the projection p :M ! B ��k is a proper map.See [32] for the notion of small capacity of subspaces of `2�B��k . We will usuallyignore this embedding property; the reader can easily supply the missing details.For us the important information is the map p : M ! B � �k; the embeddingM � `2 � B � �k just allows us to avoid de�ning k{simplices of Manm(B) asequivalence classes of such maps. The \small capacity" condition is a technical onewhich allows easy manipulation of the embedding (this is similar to Z{embeddingsin Hilbert cube manifold theory). In other words, we often specify a k{simplex ofManm(B) by giving a proper map p :M ! B ��k such that the composition� :M ! B ��k ! �kis a �bre bundle projection with �bres m{manifolds without boundary. This shouldbe thought of as a k{parameter family of manifolds mapping to B.Proposition 3.1. Two vertices p : M ! B and q : N ! B are in the samecomponent of Manm(B) if and only if there exists a homeomorphism h : M ! Nsuch that p is properly homotopic to qh.Proof. See Hughes{Taylor{Williams [35], Proposition 1.6.3.2. The simplicial set of manifold approximate �brations. Recall the fol-lowing de�nition.De�nition 3.2. If U is an open cover of B, then a map p : M ! B is a U{�brationif for every commuting diagram X f����! M�0??y ??ypX � [0; 1] F����! Bthere is a map ~F : X � [0; 1]!M such that ~F jX � 0 = f and p ~F is U{close to F .If c > 0, then we also use c to denote the open cover of B by c{balls. Thus, wespeak of c{�brations. If p : M ! B is a c{�bration for some c > 0, then we say pis a bounded �bration.We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic properties of approximate�brations as discussed in [32], Appendix. In particular, if M and B are ANRs (asthey always will be in this paper), then a map p : M ! B is a c{�bration for everyc > 0 if and only if p is an approximate �bration.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 11A manifold approximate �bration is a proper approximate �bration betweenmanifolds without boundary. Important special cases to keep in mind are �brations(i.e., maps with the homotopy lifting property for all spaces) and projection mapsof locally trivial �bre bundles, as long as these maps are proper and have manifoldswithout boundary as domain and range.Assume now that B is a manifold without boundary with a �xed metric. Thesimplicial set MAFm(B) of manifold approximate �brations over B was de�ned in[32]. A k{simplex consists of a subspace M � `2 � B ��k of small capacity suchthat(i) the projection � : M ! �k is a �bre bundle projection with �bres m{manifolds without boundary, and(ii) the projection p : M ! B ��k has the property that for each t 2 �k,pj : p�1(B � ftg)! B � ftgis a manifold approximate �bration.We will usually ignore the `2 embedding property in the de�nition, as mentionedabove in the case of the simplicial set of manifolds over B.By analogy with Proposition 3.1 we have the following characterization of com-ponents of the simplicial set of manifold approximate �brations. Let B be a �xedmanifold with dimB < 1 and assume that B is either a closed manifold or aproduct Y � Rn of a closed manifold Y and Rn (with the standard metric) andthat B has the product metric. The reason that we make this assumption here andelsewhere is so that we can use epsilonics rather than open covers of B in makingestimates.1Proposition 3.3. If m � 5, then there exists �0 > 0 so that if pi : Mi ! B,i = 1; 2, are two vertices of MAFm(B), then the following are equivalent :(i) p1 and p2 are in the same component of MAFm(B).(ii) There exists a homeomorphism h : M1 ! M2 such that p2h is �0{homotopicto p1.(iii) For every � > 0 there exists a homeomorphism h� : M1 !M2 such that p2h�is �{homotopic to p1.Proof. See Hughes{Taylor{Williams [32], Corollary 7.12.3.3. The simplicial set of manifold bands. We continue to let B denote amanifold without boundary with a �xed metric. The standard exponential mapis denoted by e : R! S1 and is an in�nite cyclic covering projection. We alsogenerically use e to denote the product of e with identity maps, for example e =id� e� id, so that e is always an in�nite cyclic covering projection.A k{simplex of the simplicial set ManBanm(S1�B) is a k{simplex of Manm(S1�B) with projection p :M ! S1 �B ��k1More generally, B could be a non-compact manifold with a su�ciently homogeneous metric,for example, hyperbolic space or any cover of a closed manifold.



12 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISso that the in�nite cyclic cover�M �p����! R�B ��k??y ??yeM p����! S1 �B ��khas the property that for every � > 0 there exists c > 0 such that for every t 2 �kthe restriction �pj : �p�1(R�B � ftg)! R�B � ftgis a (c � �){�bration where (c � �) denotes the open cover of R� B consisting ofproducts of c{balls in Rwith �{balls in B.A k{simplex of ManBanm(S1 � B) is called a k{parameter manifold band overB, and a 0{parameter manifold band over B is just a manifold band over B.In the case B = fpointg, the property de�ning a manifold band over B is thatthere exists c > 0 such that each restriction�pj : �p�1(R� ftg)! R� ftgis a c-�bration. By Hughes-Ranicki ([31], Proposition 17.14), this is equivalentto saying each �p�1(R� ftg) is �nitely dominated. This explains the terminologybecause a manifold band is a manifoldM with a mapM ! S1 such that the in�nitecyclic cover �M is �nitely dominated.In Chapter 6 we will encounter homotopy equivalences to manifolds of the formX�S1�B in the de�nition of Whitehead spaces. When the manifolds are compact,passing to in�nite cyclic covers produces manifold bands over B as Proposition 3.5below shows. After that result, we will discuss the noncompact case. We begin witha simple lemma which illustrates how in�nite cyclic covers induce boundedness.This lemma is established in [35], Lemma 3.2, in a more general situation when S1is replaced by any closed manifold of nonpositive curvature.Lemma 3.4 (Bounding Lifts). Let Z be a compact space with a homotopy K :Z � [0; 1]! S1. There exists c > 0 such that if ! : [0; 1]! R is any path coveringa track of K with respect to e (i.e., there exists z 2 Z such that e!(t) = K(z; t) foreach t 2 [0; 1]), then diam(!) < c.Proposition 3.5. Suppose M and X are compact manifolds, B is a closed mani-fold, and f :M ! X�S1�B is a homotopy equivalence such that the compositionpB�f :M f�! X � S1 �B pB��! Bis a vertex of MAFm(B). Then the compositionpS1�B � f :M f�! X � S1 �B pS1�B����! S1 �Bis a vertex of ManBanm(S1 � B).Proof. Form the pull-back diagram�M �f����! X �R�B pR�B����! R�B�e??y ??ye ??yeM f����! X � S1 � B pS1�B����! S1 �B



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 13It is known that the conditions on f imply that for every � > 0, there is a p�1B (�)-homotopy inverse for f ; that is, there exist a map g : X � S1 � B ! M andhomotopies F : idX�S1�B ' fg and G : idM ' gf such that pB �F and pB � f �Gare �-homotopies. Similarly, it su�ces to show that given � > 0 there exist c > 0and a p�1R�B(c � �)-homotopy inverse �g for �f (see [27]). So let � > 0 be given andlet g : X � S1 �B !M be a p�1B (�)-homotopy inverse for f with homotopies F;Gas above. The lifting problemX �R�B idX�R�B������! X �R� B�0??y ??yeX �R�B � [0; 1] F (e� id[0;1])��������! X � S1 �Bhas a solution ~F : X � R� B � [0; 1] ! X � R� B so that ~F0 = idX�R�Band e ~Ft = Ft e for each t 2 [0; 1]. Since the tracks of pR~F cover tracks of pS1Fwith respect to e, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that there exists c1 > 0 such thatpR~F is a c1-homotopy. Moreover, each track of pB ~F is a track of pBF , so ~F is ap�1B (�)-homotopy. Thus, ~F is a p�1R�B(c1 � �)-homotopy.De�ne �g : X �R�B ! �M by �g(x) = (g e(x); ~F1(x)) 2 �M � M � (X �R�B).Note that �e�g = g e and ~F1 = �f �g so that ~F : idX�R�B ' �f �g is a p�1R�B(c1 � �)-homotopy.It remains to show that �g is a left homotopy equivalence for �f (with the correctcontrol in R� B). De�ne K : �M � [0; 1] ! M by K(x; t) = G(�e(x); 1 � t). Thelifting problem �M �g �f����! �M�0??y ??y�e�M � I K����! Mhas a solution ~K : �M � [0; 1] ! �M so that ~K0 = �g �f and �e ~K1 = �e. Thus, ~K1 :�M ! �M is a covering translation and, letting  = ~K�11 , it follows that �g is a lefthomotopy inverse for �f .Since tracks of ~F cover tracks of F with respect to e, it follows that tracks of �g ~Fcover tracks of gF with respect to �e, and tracks of pR�f�g ~F cover tracks of pS1fgFwith respect to e. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that �g ~F is a (pR�f )�1(c2)-homotopyfor some c2 > 0. Thus, �g ~F �f : �g �f ' �g �f �g �f is a (pR�f )�1(c2)-homotopy. Moreover,pB �f�g ~F is a 3�-homotopy.Tracks of the homotopy  ~K cover tracks of G with respect to �e. Thus, tracks ofpR�f ~K cover tracks of pS1fG with respect to e. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that ~K : �g �f ' id �M is a (pR�f)�1(c3)-homotopy for some c3 > 0. Moreover, pB� ~K isan �-homotopy.It follows that there is a (pR�B �f )�1((c3 + 2c2) � 7�)-homotopyid �M ' �g �f ' �g( �f �g) �f = (�g �f )�g �f ' �g �fcompleting the proof.When B is not compact, passing to an in�nite cyclic cover may not produceboundedness. We next give one general situation where boundedness is produced,



14 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISand then give an example when it is not. For notation, we useen = e� e� � � � � e : Rn! Tnfor the standard covering projection as well as en = id� en� id.Proposition 3.6. Suppose M and X are compact manifolds, Y is a closed mani-fold, and f :M ! X � S1 � Y � Tn is a homotopy equivalence such thatpY�Tn � f :M f�! X � S1 � Y � Tn pY�Tn����! Y � Tnis a vertex of MAFm(Y � Tn). Then the map�f : �M ! X � S1 � Y �Rninduced by pulling back along the cover en : X � S1 � Y �Rn! X � S1 � Y � Tnis a vertex of ManBan(S1 � Y �Rn).Proof. Consider the diagram of pull-back squares:=M =f����! X �R� Y �Rn??y ??ye�M �f����! X � S1 � Y �Rn??y ??yenM f����! X � S1 � Y � TnGiven � > 0 it needs to be shown that there exists c > 0 such that pR�Y�Rn� =f : =M!R� Y � Rn is a (c � �)-�bration (where R�Y�Rn = R�(Y �Rn)). Note that =falso �ts into the diagram of pull-back squares=M =f����! X �R� Y �Rn??y ??yenM 0 f 0����! X �R� Y � Tn??y ??yeM f����! X � S1 � Y � Tn:It follows from Proposition 3.5 that there exists c > 0 such that pR�Y�Tn � f 0 :M 0 ! R� Y � Tn is a (c � �)-�bration. Now the diagram=M pR�B�=f�����! R� Y �Rn??y ??yenM 0 pR�Y�Tn�f 0��������! R� Y�Tnimmediately implies the result (provided � is small enough).Example 3.7. This example illustrates the failure of Proposition 3.5 in the casethat B = [0;1). For notation let S1 = f[t] j t 2 Rg where [t] = [t0] if and onlyif t � t0 2 Z. Thus, the exponential map e : R! S1 is given by e(t) = [t]. Let



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 15M = [0; 1] _ S1 = f(s; [t]) 2 [0; 1] � S1 j s = 0 or t 2 Zg, the circle with asticker attached. De�ne a homotopy equivalence f : M � [0;1)! S1 � [0;1) by(s; [t]; u) 7! ([t+ su]; u) (see �gure below).fM�[0;1) S1�[0;1)Let �M = f(x; y) 2 R2 j x = 0 or y 2 Zand 0 � x � 1g. There is a pull-backdiagram �M � [0;1) �f����! R� [0;1)�e??y ??yeM � [0;1) f����! S1 � [0;1)where �f (x; y; u) = (y + xu; u) and �e(x; y; u) = (x; [y]; u). Since p[0;1) � f : M �[0;1)! [0;1) is projection, it is certainly an approximate �bration. However, thecomposition pR�[0;1)� �f : �M � [0;1)! R� [0;1) is not a (c�1)-�bration for anyc > 0. Of course, M is not a manifold, but manifold examples can be constructedby taking a regular neighborhood of M or crossing with the Hilbert cube (to get aHilbert cube manifold).Because of this example, we introduce another simplicial set, ManBanmc (S1�B),which will contain homotopy equivalences to B�S1 even though B is not compact.A k{simplex of ManBanmc (S1�B) is a k{simplex of Manm(S1�B) with projectionp :M ! S1 �B ��kso that the in�nite cyclic cover�p : �M ! R�B ��khas the property that for every compact subspace K � B and for every � > 0 thereexists c > 0 such that for every t 2 �k the restriction�pj : �p�1(R�B � ftg)! R�B � ftgis a (c� �){�bration over R�K � ftg. Thus, there is an inclusion mapManBanm(S1 � B)!ManBanmc (S1 �B)which is the identity if B is compact. The subscript c stands for \compact subsets,"and ManBanmc (S1 � B) is called the simplicial set of manifold bands with respectto compact subsets.



16 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISWe need the following analogue of Proposition 3.4. Its proof is omitted since itfollows that of Proposition 3.4 almost word for word.Proposition 3.8. Suppose X is a compact manifold, M and B are manifolds with-out boundary, and f :M ! X �S1�B is a proper homotopy equivalence such thatthe composition pB � f :M f�! X � S1 � B pB��! Bis a vertex of MAFm(B). Then the compositionpS1�B � f :M f�! X � S1 � B pS1�B����! Bis a vertex of ManBanmc (S1 � B).In Proposition 3.10 below it will be shown that the inclusionManBanm(S1 � B)!ManBanmc (S1 �B)is a homotopy equivalence in the case B = Y �Rn with Y a closed manifold.3.4. The forget control map. If B is a manifold, then' : MAFm(B)! Manm(B)will denote the inclusion and we call ' the forget control map. Note that the forgetcontrol map on MAFm(S1�B) actually has image in the simplicial set of manifoldbands, ' : MAFm(S1 � B)!ManBanm(S1 � B):This is because if p : M ! S1 � B is a manifold approximate �bration, then so is�p : �M ! R�B.There is also a natural mapq : ManBanm(S1 �B) !MAFm(B)de�ned by taking a k{simplex p :M ! S1 �B ��k of ManBanm(S1 �B) to thecomposition M p�! S1 � B ��k proj��! B ��k:Of course, one needs to verify that this composition is a k-simplex of MAFm(B).We give the proof of this fact for vertices (k = 0), the more general case beingentirely analogous.Lemma 3.9. If p : M ! S1 � B is a vertex of ManBanm(S1 � B), then thecomposition pBp :M ! B is a vertex of MAFm(B).Proof. Consider the commuting diagram�M �p����! R�B pB����! B�e??y e??y ??yidBM p����! S1 �B pB����! Bwhere the square on the left is a pull-back. By assumption, for every � > 0 thereexists a c > 0 such that �p is a (c��)-�bration. It follows easily that for every � > 0,



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 17pB �p is an �-�bration. We need to show the same for pBp :M ! B. To this end let� > 0 be given and consider the a lifting problem:Z f����! M�0??y ??ypBpZ � I F����! B:Form the pull-back �Z �f����! �Mg??y ??y�eZ f����! Mand de�ne �F : �Z � [0; 1]! B by �F (�z; t) = F (g(�z); t). This gives a lifting problem�Z �f����! �M�0??y ??ypB�p�Z � I �F����! B:Let F ] : �Z � [0; 1] ! �M be an �0-solution where �0 is as small as we like (anddepends on �).If � �M : �M ! �M and � �Z : �Z ! �Z denote the covering translations induced fromthe +1 covering translation on R, then it follows that � �M �f = �f� �Z , g� �Z = g, and�F � (� �Z � id[0;1]) = �F .Let �Zi = (pR�p �f )�1(i) for i = 0; 1 and �Z[0;1] = (pR�p �f)�1([0; 1]). De�ne F̂ ] :( �Z0 [ �Z1)� I [ �Z � f0g ! �M byF̂ ](�z; t) = ( F ](�z; t); if �z 2 �Z0 or t = 0� �MF ](��1�Z (�z); t); if �z 2 �Z1:Note that this is an �0-lift of �F j. Hence, if �0 is chosen small enough, F̂ ] extendsto a map F ! : �Z[0;1] � [0; 1] ! �M which is an �-lift of �F j. Finally, de�ne an �-solution F̂ : Z � I ! M of the original problem by F̂ (z; t) = �eF !((gj)�1(z); t)where gj : �Z[0;1] ! Z.The proof of Lemma3.9 shows that the map q : ManBanm(S1�B)! MAFm(B)extends to a map qc : ManBanmc (S1 � B) ! MAFm(B) de�ned by the formula: ak-simplex p :M ! S1 � B ��k of ManBanmc (S1 �B) is sent to the compositionM p�! S1 � B ��k proj��! B ��k:This extension exists because the property of a map to B being an approximate�bration is a local property (see [16], [14]).The composition of these two maps gives yet another simplicialmap, also denoted' and called the forget control map,' : MAFm(S1 � B)!MAFm(B):Note that this map is really just a partial forgetting of control: it forgets controlin the S1 direction, but remembers the control in the B direction.



18 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISWe end with a result showing that there is essentially no di�erence betweenManBan and ManBanc in the cases we will need.Proposition 3.10. If Y is a closed manifold, then the inclusionManBanm(S1 � Y �Rn)!ManBanmc (S1 � Y �Rn)is a homotopy equivalence.Proof. It su�ces to show that the inclusion induces an isomorphism on homotopygroups. To this end let f :M ! S1�Y �Rn��k be a k-simplex of ManBanmc (S1�Y � Rn) which is a union of (k � 1)-simplices of ManBanm(S1 � Y � Rn) overS1 � Y � Rn � @�k. By a deformation rel @�k we may assume that f has theManBan property over a collar neighborhood C of @�k in �k. Let U be an opensubset of Rn��k such that U \ (Rn� ftg) is the ball of radius 1 about the originfor t =2 C, U \ (Rn � @�k) = Rn � @�k, and U \ (Rn � ftg) is a ball of radiusr(t) > 1 for t 2 C n @�k such that r(t) ! 1 as t ! @�k. Let h : U ! Rn��kbe a radial homeomorphism rel @�k and let MU = f�1(S1 � Y � U ). Then fU =(idS1�Y �h�1)�f :MU ! S1�Y �Rn��k is a k-simplex of ManBanm(S1�Y �Rn)which is homotopic in ManBanmc (S1�Y �Rn) rel @�k to f . The key ideas neededto verify this are in [30], x6. That fU is in ManBan rather than just ManBancfollows from the fact that U \ (Rn� (�k nC)) has compact closure.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 194. Wrapping-up and unwrapping as simplicial mapsFix m 2 f5; 6; : : : ;1g and suppress m from the notation for the simplicial setsde�ned in Chapter 3. Let B denote a �xed manifold with dimB <1 and assumethat B is either a closed manifold or a product Y �Rn of a closed manifold Y andRn (with the standard metric) and that B has the product metric.In this section we de�ne two simplicial maps, wrapping-upw : MAF(R�B) ! MAF(S1�B)and unwrapping u : ManBan(S1�B) ! MAF(R�B)such that uw ' 1MAF(R�B). More precisely, we show that the compositionMAF(R�B) w�! MAF(S1�B) '�! ManBan(S1�B) u�! MAF(R�B)is homotopic to the identity (where ' is the forget control map de�ned in x3.4).4.1. Unwrapping. The idea behind the map u : ManBan(S1�B)!MAF(R�B)is simple. Just pull-back along the in�nite cyclic cover R�B ! S1�B. Theproblem is that the result of the pull{back construction is only a (c��){�brationrather than an approximate �bration (this is because of the very de�nition ofManBan(S1�B)). Thus the Sucking Principle for manifold approximate �brationsmust be applied (hence the dimension restriction). This principle originated inChapman's papers [8], [9] and was developed parametrically by Hughes [26], [28]and by Hughes, Taylor and Williams [32]. In order to get a simplicial map theconstruction is carried out inductively over the skeleta and the following lemmaallows us to carry out the induction.Lemma 4.1 (Sucking to get MAFs). For every � > 0 there exists � = �(�;m; k;B) >0 so that if p :M ! R�B ��k is a proper map such that1. the composition � : M ! R�B��k ! �k is a �bre bundle projection with�bres m{manifolds without boundary, and2. there exists b > 0 such that for all t 2 �k the restrictionpj : ��1(t) ! R�B � ftgis a (b� �){�bration.Then there exist c > 0 and a f.p. (c � �){homotopy h : p ' p0 with the propertythat for each t 2 �k the restrictionp0j : ��1(t) ! R�B � ftgis a manifold approximate �bration.The property of p0 above can be restated as \p0 is a f.p. manifold approximate�bration".Addendum 4.2. 1. If p0j : ��1(@�k) ! R�B�@�k is already a f.p. approxi-mate �bration, then the homotopy h : p ' p0 can be chosen rel ��1(@�k).2. If m = 1, X � M is a sliced Z-set Hilbert cube manifold and pj : X !R�B��k is a �bration, then the homotopy h : p ' p0 can be taken rel X (inaddition to the other properties above).



20 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISThe proof of 4.1 and 4.2 can be obtained from [26].For n � 0 consider theInductive Statement Sn: For each k, 0 � k � n, and each k-simplexp :M ! S1�B ��kof ManBan(S1�B) and each � > 0, there exists a k-simplex�M u(p)��! R�B ��kof MAF(R�B) and c > 0 together with a homotopy Hp : �M�[0; 1] ! R�B ��ksuch that1. �M comes from forming the pull-back diagram�M �p����! R�B ��k??y ??yM p����! S1�B ��k;2. Hp is a f.p. (c� �){homotopy from u(p) to �p,3. for each i, 0 � i � k, H@ip = Hpjas a homotopy from u(@ip) to @ip = �pj,4. for each i, 0 � i � k, u(@ip) = @i(u(p)).Proof of S0. Given a vertex M ! S1�B of ManBan(S1�B) and � > 0, form thepull-back �M �p����! R�B??y ??yM p����! S1�Band let � > 0 be given by Lemma 4.1. By the de�nition of ManBan(S1 �B), thereexists b > 0 such that �p is a (b � �){�bration. By Lemma 4.1 there exist c > 0and a map u(p) : �M ! R�B which is a vertex in MAF(R�B) together with a(c� �){homotopy Hp : u(p) ' �p.Proof that Sn�1 implies Sn for n > 0. It su�ces to consider an n-simplexp :M ! S1�B ��nof ManBan(S1�B). Form the pull-back�M �p����! R�B ��n??y ??yM p����! S1�B ��nLet �� : �M ! �n denote projection; that is, the composition�� : �M �p�! R�B ��n ! �n:For each i, 0 � i � n, we have constructedu(@ip) : ���1(@i�n) ! R�B � @i�n



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 21by our inductive statement Sn�1. These �t together to give a mapu(@p) : ���1(@�n) ! R�B � @�n:We also have a f.p. (b� �){homotopyH@p : u(@p) ' �pj���1(@�n)for some b; � > 0 where b is possibly large, but � is as small as we desire. Using thishomotopy and a exterior collar @�n�[0; 1] of @�n on �n so that @�n�f1g = @�n,we can de�ne a new mapp� : �M [ ���1(@�n)�[0; 1] ! R�B�(�n[(@�n�[0; 1]))such that1. p� = u(@p) on ���1(@�n) � f0g,2. p� = H@p on ���1(@�n) � [0; 1], and3. p� = �p on �M .The point is that p� is an f.p. (b � �){�bration, so Lemma 4.1 can be used todeform p� rel @�n�f0g to a map in which we can �nd u(p) and Hp. That is, weget a map F : �M�[0; 1] ! R�B ��n�[0; 1]which is f.p. over �n�[0; 1] such thatF j �M�f1g = �p and F j���1(@�n)�[0; 1] = H@p:Then we take Hp = F and u(p) = F j �M�f0g.It follows that we can de�ne the simplicial mapu : ManBan(S1�B)!MAF(R�B)by letting u(p) be given by the construction above.Remark 4.3 (The In�nite Transfer). The compositionMAF(S1�B) '�! ManBan(S1�B) u�! MAF(R�B)is homotopic to the simplicial map given by the pull{back construction (no suckingneeded). This composition is also called the unwrapping, or in�nite transfer, mapand denoted u : MAF(S1�B) ! MAF(R�B):Finally, we note that the unwrapping map can be extended to a simplicial mapu : ManBanc(S1�B) ! MAF(R�B):The idea is to write B as an ascending union of compact subsets, B = [1i=1Bi, and,after pulling back, to inductively shrink in the R{coordinates of R� (Bi+1 nBi).



22 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS4.2. Wrapping up. The construction of the mapw : MAF(R�B) ! MAF(S1�B)is based on the existence of certain engul�ng isotopies which we get from the Ap-proximate, or Controlled, Isotopy Covering Principle for manifold approximate �-brations. This principle originated in [25] and [28] and has been exposited in [32],[34] and [31]. We only need a special case which we now develop.The initial construction of w is rather technical because the isotopies mentionedabove have to be constructed inductively on the skeleta of MAF(R�B). However,once we have this concrete de�nition of wrapping-up in hand, we will be able to usethe classi�cation results of [32] to give w a simple description (see Theorems 4.11and 4.13 below). As a corollary we will be able to show that when B = Rn thewrapping-up w : MAF(Rn+1) ! MAF(S1�Rn) is independent (up to homotopy)of which R{factor is used to wrap-up.Recall that an isotopy on X is a homeomorphismh : X�[0; 1] ! X�[0; 1] whichis f.p. over [0; 1] and h0 = idX .Let g : R�[0; 1] ! R�[0; 1] be the PL isotopy such that1. g is supported on [�1; 3]�[0; 1], and2. for each s 2 [0; 1], gs takes [�1;�0:5] linearly onto [�1; s�0:5], takes [�0:5; 1:5]linearly onto [s� 0:5; s+ 1:5] and takes [1:5; 3] linearly onto [s+ 1:5; 3].In particular, g1j[�0:5; 1:5] has the form t 7! t+ 1.Lemma 4.4 (Controlled Isotopy Covering). Given a k{simplexp :M ! R�B��kof MAF(R�B) and �0 > 0, there exists a \continuous family of isotopies"G(p) : M�[0; 1]�[0;1) ! M�[0; 1]such that1. G(p) is a map which is f.p. over [0; 1] and �k,2. for each t 2 [0;1), G(p)t :M�[0; 1] ! M�[0; 1] is an isotopy supported onp�1([�2; 4]�B��k),3. (p�id[0;1])�G(p)t :M�[0; 1] ! R�[0; 1]�B��k converges uniformly to (g �idB��k)�(p�id[0;1]) as t goes to 1, and4. for each t 2 [0;1), (p� id[0;1])�G(p)t is �0{close to (g� idB��k)�(p� id[0;1]).Addendum 4.5. 1. If � :M ! �k is the projection andG(@p) : ��1(@�k)�[0; 1]�[0;1) ! ��1(@�k)�[0; 1]is already such a family, then G(p) can be chosen so thatG(p)j��1(@�k)�[0; 1]�[0;1) = G(@p):2. If m =1, X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, X �R�B ��k is a slicedZ{set in M , and pj : X �R�B��k ! R�B��k is projection, then G(p)can be chosen so that for each t2[0;1)G(p)tj : X �R�B ��k ! X �R�B ��kis g � idX�B��k (in addition to the other properties above).Proof of 4.4, 4.5. See [28], [27], [34], [31].We will also need the following version of the Sucking Principle for manifoldapproximate �brations (cf. Lemma 4.1).



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 23Lemma 4.6 (Sucking to get MAFs). For every � > 0 there exists � = �(�;m; k;B) >0 such that if p :M ! S1�B ��k is a proper map satisfying1. the composition � :M p�! S1�B ��k ! �kis a �bre bundle projection with �bres m{manifolds without boundary,2. for each t2�k, pj : ��1(t) ! S1�B � ftgis a �{�bration, and3. for each t2@�k, pj : ��1(t) ! S1�B � ftgis a manifold approximate �bration,then there is a homotopy p ' p0 which is f.p. over �k and is rel ��1(@�k) suchthat for each t2�k p0j��1(t)! S1�B�ftgis a manifold approximate �bration.Addendum 4.7. If m =1, X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, X�S1�B��kis a sliced Z{set in M , and pj : X�S1�B��k ! S1�B��k is projection, thenthe homotopy p ' p0 can be rel X�S1�B��k (in addition to the other propertiesabove).Proof of 4.6, 4.7. See [26], [28], [32].One more result on manifold approximate �brations is required.Lemma 4.8 (Local Connectivity for MAFs). For every � > 0 there exists � =�(�;m; k;B) > 0 such that if p0; p1 : M ! S1�B � �k are k{simplices ofMAF(S1�B) satisfying1. p0 = p1 over S1�B�@�k,2. p0 and p1 are �{close,then there is a map p :M ! S1�B��k�[0; 1]such that1. p = pi over S1�B��k�fig for i = 0; 1,2. pj = p0j�id = p1j�id over S1�B�@�k�[0; 1],3. the composition� :M p�! S1�B��k�[0; 1] ! �k�[0; 1]is a �bre bundle projection with �bres m{manifolds without boundary, and4. for each t2�k�[0; 1], pj : ��1(t) ! S1�B�ftgis a manifold approximate �bration.Addendum 4.9. If m =1, X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, X�S1�B��kis a sliced Z{set in M , and both p0j; p1j : X�S1�B��k ! S1�B��k areprojection, then the map p can be chosen so that pj : X�S1�B��k�[0; 1] !S1�B��k�[0; 1] is projection.Proof of 4.8, 4.9. See [26], [28].



24 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS4.2.1. De�nition of w. The de�nition of w is given inductively over the skeletaof MAF(R�B). To begin the construction let p : M ! R�B be a vertex ofMAF(R�B). Let G(p) : M�[0; 1]�[0;1) ! M�[0; 1]be given by Controlled Isotopy Covering Lemma 4.4. Choose t0 > 0 so large thatif t � t0 then p�1((�1; 0)�B)�G(p)(1;t)(p�1((�1; 0]�B))where G(p)(1;t) :M ! M isG(p)j :M�f1g � ftg ! M�f1g:For such t let Yt = G(p)(1;t)(p�1((�1; 0]�B))np�1((�1; 0)�B)and M̂t = Yt= � where � is generated byx � G(p)(1;t)(x) if p(x) 2 f0g�B:For each t � t0 there exists a map qt : Yt ! [0; 1]�B constructed by �rst consid-ering pj : Yt ! [0; 2]�B:The constant map [1; 2] ! 1 induces mapsc : [0; 2]�B ! [0; 1]�B; cpj : Yt ! [0; 1]�B:Now cpj is homotopic rel p�1((�1; 0:5]�B)\Yt to a map qt : Yt ! [0; 1]�B suchthat qt�G(p)(1;t)(p�1(f0g�B)) = f1g�B and the diagramp�1(f0g�B) G(p)(1;t)�����! q�1t (f1g�B)p=qt??y ??yqtf0g�B +1����! f1g�Bcommutes.By identifying S1 with [0; 1]=f0 = 1g, qt induces a map p̂t : M̂t ! S1�B.Moreover, p̂t is a �t{�bration where �t ! 0 as t!1.The construction of qt from cpj involves the use of the Homotopy ExtensionProperty, so is not completely canonical. However, any two choices will yield twomaps p̂t and p̂0t which can be assumed �t{close with �t as above. It follows fromLemmas 4.6 and 4.8 that there exists a manifold approximate �bration p̂ : M̂ !S1�B such that [p̂] 2 �0MAF(S1�B) is well{de�ned by the construction above.It is easy to see how to continue this construction inductively to constructw : MAF(R�B) ! MAF(S1�B):Theorem 4.10. The compositionMAF(R�B) w�! MAF(S1�B) '�! ManBan(S1�B) u�! MAF(R�B)is homotopic to the identity.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 25Proof. We need to recall a bit of germ theory from [32]. Let GMAF(R�B) be thesimplicial set whose k{simplices are equivalence classes of k{simplices of MAF(R�B);two such being equivalent if they are equal over some neighborhood of f0g�B��kin R�B��k. This process of taking germs induces a homotopy equivalence � :MAF(R�B) ! GMAF(R�B). Now one only needs to observe that since u'wdoes not a�ect a neighborhood of f0g�B��k it follows that �u'w ' �.4.3. Classifying space interpretation. In the special case B = Rn for n � 0, whas an especially pleasant description in terms of the classi�cation results of [32].Since S1�Rn is parallelizable and S1�Rn'S1, according to [32] (Theorem 2.2.2and Example 4.8) there is a homotopy equivalence	 : MAF(S1�Rn) ! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1))where Map(X;Y ) denotes the simplicial set of maps from X to Y .Theorem 4.11. The compositionMAF(R�Rn) w�! MAF(S1�Rn) 	�! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1))is homotopic to the map which takes a k{simplexp :M ! R�Rn��k = Rn+1��kof MAF(R�Rn) to the constant map in Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) with image the k{simplex p.Before proving Theorem 4.11 we need to make �ve comments about the homo-topy equivalence 	.Comment 4.12. The �rst comment involves an explicit model for the simplicial setMap(S1;MAF(B)). A k{simplex consists of a subspaceM�`2�S1�B��k of smallcapacity such that1. the projection � : M ! S1 � �k is a �bre bundle projection with �bresm{manifolds without boundary,2. the projection p :M ! S1�B��k has the property that for each (s; t)2S1��k,pj : p�1(fsg�B�ftg) ! fsg�B�ftgis a manifold approximate �bration.In this model constant maps are described as follows. If p : M ! B � �k is ak{simplex of MAF(B), then the constant map in Map(S1;MAF(B)) with imagethe k{simplex p is simply the k{simplex idS1 �p : S1�M ! S1�B ��k. Thus,Theorem 4.11 is equivalent to Theorem 4.13.Theorem 4.13. 	�w is homotopic to the map which takes a k{simplex p : M !Rn+1��k of MAF(Rn+1) to the k{simplex of Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) given byidS1�p : S1�M ! S1�Rn+1��k:Comment 4.14. The second comment involves recalling the simple geometric de-scription of the homotopy equivalence 	. This is a distillation of the di�erential of[32].2 Fix a small number a > 0 (a < � = diam(S1)) and for x2S1 let Ux denote theopen interval about x of radius a. Let � : S1�R! S1�S1 be an open embeddingsuch that for each x2S1, �(x; �) : fxg�R ! fxg�S1 takes R homeomorphically2It should be emphasized that the di�erential in [32] is based on the di�erential in [30] whichin turn is inspired by the di�erential of immersion theory.



26 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISonto Ux with �(x; 0) = (x; x). (Thus, � is just a trivialization of the topologicaltangent microbundle of S1.) Then given a k{simplexp :M ! S1�B��kof MAF(S1�B), form idS1�p : S1�M ! S1�S1�B��kand let M 0 = (id�p)�1(�(S1�R)�B��k):Then 	(p) :M 0 (id�p)j�����! �(S1 �R)�B��k ��1�idB��k��������! S1�R�B��kis a k{simplex of Map(S1;MAF(R�B)). In other words, there is a pull-back dia-gram M 0 ����! S1�M	(p)??y ??yidS1�pS1�R�B��k ��idB��k�������! S1�S1�B��k:In the case that B = Rn, it follows from [32] that this construction de�nes ahomotopy equivalence	 : MAF(S1�Rn) ! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)):Comment 4.15. The third comment is to describe another interpretation of themap 	 which is reminiscent of the constructions in [35].3 For this constructionrepresent S1 as the quotient R=� where the quotient map is the exponential mape : R! S1; t 7! [t]. There is another version of the exponential map , namelye0 : S1�R! S1�S1; ([s]; t) 7! ([s]; [s+ t]):We may assume that the trivialization � : S1�R ! S1�S1 mentioned above isde�ned so that it agrees with e0 over a neighborhood of the diagonal in S1�S1.Form the pull-back N ����! S1�Mp0??y ??yidS1�pS1�R�B��k e0�id����! S1�S1�B��k:De�ne 	0 : MAF(S1�B) ! Map(S1;MAF(R�B)) by 	0(p) = p0.Lemma 4.16. 	 ' 	0 : MAF(S1�B) ! Map(S1;MAF(R�B)).Proof. Note that 	(p) and 	0(p) agree over a neighborhood of S1�f0g�B ��k inS1 � R�B � �k. The result then follows from the uniqueness of germs principlefor manifold approximate �brations (cf. [32], Proposition 3.2).3We are invoking the fact that S1 has nonpositive curvature.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 27Comment 4.17. The fourth comment concerns the construction of yet another map	00 : MAF(S1�B) ! Map(S1;MAF(R�B))which we will show is homotopic to 	 (for arbitrary B). Given a k{simplex p :M ! S1�B��k form the pull-back�M �p����! R�B��k??y e�id??yM p����! S1�B��k:Let � : �M ! �M be the +1 generating covering translation, let  : R�[0; 1] !R�[0; 1] be the isotopy de�ned by (x; t) = (x + t; t), let B = �idB��k :R�B��k�[0; 1] ! R�B��k�[0; 1]. Let T (��1) be the mapping torus of ��1(thus T (��1) = �M�[0; 1]=� where (x; 1) � (��1(x); 0), De�nition 8.1). RepresentS1 as above and de�ne 	00(p) : T (��1) ! S1�R�B��kby [x; t] 7! ([t]; (Bt )�1�p(x)).Lemma 4.18. 	0 ' 	00 : MAF(S1�B) ! Map(S1;MAF(R�B)).Proof. Using the notation above de�ne a homeomorphism  : T (��1) ! N asfollows. First de�ne � : T (��1) ! S1�R�B��k by representing a point ofT (��1) as [x; t; y; s] where s2[0; 1] and (x; t; y)2 �M�M�R�B��k with x2M , t2R,y2B��k so that p(x) = ([t]; y). Then let �([x; t; y; s]) = ([s]; t� s; y).Now de�ne � : T (��1) ! S1�M by �([x; t; y; s]) = ([s]; x). Since one can checkthat (e0�id)� = (id�p)� and N is the pull{back of e0�id and id�p it follows that�; � uniquely determine a map  : T (��1) ! N . Moreover, p0� = �. Since� = 	00(p) and p0 = 	(p) we are done.Comment 4.19. The �fth and �nal comment is about yet another map� : MAF(R�B) ! Map(S1;MAF(R�B)):The de�nition will be illustrated only for vertices; the remaining details are similarto those in the constructions above. Given a vertex p :M ! R�B in MAF(R�B)we have associated to p an isotopy G :M�[0; 1] ! M�[0; 1] in the de�nition of wabove (using Lemma 4.6). In the notation above G = G(p)t for some su�cientlylarge t. If T (G�11 ) denotes the mapping torus of G�11 :M ! M , de�nep0 : T (G�11 ) ! S1�R�Bby [x; t] 7! ([t]; pG�1t (x)). Then �(p) = p0 is the map which we are interested in forthe following reason.Lemma 4.20. � : MAF(R�B) ! Map(S1;MAF(R�B)) is homotopic to the mapp7!idS1�p.Proof. The mapping torus T (G�1) of G�1 provides a one{simplex from idS1�p to�(p).Proof of Theorem 4.13. For a vertex p : M ! R�B of MAF(R�B) we will con-struct a one simplex from 	00w(p) to �(p). This construction can then be gen-eralized to provide a homotopy 	00�w ' �. By letting B = Rn, the proof ofTheorem 4.13 then follows from Lemmas 4.16, 4.18 and 4.20. Let G : M�[0; 1] !



28 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISM�[0; 1] be the isotopy used in the de�nition of �(p) above. In particular, pGt isclose to gtp for 0 � t � 1. LetY = G1p�1((�1; 0]�B)np�1((�1; 0])and �Y =[n=1n=�1Gn1 (Y ) � M:The wrapping{up map w yields a manifold approximate �bration w(p) = q : M̂ !S1�B where M̂ = Y=�, �Y is the in�nite cyclic cover of M̂ , and q induces �q : �Y !R�B. The +1 generating covering translation � : �Y ! �Y is such that � = G1j�Y .The key observation now is that the map 	00w(p) = 	00(q) is given byT (��1) ! S1�R�B; [x; t] 7! ([t]; (Bt )�1�q(x)):Over [�0:5; 1:5]�B, p is close to �q and t = gt. Thus, over [�0:5; 1:5]�B we have(Bt )�1�q close to pG�1t . It follows that the compositionT (��1) ,! T (G�11 ) p0�! R�B�S1is close to 	00(q) : T (��1) ! R�B�S1over a neighborhood of S1�f0g�B in S1�R�B. Moreover, these two maps areequal over a neighborhood of f0g�B�f1g in R�B�f1g (because the homotopyp ' q is rel such a neighborhood). Now once again use the fact that takinggerms about 0 induces a homotopy equivalence together with local connectivity(Lemma 4.8) to show that �(p) = p0 and 	00(q) are in the same component ofMap(S1;MAF(R�B)).We now will interpret the unwrapping (or in�nite transfer) map u : MAF(S1 �Rn) ! MAF(Rn+1) in terms of the classifying map 	. Evaluation at the basepointof S1 yields a �bration
MAF(Rn+1) I�! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) E�! MAF(Rn+1):Theorem 4.21. The compositionMAF(S1 �Rn) 	�! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) E�! MAF(Rn+1)is homotopic to the unwrapping map u.Proof. According to Lemma 4.16 it su�ces to show that u'E	0 where 	0 is con-structed in Comment4.15. If p :M ! S1�Rn��k is a k{simplex ofMAF(S1�Rn),then 	0(p) = p0 is formed by pulling{back along e0�idRn��k to obtain p0 : N !S1�Rn+1��k. Then E	0(p) = E(p0) is formed by restricting p0 over f1g�Rn+1��kto obtain E	0(p) = p0j : (p0)�1(f1g�Rn+1��k) ! f1g�Rn+1��k:Since e0 : f1g�R ! f1g�S1 is the standard exponential cover, E	0(p) is obtainedfrom p by the pull{back construction and the result now follows from Remark 4.3.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 294.4. Independence of covering isotopy. As a consequence of Theorem 4.13 notethat the homotopy class of the wrapping up w(p) is independent of the approximatecovering isotopy which is used to perform the wrapping up construction. This isbecause the map p7!idS1�p has nothing whatsoever to do with a covering isotopy.The following result is an application of this observation.Corollary 4.22. If p : M ! R is a vertex of MAF(R) and p̂ : M̂ ! S1 is itsimage in MAF(S1) under the wrapping-up map, then M�S1 is homeomorphic toM̂ �R.Proof. Let � : R2�[0; 1] ! R2 be the isotopy which rotates R2 through an angleof �2 in the clockwise direction; that is,�(x; y; t) = � cos�t2 sin�t2�sin�t2 cos�t2 ��xy�:Let gs : R ! R, 0�s�1, be the isotopy used in the construction of w, and letGs : M ! M , 0�s�1, be an isotopy which approximately covers gs (that is, gspis close to pGs).Consider the vertex p � idR: M�R ! R2 of MAF(R2) and note that thecomponent [w(p�idR)] in MAF(S1�R) determined by the image of p�idRunder thewrapping up map w is the component [p̂�idR] determined by p̂�idR: M̂�R ! R2.This is because Gs�idRis an isotopy onM�Rwhich approximately covers gs�idRand hence can be used to wrap-up p� idR; the result of this wrapping up is p̂� idR.On the other hand, �1(p � idR) : M � R ! R2 is in the same component ofMAF(R2) as p�idR(because �t(p�idR), 0�t�1 provides a path). Note that thediagram M �R idM�gs�����! M �R�1(p�idR)??y ??y�1(p�idR)R2 gs�idR����! R2commutes. This means that idM�gs is an isotopy exactly covering gs � idRwithrespect to �1(p�idR) and so can be used to wrap-up �1(p � idR). The result is�01(p� idS1 ) :M�S1 ! S1�Rwhere �01 : R�S1 ! S1 �R is the map (x; y) 7! (y;�x).Thus, �01(p� idS1) :M�S1 ! S1�Rand p̂� idR: M̂�R! S1 �Rare in the same component of MAF(S1 �R). In particular, M̂ �R and M�S1 arehomeomorphic.Note that the wrapping up w : MAF(Rn+1) ! MAF(S1 � Rn) as constructedabove appears to depend on the fact that the �rst R factor was the one which waswrapped-up to get the S1 factor. However, the map in Theorems 4.11 and 4.13which is homotopic to w does not depend on which factor is used. We next makethis observation precise.Let � be a permutation of f1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1g. Then � induces a homeomorphism� : Rn+1 ! Rn+1; (x1; : : : ; xn+1) 7! (x�(1); : : : ; x�(n+1))



30 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISand therefore a simplicial isomorphism� : MAF(Rn+1) ! MAF(Rn+1); (p :M ! Rn+1��k)7!(��id�k )�p:This in turn induces a simplicial isomorphism� : Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) ! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1))and thus we can de�ne (up to homotopy) a simplicial isomorphismonMAF(S1�Rn)so that the following diagram homotopy commutes :MAF(S1 �Rn) �����! MAF(S1 �Rn)	??y ??y	Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) �����! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)):Corollary 4.23. The following diagram homotopy commutes:MAF(Rn+1) �����! MAF(Rn+1)w??y ??ywMAF(S1 �Rn) �����! MAF(S1 �Rn):Proof. Theorem 4.13 reduces this to observing that the following diagram commutesMAF(Rn+1) �����! MAF(Rn+1)??y ??yMap(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) �����! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1))where the vertical maps are both given by p7!idS1�p.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 315. Relaxation as a simplicial mapIn this section we de�ne a simplicial mapr : ManBan(S1�B) ! MAF(S1�B);called the relaxation map, such that r'' idMAF(S1�B). In particular, the forgetcontrol map ' : MAF(S1�B) ! ManBan(S1�B) is homotopy split injective.The de�nition of r is given inductively over the skeleta of ManBan(S1�B). Tobegin the construction let p : M ! S1�B be a vertex of ManBan(S1�B). Formthe pull-back �M �p����! R�B??y ??yeM p����! S1�B:Let � : �M ! �M be the +1 generating covering translation. The unwrapping mapof x4.1 yields p0 = u(�p) : �M ! R�Bwhich is a vertex of MAF(R�B). We now follow closely the de�nition of thewrapping up map in x4.2 closely with p0 taking the place of p and � playing a role.Let G(p0) : �M�[0; 1]�[0;1) ! �M�[0; 1]be given by Controlled Isotopy Covering Lemma 4.4. Choose t0 > 0 so large thatif t� t0 then (p0)�1((�1; 0)�B) � �G(p0)(1;t)((p0)�1((�1; 0]�B))where G(p0)(1;t) : �M ! �M isG(p0)j :M�f1g�ftg ! M�f1g:For such t letYt = �G(p0)(1;t)((p0)�1((�1; 0]�B)) n (p0)�1((�1; 0)�B)and M̂t = Yt= � where � is generated byx � G(p0)(1;t)(x); if p0(x)2f0g�B:Equivalently, M̂t may be described as a quotient space of �M :M̂t = �M=�G(p0)(1;t):As in the construction of w, it is possible to construct a continuous family of mapsp̂t : M̂t ! S1�B such that p̂t is a �t{�bration with �t ! 0 as t ! 1. ThenLemmas 4.6 and 4.8 imply that there exists a canonical manifold approximate�bration r(p) = p̂ : M̂ ! S1�B associated to the family fp̂tg. This constructioncan be continued inductively to construct r : ManBan(S1�B) ! MAF(S1�B).Given a k{simplex p : M ! S1�B��k of ManBan(S1�B), we will need todescribe the in�nite cyclic cover �̂p : �̂M ! R�B��k of the relaxation r(p). Tothis end note from the construction above that there is a �ber preserving isotopyG : �M�[0; 1] ! �M�[0; 1] such that G = G(p0)t for su�ciently large t so thatr(p) = p̂ : M̂ = M̂t ! S1�B��k. If � : �M ! �M is the +1 generating coveringtranslation of the pull-back �p : �M ! R�B��k of p, then it follows easily that



32 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS�̂ = ��G1 : �M ! �M is a covering translation of an in�nite cyclic cover of �M=�G1 =�M=�̂ = M̂ . We summarize this as follows.Proposition 5.1. The relaxation p̂ : M̂ ! S1�B��k of p : M ! S1�B��kis such that M and M̂ have the same in�nite cyclic cover �M so that M = �M=�and M̂ = �M=�̂ with �; �̂ : �M ! �M the +1 generating covering translations. More-over, there exists a �bre preserving isotopy G : �M�[0; 1] ! �M�[0; 1] supported on�p�1([�2; 4]�B��k) so that �̂ = ��G1.We now specialize to the case B = Rn.Theorem 5.2. The compositionMAF(S1 �Rn) '�! ManBan(S1 �Rn) r�! MAF(S1 �Rn)is homotopic to the identity.Proof. We will show that 	0r''	0 where	0 : MAF(S1 �Rn) ! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1))is the homotopy of Comment 4.15. It su�ces to illustrate the homotopy on vertices,so let p :M ! S1�Rn be a vertex of MAF(S1�Rn). Since the pull-back �p : �M !Rn+1 is a manifold approximate �bration, we may take p0 = �p in the constructionabove (no sucking is needed). Let G : �M�[0; 1] ! �M�[0; 1] be an isotopy suchthat G = G(�p)t for some su�ciently large t so that r(p) = p̂ : M̂ = M̂t ! S1�Rn:As above the in�nite cyclic cover of M̂ is �M with +1 covering translation �̂ = �G1 :�M ! �M . The construction also shows that �p; �̂p : �M ! R�B��k are boundedlyhomotopic. It then follows that 	0(p) are 	0(r(p)) homotopic.The relaxation map agrees with Siebenmann's relaxation construction [44] asis shown in [31] (Chapter 18) and with the splitting of the forget control map ofHughes-Taylor-Williams [35], [36].Finally, we note that the relaxation map extends to a simplicial mapr : ManBanc(S1�B) ! MAF(S1�B):This extension is accomplished just as for the unwrapping map in x4.1.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 336. The Whitehead spacesIn this section we recall the de�nition of the controlled Whitehead space as givenin Hughes [27] and de�ne analogues of the wrapping, unwrapping, relaxation andforget control maps.6.1. The ControlledWhitehead space. Let B be a �nite dimensional manifoldwithout boundary with a �xed metric and let X be a Hilbert cube manifold witha �xed closed embedding X�`2 of small capacity. Let p : X ! B be a manifoldapproximate �bration. Consider X as a subset of `2�B of small capacity viathe embedding x 7! (x; p(x)). A k{simplex of the simplicial set Wh(p : X ! B)consists of a subspace M � `2�B��k of small capacity such that1. the projection � : M ! �k is a �bre bundle projection with Q{manifold�bres,2. X ��k is a sliced Z{set in M (in particular, �jX ��k is projection),3. there is a �bre preserving strong deformation retraction f :M ! X ��k,4. the map f is actually a proper (p�id�k )�1(�)-sdr for every � > 0.Condition (4) above is equivalent (in the presence of the other conditions) to40. the composition (p�id�k)�f : M ! B � �k is a k{simplex of MAFQ(B)(see [27]).As a consequence note that this de�nes a simplicial mapWh(p : X ! B) ! MAFQ(B):As in Chapter 3 we will usually ignore the small capacity embedding in `2 andjust denote a k{simplex of Wh(p : X ! B) by a map f :M ! X ��k satisfyingthe properties above.When B = fpointg we denote Wh(p : X ! B) by Wh(X). This is the classicalWhitehead space of X with �0Wh(X) = Wh(Z�1(X)) and 
Wh(X) homotopyequivalent to the space of pseudoisotopies on X (see [29]).It is easy to see that Wh(p : X ! B) is a Kan complex (see [32]). In orderto describe a basepoint of Wh(p : X ! B), �x an embedding X�[0; 1] � `2 ofsmall capacity such that X � f0g = X�`2. The base vertex e0 is the projectionX�[0; 1] ! X. (The identityX��k ! X��k can not be used because of the Z{set condition.) The degenerate k{simplex ek on e0 is the projectionX�[0; 1]��k !X � �k. The subcomplex e = fekg of Wh(p : X ! B) is the basepoint at whichhomotopy groups are based unless otherwise mentioned.By analogy with Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 we have the following characterizationof the components of the controlled Whitehead spaces. The version for highersimplices is also explicitly stated here. Let B be a �xed manifold with dimB <1and assume that B is either a closed manifold or a product Y�Rn of a closedmanifold Y and Rn (with the standard metric) and that B has the product metric.Proposition 6.1. Suppose X is a Hilbert cube manifold, and p : X ! B is amanifold approximate �bration.(1) There exists �0 > 0 so that if fi : Mi ! X, i = 1; 2, are two vertices ofWh(p : X ! B), then the following are equivalent:(i) f1 and f2 are in the same component of Wh(p : X ! B).(ii) There exists a homeomorphism h : M1 ! M2 such that hjX is theinclusion and pf2h is �0{homotopic to pf1 rel X.



34 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS(iii) For every � > 0 there exists a homeomorphism h� : M1 ! M2 such thath�jX is the inclusion and pf2h� is �{homotopic to pf1 rel X.(iv) For every � > 0 there exists a homeomorphism h� : M1 ! M2 such thatpf2h� is �{homotopic to pf1.(2) For each k� 1 there exists �k > 0 so that if fi : Mi ! X��k, i = 1; 2,are two k{simplices of Wh(p : X ! B) which represent classes [f1]; [f2] 2�k(Wh(p : X ! B); e), then the following are equivalent:(i) [f1] = [f2]2�k(Wh(p : X ! B); e).(ii) There exists a homeomorphism h :M1 ! M2 such thathj(X��k)[(X�[0; 1]�@�k) = inclusionand pf2h is �0{homotopic to pf1 rel (X��k)[(X�[0; 1]�@�k).(iii) For every � > 0 there exists a homeomorphism h� :M1 ! M2 such thath�j(X��k)[(X�[0; 1]�@�k) = inclusionand pf2h� is �{homotopic to pf1 rel (X��k)[(X�[0; 1]�@�k).(iv) For every � > 0 there exists a homeomorphism h� : M1 ! M2 such thath�j(X�[0; 1]�@�k) is the inclusion and pf2h� is �{homotopic to pf1 relX�[0; 1]�@�k.Proof. See [29], Theorems 3.2, 3.3.6.2. Abelian monoid-like structures. We will now de�ne a binary operationwhich gives Wh(p : X ! B) what might be called the structure of an abelianmonoid-like simplicial set . However, the operation is not basepoint preserving. Webegin by describing a new basepoint of Wh(p : X ! B) which will be the productof the standard basepoint with itself. Let Y = (X�[0; 2])q(X�[�1;�2])= � where� is the equivalence relation generated by (x; 1)�(x;�1) for each x2X. Then Y isa Hilbert cube manifold homeomorphic to X [6]. The key features of Y are that itcontains a natural copy of X as a Z-set and that it corresponds to what should bethe product of the basepoint with itself (see �gure below).
X�[0; 2]X = X�f0g X�[�1; 1]X�f1g = X�f�1gFix a closed embedding Y �`2 of small capacity which agrees with the embeddingX�[0; 1]�`2. Let e0_e0 denote the vertex Y ! X; [(x; t)]7!x, of Wh(p : X ! B).The degenerate k{simplex on e0_e0 is denoted ek_ek (essentially the product



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 35e0_e0 � �k), and e_e = fek_ekg is a basepoint of Wh(p : X ! B). Considerthe simplicial maps:i1 :Wh(p : X ! B) ! Wh(p : X ! B)�Wh(p : X ! B); x 7!(x; e);i2 :Wh(p : X ! B) ! Wh(p : X ! B)�Wh(p : X ! B); x 7!(e; x);� :Wh(p : X ! B) ! Wh(p : X ! B)�Wh(p : X ! B); x 7!(x; x):Let B be a �xed manifold with dimB <1 and assume that B is either a closedmanifold or a product Y �Rn of a closed manifold Y and Rn (with the standardmetric) and that B has the product metric.Proposition 6.2. Suppose X is a Hilbert cube manifold, and p : X ! B is amanifold approximate �bration.(1) There exists a simplicial map� :Wh(p : X ! B) �Wh(p : X ! B) ! Wh(p : X ! B); �(x; y) = x+ ysatisfying the following properties:(i) ��i1' id'��i2,(ii) the two maps Wh(p : X ! B) � Wh(p : X ! B) � Wh(p : X ! B) !Wh(p : X ! B); (x; y; z)7!�(�(x; y); z) and (x; y; z)7!�(x; �(y; z)) are ho-motopic,(iii) the two maps Wh(p : X ! B) � Wh(p : X ! B) ! Wh(p : X ! B);(x; y)7!�(x; y) and (x; y)7!�(y; x) are homotopic,(iv) �(e; e) = e_e.(2) For each k�1 there exists an isomorphism �k : �k(Wh(p : X ! B); e_e) !�k(Wh(p : X ! B); e) such that the operation induced by the composition�k(Wh(p : X ! B); e)� �k(Wh(p : X ! B); e) ���! �k(Wh(p : X ! B); e_e)�k�! �k(Wh(p : X ! B); e)is commutative and agrees with the standard homotopy group operation.(3) �� induces an abelian group structure on �0Wh(p : X ! B).Proof. (1) The idea behind the de�nition of the operation � : Wh(p : X ! B) �Wh(p : X ! B) ! Wh(p : X ! B) is simple : if fi : Mi ! X � �k are k{simplices of Wh(p : X ! B) for i = 1; 2, de�ne M = M1[X��kM2 and f : M !X � �k by f jMi = fi. Then �(f1; f2) should be f . However, there are twotechnical problems with this. First, some attention must be paid to the requiredembedding into `2�B��k. Second, X��k is not a sliced Z{set in M . To dealwith the embedding problem, let �i : `2 ! `2, i = 1; 2, be two embeddings ofsmall capacity such that �ij : X�[0; 1] ! `2 is the inclusion and �1(`2)\�2(`2) =X�[0; 1]: Let �0i = �i�1B��k : `2�B��k ! `2�B��k. Given k{simplicesfi : Mi ! X��k are k{simplices of Wh(p : X ! B) for i = 1; 2, the embeddingsMi ! `2�B��k; x 7!�0i(x), determines an embedding M = M1[X��kM2 !`2�B��k of small capacity. Other aspects of the `2 embeddings are handled in astandard way ([32], x15 is useful here) and no further mention of this problem willbe made. The second technical problem is dealt with as follows. De�neM 0 = Ma(X�[0; 1]��k)=(X��k = X�f1g��k):Then X�f0g��k is a sliced Z{set in M 0 and the compositionf 0 :M 0 f[1��! X�[0; 1]��k proj��! X��k



36 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISis a k{simplex of Wh(p : X ! B) de�ning �(f1; f2). The proofs of properties (i){(iv) are straightforward.(2) The natural retraction Y ! X�[0; 1] is cell{like, so it can be approximated bya homeomorphism h : Y ! X�[0; 1]. The mapping cylinder M (h) is a 1{simplexin Wh(p : X ! B) from e0 to e0_e0. In the usual way, the 1{simplex M (h) (anddegenerate simplices on it) de�ne the isomorphism �k. More explicitly, if f :M !X��k represents a class [f ]2�k(Wh(p : X ! B); e_e), then f�1(X�@�k) = Y �@�k. Now f induces a map ~f : ~M = M[Y�@�k(M (h)�@�k) ! X��k repre-senting a class [ ~f ]2�k(Wh(p : X ! B); e). Set �k([f ]) = [ ~f ]. The proof that �k��is the standard homotopy group operation follows the usual proof for H{spaces inhomotopy theory, aided by the fact that there is a �bre preserving homeomorphismM (h) ! X�[0; 1]��1 which is the identity on (X�[0; 1]�@0�1)[(X�f0g��1)and is h from Y to X�[0; 1]�@1�1. That the operation is commutative followsfrom the characterization of 6.2.(3) Existence of inverses (in �0) follows from the usual geometric construction ([13],p. 21) with control ([8], p.320) (cf. [27], x4). This can even be done inductively onthe dimension of the simplices of Wh(p : X ! B) to de�ne a simplicial map. Aswith the higher homotopy groups, commutativity follows from the characterizationof 6.2.6.3. The various simplicialmaps. In order to de�ne forget control, unwrapping,wrapping up and relaxation maps, we consider only controlled Whitehead spacesin special situations. Thus, for the remainder of this chapter X denotes a compactHilbert cube manifold, and Y and B denote �nite dimensional manifolds with Yclosed and B without boundary and with a �xed metric. We then have projectionsp = pY�B : X�Y�B ! Y �B and p = pB : X�Y�B ! B;and consider the controlled Whitehead spacesWh(X�Y�B ! Y �B) andWh(X�Y �B ! B)with unlabeled arrows out of cartesian products of spaces always denoting projec-tion maps. As in the previous sections we will be interested only in the specialcases Y = S1 or Y = fpointg and B = Rn or B = Rn+1 with the standard metric.We will de�ne the following simplicial maps:(i) the forget control map' :Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B) ! Wh(X�S1�B ! B);(ii) the unwrapping mapu :Wh(X�S1�B ! B) ! Wh(X�R�B ! R�B);(iii) the wrapping up mapw :Wh(X�R�B ! R� B) ! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 �B);(iv) the relaxation mapr :Wh(X�S1�B ! B) ! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B):



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 376.4. The forget control map. A k{simplexf :M ! X�S1�B��kof Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B) has the property that the compositionM f�! X�S1�B��k ! S1�B��kis a k{simplex of MAFQ(S1�B). Hence, the compositionM f�! X�S1�B��k ! B ��kis a k{simplex of MAFQ(B). In this way the forget control map is de�ned' :Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B) ! Wh(X�S1�B ! B):This is compatible with the forget control map of Chapter 3 so that the followingdiagram commutes:Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B) '����! Wh(X�S1�B ! B)??y ??yMAFQ(S1�B) '����! MAFQ(B)The proof of the following proposition is obvious.Proposition 6.3. The forget control map ' : Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B) !Wh(X�S1�B ! B) induces homomorphisms between homotopy groups (based ate) including �0.6.5. The unwrapping map. The construction is similar to the construction ofthe unwrapping map in x4.1 so we will not give all of the details. Given a k{simplexf :M ! X�S1�B��k of Wh(X�S1�B ! B), the compositionp :M f�! X�S1�B��k ! S1�B��kis a k{simplex of ManBanQc (S1�B) (see x3.3). Pulling back along R ! S1 givesmaps f : M ! X�R�B��kand p :M f�! X�R�B��k ! R�B��k:As in x4.1, p'u(p) with u(p) a k{simplex of MAFQ(R�B). Using the Addenda 4.2,the homotopy can be taken rel X�R�B��k. Lifting this homotopy gives a homo-topy f'u(f) relX�R�B��k so that u(p) is the compositionu(p) :M u(f)���! X�R�B��k ! R�B��k:Thus, u(f) is a k{simplex of Wh(X�R�B ! R� B) and this de�nes the map uso that the following diagram commutes:Wh(X�S1�B ! B) u����! Wh(X�R�B ! R�B)??y ??yManBanQc (S1�B) u����! MAFQ(R�B):



38 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISProposition 6.4. The unwrapping mapu :Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B) ! Wh(X�R�B ! R�B)induces homomorphisms between homotopy groups (based at e) including �0.Proof. Taking pull-backs is compatible with the sum operation. After taking pull-backs, the remaining modi�cations are rel X�R�B��k.Remark 6.5 (The In�nite Transfer). As in Remark 4.3 the compositionWh(X�S1�B ! S1 �B) '�! Wh(X�S1�B ! B) u�! Wh(X�R�B ! R� B)is homotopic to the simplicial map given by the pull-back construction. This com-position is also called the unwrapping , or in�nite transfer map and denotedu :Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B) ! Wh(X�R�B ! R� B):6.6. The wrapping up map. As with the unwrapping map we will just notethat minor modi�cations can be made to the wrapping up map w : MAF(R�B) !MAF(S1�B) of Chapter 4. Thus, given a vertex f :M ! X�R�B ofWh(X�R�B !R� B), the composition p :M f�! X�R�B ! R�Bis a vertex of MAFQ(R�B). Adopting the notation of Chapter 4 and using the fullstrength of the addenda 4.2, 4.5 and 4.7, it is possible to construct a lift f̂ : M̂ !X�S1�B of the map p̂ : M̂ ! S1�B such that f̂ is a homotopy equivalence andf̂ jX�S1�B is the identity so thatw(f) = f̂ is a vertex ofWh(X�S1�B ! S1�B).The construction is continued inductively to de�ne the map w so that the followingdiagram commutes:Wh(X�R�B ! R� B) w����! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 �B)??y ??yMAFQ(R� B) w����! MAFQ(S1�B)Proposition 6.6. The wrapping up mapw :Wh(X�R�B ! R�B) ! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B)induces homomorphisms between homotopy groups (based at e) including �0.Proof. Since the addenda 4.5, 4.7 and 4.9 are used, all the constructions are com-patible along X�R�B��k.By analogy with Theorem 4.10 we haveTheorem 6.7. The compositionWh(X�R�B ! R�B) w�! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 �B)'�! Wh(X�S1�B ! B) u�! Wh(X�R�B ! R�B)is homotopic to the identity.Proof. This follows from germ theory as in Theorem 4.10. See [30] for the analogueof GMAF in this case.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 396.7. Classifying space interpretation. There are also analogues of Theorems 4.10and 4.11 in the special case B = Rn for n� 0, in which w and u have descriptions interms of the classi�cation results of [30] and [27]. According to [30] and [32] thereis a homotopy equivalence	 :Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) ! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))making the following diagram commute:Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) 	����! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))??y ??yMAFQ(S1 �Rn) 	����! Map(S1;MAFQ(Rn+1)):Theorem 6.8. The compositionWh(X�R�Rn! R�Rn) w�! Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn)	�! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))is homotopic to the map which takes a k{simplexf :M ! X �R�Rn��k = X �Rn+1��kofWh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) to the constant map in Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))with image the k{simplex f .Proof. One just needs to make the relative additions to the proof of 4.11.Evaluation at the basepoint of S1 yields a �bration compatible with the one inx4.3 so that we get a commuting diagram of �brations:
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) ����! 
MAFQ(Rn+1)I??y ??yIMap(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)) ����! Map(S1;MAFQ(Rn+1))E??y ??yEWh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) ����! MAFQ(Rn+1):The proof of the following result follows the proof of 4.21.Theorem 6.9. The compositionWh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) 	�! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))E�! Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)is homotopic to the unwrapping (or in�nite transfer) map u.Proposition 6.10. 	, I and E induce homomorphisms between homotopy groups(based at e) including �0.Proof. This is obvious for I and E. The result for 	 is obvious as well if oneis armed with the geometric description in Comment 4.14 of 	 and the relativemodi�cations needed to de�ne 	 on Whitehead spaces.Let i : 
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) ! Wh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn) be any simpli-cial map such that 	 � i ' I.



40 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISProposition 6.11. The simplicial map(i; w) : 
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) �Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)!Wh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn); (x; y) 7! i(x) +w(y)is a homotopy equivalence.Proof. Note thati� = (	�)�1I� : �k
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)! �kWh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn)is a group homomorphism for each k � 0, and the �bration above implies that thereis a long exact sequence� � � ! �k
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) i��! �kWh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn)u��! �kWh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) ! �k�1
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) i��! � � �Since the wrapping up map w induces a splitting of u� by Theorem 6.7, the longexact sequence reduces to split short exact sequences:0 ! �k
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) i��! �kWh(X�Rn ! Rn)u��! �kWh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) ! 0:Thus, (w; i) induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups and, hence, is a homotopyequivalence.6.8. Delooping the Whitehead space. We show how results already in theliterature can be used to provide a delooping of the controlled Whitehead space(Corollary 6.14 below). The proof uses pseudoisotopy theory.The simplicial set P(X) of pseudoisotopies on X has k-simplices of the formh : X�[0; 1]��k ! X�[0; 1]��kwhere h is a homeomorphismwhich is �bre preserving over �k and hj : X�f0g��k !X�f0g��k is the identity.The simplicial set P(X � Rn ! Rn) of controlled pseudoisotopies is de�ned in[29]. Essentially, a k-simplex is a parametrized familyht : X�[0; 1]��k ! X�[0; 1]��k; t � 0;of k-simplices of P(X�Rn) such that proj�ht : X�Rn�[0; 1]��k ! Rn convergesuniformly to the projection as t!1.Proposition 6.12. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homo-topy equivalence 
Wh(X�Rn ! Rn) ' P(X �Rn! Rn):Proof. The result is explicitly stated in [29] for control measured in a compact basespace, but the proof works equally well for the base space Rn with the standardmetric (cf. the footnote in x3.2).Proposition 6.13. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homo-topy equivalence P(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1) ' Wh(X�Rn ! Rn):Proof. It is not hard to adapt the techniques of [27], x6, to give a proof of thisresult.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 41The following result follows immediately from the previous two propositions.Corollary 6.14. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homotopyequivalence 
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) ' Wh(X�Rn ! Rn):Corollary 6.15. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there is a homotopyequivalenceWh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn) ' Wh(X�Rn ! Rn)�Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1):Proof. Apply Proposition 6.11 and Corollary 6.14.6.9. The relaxation map. The construction is similar to the construction of therelaxation map in Chapter 5. Moreover, the necessary modi�cations are so similarto the modi�cations needed to de�ne the wrapping up map that we omit furtherdetails. Note that if f : M ! X�S1�B��k is a k{simplex of Wh(X�S1�B !B), then the compositionp :M f�! X�S1�B��k ! S1�B��kis a k{simplex of ManQ(S1�B). Moreover, it is easily seen that p is actually ak{simplex of ManBanQc (S1�B). Thus, there is a simplicial mapWh(X�S1�B !B)!ManBanQc (S1�B) and the following diagram commutes:Wh(X�S1�B ! B) r����! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B)??y ??yManBanQc (S1�B) r����! MAFQ(S1�B):Proposition 6.16. The relaxation mapr :Wh(X�S1�B ! B) ! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 �B)induces homomorphisms between homotopy groups (based at e) including �0.By analogy with Theorem 5.2 we haveTheorem 6.17. The compositionWh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B) '�! Wh(X�S1�B ! B)r�! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 �B)is homotopic to the identity.We make some remarks about the relaxation construction. Given a k{simplex f :M ! X�S1�B��k of Wh(X�S1�B ! B), let �f : �M ! X�R�B��k be thepull-back so and � : �M ! �M the +1 generating covering translation. There is a �-bre preserving isotopyG : �M�[0; 1] ! �M�[0; 1] supported on �f�1(X�[�2; 4]�B��k) such that �̂ = ��G1 is a covering translation of the in�nite cyclic cover of therelaxation �M=�̂ = M̂ . Moreover, G1j : X�[0; 1]�B��k ! X�R�B��k has theform (x; s; y; t)7!(x; s+1; y; t). Note that there is a natural copy of X�S1�B��kin M̂ obtained from X�[0; 2]�B��k � �M . Note that �̂(x; 0; y; t) = (x; 2; y; t) foreach (x; y; t)2X�B��k. The map f̂ : M̂ ! X�S1�B��k is the identity on thiscopy of X�S1�B��k. More precisely, on the S1{coordinates the map has theform S1 = [0; 2]=0 = 2 ! S1 = [0; 1]=0 = 1; [s] 7! [s=2]:



42 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS6.10. The boundedness condition on the in�nite cyclic cover. Proposi-tion 3.5 allows the construction of a mapWh(X�S1 ! B)!ManBanQ(S1�B)if B is a closed manifold. On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 3.8 thatthere is a map � :Wh(X�S1�B ! B)!ManBanQc (S1�B)if B is any manifold without boundary. LetWhmb(X�S1 ! B) denote the inverseimage ��1(ManBanQ(S1�B)). The subscript \mb" stands for \manifold band"and indicates a boundedness condition after passing to the in�nite cyclic cover.Proposition 3.6 shows that the image ofun :Wh(X�S1�Y �Tn ! Y�Tn)!Wh(X�S1�Y�Rn ! Y�Rn)lies in Whmb(X�S1�Y�Rn ! Y�Rn), where Y is a closed manifold. Thereforethere is a mapunmb :Wh(X�S1�Y�Tn ! Y�Tn)!Whmb(X�S1�Y�Rn ! Y �Rn)given by pulling back. Moreover, the compositionWh(X�S1�Y�Tn ! Y �Tn) unmb��! Whb(X�S1�Y�Rn ! Y�Rn)inclusion�����! Wh(X�S1�Y�Rn ! Y �Rn)is equal to un, the previously de�ned n-fold unwrapping (see Remark 4.3). Hence,since un�wn is homotopic to the identity (Theorem 6.7), the compositionWh(X�S1�Y �Rn ! Y�Rn) wn��! Wh(X�S1�Y�Tn ! Y�Tn) unmb��!Whmb(X�S1�Y �Rn ! Y�Rn) inclusion�����! Wh(X�S1�Y �Rn ! Y�Rn);where wn is the n-fold wrapping map, is homotopic to the identity.In analogy with Proposition 3.10 we have the following result.Proposition 6.18. If Y is a closed manifold, then the inclusionWhmb(X�S1�Y�Rn ! Y �Rn)!Wh(X�S1�Y�Rn ! Y�Rn)is a homotopy equivalence.6.11. Bounded Whitehead and Pseudoisotopy Spaces. We recall the de�-nitions of the bounded Whitehead and pseudoisotopy spaces. The bounded pseu-doisotopy space was used in Chapter 2 in the formulations of some of the mainresults. The bounded Whitehead space will be used for various technical reasons inChapter 8 in the discussion of the Nil space. The consequence of Proposition 6.19below is that there is no essential di�erence between the bounded and controlledtheories. This principle is exploited in the series of papers [34], [35], and [36].The bounded Whitehead space Whb(X � Rn ! Rn) is de�ned similarly to thecontrolled Whitehead space in x6.1. The di�erence is that a k-simplex f : M !X �Rn��k is required to be a proper (p� id�k)�1(c)-sdr for some c > 0 (ratherthan for every c > 0).A bounded pseudoisotopy on X � Rn is a pseudoisotopy h : X � Rn� [0; 1] !X�Rn�[0; 1] such that there exists a c > 0 such that proj�h : X�Rn�[0; 1]! Rnis c-close to the projection. Let Pb(X �Rn! Rn) be the simplicial set of boundedpseudoisotopies on X �Rn.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 43Proposition 6.19. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there are homo-topy equivalences Wh(X�Rn ! Rn) ' Whb(X �Rn! Rn)and P(X �Rn! Rn) ' Pb(X �Rn! Rn):Proof. This follows from standard results about manifold approximate �brations.See [27].The following result follows immediately from the previous proposition andCorollary 6.14. In fact, the proofs of 6.11{6.15 use the bounded approach of [27].Corollary 6.20. If X is a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then there are homotopyequivalences 
Whb(X �Rn+1! Rn+1) ' Whb(X �Rn! Rn)and 
Pb(X �Rn+1! Rn+1) ' Pb(X �Rn! Rn):



44 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS7. Torsion and a higher sum theoremLet X be a Hilbert cube manifold with a �xed closed embedding X�`2 ofsmall capacity. Let p : X ! B be a manifold approximate �bration with B a�nite dimensional manifold without boundary with a �xed metric. In this sec-tion we show how certain homotopy equivalences to X ��k represent elements in�kWh(p : X ! B). This is analogous to taking the torsion of a homotopy equiva-lence in classical simple homotopy theory (cf. [13]). The higher controlled versionis a straightforward generalization of the construction in [27], x3. We also prove asum formula for elements in �kWh(p : X ! B). For k = 0 and B = fpointg thisformula reduces to the classical sum formula of simple homotopy theory (cf. [13]).Chapman established a sum formula for controlled simple homotopy theory ([10]).It is understood that the basepoint of the Whitehead space Wh(p : X ! B) isgenerated by the vertex e0 which is the projection X�[0; 1] ! X.Let (�; �; f; h) denote the following data :(i) a constant � > 0,(ii) a bundle projection � :M ! �k with Hilbert cube manifold �bres,(iii) a �bre preserving (p�id�k)�1(�){homotopy equivalence f : M ! X��k sothat there exists a �bre preserving homeomorphism h : X�[0; 1]�@�k !��1(@�k) such thatfh = projection : X�[0; 1]�@�k ! X�@�k:In this chapter, let B be a �xed manifold with dimB <1 and assume that B iseither a closed manifold or a product Y �Rn of a closed manifold Y and Rn (withthe standard metric) and that B has the product metric.Theorem/De�nition 7.1. (1) If � > 0 is su�ciently small (or, in the caseB = Rn, for every � > 0), then data (�; �; f; h) determines a well-de�nedelement � (f)2�kWh(p : X ! B);called the torsion of f .(2) If f : M ! X��k is a k{simplex of Wh(p : X ! B) which represents aclass [f ]2�kWh(p : X ! B), then there is data (�; �; f; id) for every � > 0and � (f) = [f ].(3) There exists �0 > 0 (or, in the case B = Rn, for every �0 > 0) such that if(�; �; f; h) and (�0; �0; f 0; h0) are two sets of data associated to f :M ! X��kand f 0 : M 0 ! X��k, respectively, for which the torsions are de�ned and�; �0��0, then � (f) = � (f 0)2�kWh(p : X ! B) if and only if there exists a�bre preserving homeomorphism H :M ! M 0 such that the compositionX�[0; 1]�@�k h�! ��1(@�k) Hj�! (�0)�1(@�k) (h0)�1����! X�[0; 1]��kis the identity, and f 0H is �bre preserving (p � id�k )�1(�0){homotopic to frel ��1(@�k).Proof. We will review the de�nition of torsion and refer to [27] for the remainingdetails. Given a (p�id�k )�1(�){homotopy equivalence f :M ! X ��k as in thedata, choose an inverse g : X��k ! M which is �bre preserving over �k. We mayassume that g is a sliced Z{embedding and gj : X�@�k ! ��1(@�k) is given byg(x; t) = h(x; 0; t) for each (x; t) 2 X�@�k. If X��k is identi�ed with the imageof g, then f can be slightly deformed rel ��1(@�k) to a map f 0 : M ! X��k



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 45which is a (p�id�k)�1(�0){sdr where the size of �0 > 0 depends on �. The thesucking principle (Lemma 4.1) can be used to deform f 0 to a map ~f :M ! X��krepresenting a class � (f) = [ ~f ]2�kWh(p : X ! B).Remark 7.1 (Hypothesis for the Higher Sum Theorem 7.2). Suppose f :M ! X��kis a k{simplex of Wh(p : X ! B) and M is a union of closed subspaces M =M1[M2 withM0 = M1\M2 andM0 a sliced Z{set in bothM1 andM2 so that fi =f jMi :Mi ! X��k; i = 0; 1; 2 are k{simplices of Wh(p : X ! B). If k > 0, sup-pose there exists a �bre preserving homeomorphism h : X�[0; 1]�[�1; 1]�@�k !f�1(X�@�k) such that(a) fh = proj : X�[0; 1]�[�1; 1]�@�k ! X�@�k,(b) h�1(M1\��1(@�k)) = X�[0; 1]�[�1; 0]�@�k,(c) h�1(M2\��1(@�k)) = X�[0; 1]�[0; 1]� @�k,(d) hj : X�f0g�f0g�@�k ! M agrees with the given Z{embeddings X��k !Mi, i = 0; 1; 2, when restricted to X�@�k.Even though M , M0, M1, M2 are k{simplices of Wh(p : X ! B) they are notbased at the basepoint e (with the possible exception of M0). We now correct thisby adjoining canonical collars to get new k{simplices which are based at e. Thesecanonical collars are mapping cylinders of certain maps. To this end letc : X�[0; 1]�[�1; 1]�@�k ! X�[0; 1]�@�kbe the projection. This map restricts to projections1. c1 : X�[0; 1]�[�1; 0]�@�k ! X�[0; 1]�@�k2. c2 : X�[0; 1]�[0; 1]�@�k ! X�[0; 1]�@�k3. c0 : X�[0; 1]�f0g�@�k ! X�[0; 1]�@�kThe mapping cylinders are such thatM (c) = M (c1)[M (c2); M (c1)\M (c2) = M (c0) = X�[0; 1]�[0; 1]�@�k:Consider ~M = M[M (c) and ~Mi = Mi[M (ci), i = 0; 1; 2, where the mappingcylinders are adjoined to ~M and ~Mi at their tops. The map f : M ! X��kinduces a map ~f : ~M ! X��k by using a collar of @�k in �k, and ~f restricts tomaps ~fi : ~Mi ! X��k so that ~f ; ~fi are k{simplices of Wh(p : X ! B) which arebased at e and, hence, de�ne classes in �kWh(p : X ! B).Theorem 7.2 (Higher Sum Theorem). (i) If k = 0, then[f ] = [f1] + [f2]� [f0]2�0Wh(p : X ! B):(ii) If k > 0, then [ ~f ] = [ ~f1] + [ ~f2]� [ ~f0]2�kWh(p : X ! B):Proof. Let N1 = M[X��kM0 = (MaM0)=(X��k = X��k)and N2 =M1[X��kM2 = (M1aM2)=(X��k = X��k):There are maps g1 = f[f0 : N1 ! X��k and g2 = f1[f2 : N2 ! X��k. Nowg1 and g2 are not k{simplices of Wh(p : X ! B) because X��k is not a sliced Z{set in N1 or N2. We will show how to construct a homeomorphism H : N1 ! N2



46 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISwhich is �bre preserving over �k and then show further below how to use thisconstruction to prove the result. For notational simplicity we will assume thatf�1(X�@�k) = X�[0; 1]�[�1; 1]�@�kand that h is the identity. Since M0 is a sliced Z{set in both M1 and M2, M0is �bre preserving collared in both M1 and M2. Thus, let M0�[�1; 1] be a �brepreserving bicollaring of M0 in M withM0�[�1; 0]�M1 andM0�[0; 1]�M2so thatM0 is identi�ed withM0�f0g. In the case k > 0, over @�k we have alreadyidenti�ed M0 with X�[0; 1]�f0g�@�k and we may assume that the bicollaringcoordinates [�1; 1] of M0 in M agree with the standard bicollaring coordinates[�1; 1] of X�[0; 1]�f0g�@�k in X�[0; 1]�[�1; 1]�@�k. LetA = (M0�[�1; 1]aM0)=(X�f0g��k = X��k) �N1and B = ((M0�[�1; 0])a(M0�[0; 1]))=(X � f0g��k = X � f0g��k) �N2:Let � :M0�[�1; 1] ! M0�[�1; 0] be the homeomorphism�(x; t) = (x; t=2�1=2).Then X � f0g��k,!M0�[�1; 1] ��! M0�[�1; 0]is f.p. homotopic to the inclusion X � f0g��k ,!M0�[�1; 0] so that �bred Z{setunknotting implies that � is f.p. isotopic to a homeomorphism �0 : M0�[�1; 1] !M0�[�1; 0] such that �0j : X�f0g��k ! M0�[�1; 0] is the inclusion. Let � :M0 ! M0�[0; 1] be a f.p. homeomorphism such that ��1 is close to the projectionM0�[0; 1] ! M0 (at least close enough to imply that they are homotopic). ThenX��k ,!M0 ��! M0�[0; 1]is f.p. homotopic to the inclusion X � �k = X � f0g � �k ,! M0�[0; 1] sothat �bred Z{set unknotting implies that � is f.p. isotopic to a homeomorphism�0 : M0 ! M0�[0; 1] such that �0j : X � �k = X � f0g��k ! M0�[0; 1]is the inclusion. Thus, �0 and �0 glue together to de�ne a f.p. homeomorphism : A ! B such that j : X�f0g��k ! B is the inclusion. We now modify  by af.p. isotopy to get a homeomorphism 0 : A ! B such that 0j :M0�f�1; 1g ! Bis the inclusion. To this end note thatM0�f�1; 1g ,! A �! Bis the compositionM0�f�1; 1g ,! M0�[�1; 1] �0�!M0�[�1; 0] ,! Bwhich is f.p. homotopic toM0�f�1; 1g ,! M0�[�1; 1] ��!M0�[�1; 0] ,! Bwhich is the map (x;�1) 7!(x;�1); (x; 1) 7!(x; 0):Since X��k ,! M0 is a f.p. homotopy equivalence, there exists a f.p. strongdeformation retraction of M0 to X��k. Thus, M0�f0g ,! M0�[�1; 0] ,! B isf.p. homotopic to M0�f0g ,! M0�[0; 1] ,! B: It follows that M0�f�1; 1g ,!A �! B is f.p. homotopic to the inclusion, and �bred Z{set unknotting implies



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 47that  is f.p. isotopic to a homeomorphism 0 as above. Now 0 extends via theidentity to a f.p. homeomorphismH : N1 ! N2.One property of the construction is that if � > 0 is given, then H can be con-structed so that g2H is �bre preserving (p�id�k )�1(�){homotopic to g1. To seethat this is the case, �rst note that we may assume that the bicollaring intervalsfxg�[�1; 1]; x2M0, are small when mapped to X��k by f . Using this fact andthe full strength of the estimates available in Z{set unknotting, it follows that can be constructed so that g2 is (p� id�k)�1(�){homotopic to g1jA where � > 0is as small as we want. Then in the modi�cation of  to 0, one must use the factthat the homotopy equivalence X��k ,! M0 has good control when measured inX��k.Now when k = 0, note that g1 : N1 ! X and g2 : N2 ! X determine torsionsand 7.1(3) implies that � (g1) = � (g2)2�0Wh(p : X ! B). On the other hand, it isclear from the de�nitions and Z{set unknotting that��(f; f0) = � (g1) and ��(f1; f2) = � (g2) in �0Wh(p : X ! B):It then follows from 6.2 that[f ] + [f0] = [f1] + [f2]2�0Wh(p : X ! B):Now when k > 0, according to Chapter 6, it su�ces to show that �k��([ ~f ]; [ ~f0]) =�k��([ ~f1]; [ ~f2]) for then [ ~f ]+[ ~f0] = [ ~f ]+[ ~f0]. Note that �(f; f0) = N1[(X�[0; 1]��k)and �(f1; f2) = N2[(X�[0; 1]��k). Since the compositionX��k ,! N1 H�! N2is f.p. homotopic to the inclusion, with good control in B � �k, Z{set unknot-ting can be used to induce a f.p. homeomorphism H0 : �(f; f0) ! �(f1; f2)with �(f; f0) H0�! �(f1; f2) ! X��k f.p. homotopic to �(f; f0) ! X��k,with good control in B��k. Now observe that H 0 induces a homeomorphism~H : �( ~f ; ~f0) ! �( ~f1; ~f2). The construction of ~H involves suitable modi�cations of�0, �0 and 0 over @�k. For example, the use of Z{set unknotting to modify � to�0 implies that the exists a family of homeomorphism@�t : X�[0; 1]�[�1; 1]�@�k ! X�[0; 1]�[�1; 0]�@�k; 0 < t�1;such that @�1 = �0j, @�0jX�f0g�f0g�@�k is the inclusion and limt!1 c1�@�t = c,so that there is an induced map between mapping cylinders. Similar consider-ations apply to �0 and 0. Finally use 6.1(2) to conclude that �k��([ ~f ]; [ ~f0]) =�k��([ ~f1]; [ ~f2]).



48 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS8. Nil as a geometrically defined simplicial setIn this section, we will give the de�nition of the Nil-space of a compact Q-manifoldX equipped with a map to a manifold B, gN il(p : X ! B). It is going tobe a simplicial set such that �0gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) has a natural group structurewhich makes it isomorphic to the lower reduced K-theory Nil-group of the integralgroup ring of X, for a compact Q-manifold X. The de�nition generalizes thegeometric de�nition of Nil-groups given in [41].8.1. Preliminaries.De�nition 8.1. Let f : Y ! Y be a map.1. The mapping torus of a map f : Y ! Y is the identi�cation spaceT (f) = Y�[0; 1]=f(x;1) = (f(x); 0)jx2Y g:2. The reversed mapping torus of f is given byT 0(f) = Y�[0; 1]=f(f(x); 1) = (x; 0)jx2Y g:We also de�ne the canonical in�nite cyclic covers of the mapping tori:1. The canonical in�nite cyclic cover T (f) of T (f) is the identi�cation spaceT (f) = �aj2Z(Y�[0; 1]� fjg)� =f(x; 1; j) = (f(x); 0; j + 1)jx 2 Y; j 2Zg:2. For the inverse mapping torus we have a similar constructionT 0(f) = �aj2Z(Y�[0; 1]� fjg)� =f(f(x); 1; j) = (x; 0; j + 1)jx 2 Y; j 2Zg:There are maps q : T (f) ! S1, [x; t] 7! [t], (q0 : T 0(f) ! S1, [x; t] 7! [t]) andq : T (f) ! R, [x; t; j] 7! t+ j (q0 : T 0(f) ! R, [x; t; j] 7!t+ j). For a2R,T+a (f) = q�1[0;1); T�a (f) = q�1(�1; 0]:We use similar notation for the reversed constructions.Let B be a �nite dimensional manifold without boundary with a �xed metric.In most of our calculations B will be a product Y�Rn, with Y a �nite dimensionalclosed manifold, with the standard metric on Rn and the product metric on B. Wegive B ��k the standard metric denoted d.De�nition 8.2. Suppose Z is a compact space equipped with a proper map p :Z ! B. Let M be a space containing Z��k with inclusion i : Z��k ! M andp0 = p�id�k : Z��k ! B��k.1. A map f : M ! M is boundedly close to a map g : M ! Z��k if thereexists a positive number b such that d(p0gf(x); p0g(x)) < b for each x2M .2. A homotopy h : M�[0; 1] ! M with h1(M ) � Z��k is bounded if thereexists a positive number b such that d(p0h1h(x; t); p0h1(x)) < b for each(x; t)2M�[0; 1].3. A map f : M ! M is boundedly homotopic to a map g : M ! Z��k ifthere is a bounded homotopy h : f'ig.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 498.2. The simplicial set of nil simplices. Let X be a Hilbert cube manifold witha �xed embedding X � `2 of small capacity, and let p : X ! B be a manifoldapproximate �bration.De�nition 8.3. (1) A nil k-simplex over X consists of a pair (M; f), with M aQ-manifold, such that(i) M � `2�B��k is a subspace of small capacity,(ii) the projection � :M ! �k is a �ber bundle projection with Q{manifold�bers (in what follows, `�ber preserving' refers to �ber preserving withrespect to the projection �),(iii) X��k is a sliced Z{set in M (in particular, �jX��k is the projection),(iv) f : M ! M is a �ber preserving map with f jX � �k equal to theinclusion i : X��k ! M ,(v) there exist a positive integer s and a �ber preserving retraction r :M !X��k such that1. the compositionM r�! X��k p�id�k�����! B��k is a proper map.2. f is �ber preserving boundedly close to r, and fs is boundedly ho-motopic to r rel X��k.(2) Two nil k-simplices overX, (M�; f�), � = 1; 2, are related , written (M1; f1) �(M2; f2), if they are germ related in the following sense:there is a nil k-simplex (N; g) over X with N containing both M1and M2 and inclusions denoted j� : M� ! N such that gj� = j�f�(� = 1; 2) and g(N ) � h1(M1)\h2(M2).(3) Let ' denote the equivalence relation on the set of nil k-simplices over Xgenerated by the relation �. The equivalence class of a nil simplex (M; f) isdenoted [M; f ].(4) The simplicial set gN il(p : X ! B) of nil simplices over X is the simplicialset whose k{simplices are equivalence classes of a nil k{simplices over X. Faceand degeneracy operations are induced from the standard ones on �k.For B = fpointg, we use the notation gN il(X) = gN il(p : X ! point).Remark 8.4. If the nil k-simplex (N; g) provides the relation (M1; f1) � (M2; f2)between two nil k-simplices, then so does the nil k-simplex (N�[0; 1]; g0), whereg0 : N�[0; 1] proj��! N g�! N �0��! N�[0; 1]:Let (N; g) provide the germ relation between (M�; f�), (� = 1; 2). By replacing(N; g) by (N�[0; 1]; g0), if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality thatj� :M� ! N , � = 1; 2, are �ber preserving Z-embeddings.Lemma 8.5. The simplicial set gN il(p : X ! B) is a Kan complex.Proof. We will show the extension condition for 1-simplices. The general exten-sion condition follows inductively. Let (M�; f�), � = 1; 2, represent two sim-plices of gNil(p : X ! B) such that @0[M1; f1] = @1[M2; f2]. Since the pro-jections M� ! �1 = [0; 1] are trivial �ber bundles, there are Q-manifolds N�and �bre preserving homeomorphisms h� : M� ! N��[0; 1], � = 1; 2. Thenf 0� = h�f�h�1� : N��[0; 1] ! N��[0; 1] is a �ber preserving map over [0; 1]. By a



50 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISslight abuse of notation we use h� to replace M� with N��[0; 1] and assume that(N1�f1g; f 01j) ' (N2�f0g; f 02j):Therefore there are nil 0-simplices (Aj ; aj), j = 1; 2; : : :m, over X such that:(N1�f1g; f 01j) = (A0; a0) � (A1; a1) � � � � � (Am+1; am+1) = (N2�f0g; f 02j):Let (Li; `i), i = 0; 1; : : :m, be the nil 0-simplex that provides the relation between(Ai; ai) and (Ai+1; ai+1) (i = 0; 1; : : :m) and let�i : Ai ! Li; i = 0; 1; : : :m; �j : Aj ! Lj�1; j = 1; 2; : : :m + 1be the inclusions which, according to Remark 8.4, can be assumed to be �brepreserving Z{embeddings. Thus `i�i = �iai (i = 0; 1; : : :m) and `j�1�j = �jaj(j = 0; 1; : : :m+ 1). Use the homotopy extension property to extend the map(�0 � id[0;1])�f 01 : N1�[0; 1] ! �0(N1)�[0; 1]to a �bre preserving map�0 : L0�[0; 1] ! �0(N1)�[0; 1] � L0such that �01 = `0. Thus (N1�[0; 1]; f 01) � (L0�[0; 1]; �0). The adjunction spaceL0[A1L1 is a Q-manifold since �0 and �1 are Z-embeddings. By construction,(`0[`1)(L0[A1L1) � �1(A1) � L0:To this end, if `s00 is boundedly homotopic to a retraction to X, rel X,(`0[`1)s0+1 = (`0[`1)s0(`0[`1) = `s00 (`0[`1)which is boundedly homotopic to a retraction toX, relX. Thus the pair (L0[A1L1; `0[`1)is also a nil 0-simplex. Using the homotopy extension property again we constructan extension of �0 to a map �1 de�ned on (L0[A1L1)�[0; 1] , such that �11 = `0[`1.Repeating the same argument as before, we show that(L0�[0; 1]; �0) � ((L0[A1L1)�[0; 1]; �1)Set L = L0[A1L1 : : :[AmLm. Continuing this process, we construct a sequence ofrelations (N1�[0; 1]; f 01) � (L0�[0; 1]; �0) � : : : (L�[0; 1]; �m)where L = L0[A1L1[A2 : : :[Am+1Lm. Thus (N1�[0; 1]; f 01) ' (L�[0; 1]; �m) with�m1 = `0[`1 : : :[`m. Repeating the same process `backwards' starting from N2 weconclude that (N2�[0; 1]; f 02) ' (L�[0; 1]; �m)with �m0 = `0[`1 : : :[`m: Since �m1 = �m0 , we glue the simplices (L�[0; 1]; �m) and(L�[0; 1]; �m) to form an nil 1-simplex (L�[0; 1]; �) by�(x; t) = ( �m(x; t2 ) 0 � t � 12�m(x; 2t� 1) 12 � t � 1:Set �0 : L�[0; 1]�[0; 1] ! L�[0; 1]�[0; 1]; � 0(x; t; t0) = (�(x; t); t0):Let h : [0; 1]�[0; 1] ! �2 be a homeomorphism that maps [0; 1=2]�f0g and[1=2; 1]�f1g to the horn �0 by mapping each space to a face of �0. De�nea nil 2-simplex by (L��2; h��0�h�1). Then ��1(�0) of the last simplex con-sists of two faces that are equal to the simplices (M1; f1), (M2; f2) respectively(� : L��2 ! �2 is the projection map).



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 518.2.1. Characterization of nil simplices. We give a characterization of nil k-simplicesover X analogous to the one given in [41], Proposition 2.6. Let p : X ! B beas before and p0 = p�id�k : X��k ! B��k. As always, i : X��k ! Mdenotes the inclusion map of X��k as a sliced Z{subset. Let f : M ! M be a�bre preserving map such that f jX��k = idX��k . Let � : X��k�S1 ! T (f)denote the induced inclusion map and �0 : T (f) ! �k be the map de�ned by�0(x; t) = �(x). By replacing f by a sliced Z{embedding if necessary, we can as-sume that �0 is a �ber bundle projection with Q-manifold �bers. We say that thereis a f.p. bounded strong deformation retraction of T (f) to X�S1��k if there existsa f.p. bounded homotopy h : T (f)�[0; 1] ! T (f) rel X�S1��k with h0 = idT (f)and h1(T (f))�X�S1��k. The homotopy h induces a f.p. (over �k) strong de-formation retraction �f : T (f) ! T (f) of T (f) to X�R��k which is bounded overB��k.Proposition 8.6. (i) If (M; f) is a nil k-simplex over X, then X�S1��k is af.p. bounded strong deformation retraction of T (f).(ii) Let (M; f) be a pair satisfying the conditions (i){(iv) of De�nition 8.3. Let h :T (f) ! T (f) be a f.p. strong deformation retraction of T (f) to X�S1��ksuch that �h is f.p., bounded over B�R��k strong deformation retraction.Then (M; f) is a nil k-simplex over X.Proof. (i) Since (M; f) is a nil k-simplex over X, there exist s 2 Z+ and a f.p.,bounded homotopy H :M�[0; 1] ! M rel X��k such that H0 = fs and H1 = irfor some retraction r : M ! X � �k. Let c > 0 be a constant such that p0rf isc{close to p0r (by De�nition 8.3(1)(v)) and which is a bound for the diameters ofthe tracks of p0rH :M�[0; 1]! B ��k. De�ne H0 :M�[0; 1]�[0; 1]!M byH0(x; t; u) = ( fs+1H(x; (1� 2u)t); if 0 � u � 12fsH(f(x); (2u� 1)t); if 12 � u � 1:Observe that H 0 is bounded in the sense that p0rH 0(x; t; u) is (s+2)c{close to p0r(x)for every (x; t; u) 2 M�[0; 1]�[0; 1]. To see this note �rst that since p0r is c{closeto p0rf , it follows that p0r is sc{close to p0rfs (and p0r is (s+1)c-close to p0rfs+1).Thus, p0rH0(x; t; u) is( (s + 1)c{close to p0rH(x; (1� 2u)t); if 0 � u � 12sc{close to p0rH(f(x); (2u� 1)t); if 12 � u � 1:NowH is c{bounded, so p0rH(x; v) is c{close to p0rH1(x) = p0r(x) for every (x; v) 2M�[0; 1] and the (s + 2)c{bound on H0 follows. The map H0 has the form fs�L,where L :M�[0; 1]�[0; 1] ! M . De�ne a homotopyh :M�[0; 1]�[0; 1]�[0; 1] ! M ; h(x; t; u; v) = H(L(x; t; u); v):Then h(x; t; u; 0) = H(L(x; t; u); 0) = fs�L(x; t; u) = H 0(x; t; u)h(x; t; u; 1) = H(L(x; t; u); 1) = r�L(x; t; u):Since the distance from fs to r is bounded, h is a bounded f.p. homotopy fromH0 toa retraction to X��k. Furthermore, the homotopy h has the following properties:h(x; 1; 0; v) = H(L(x; 1; 0); v) = H(fH(x; 1); v) = ir(x)h(x; 1; 1; v) = H(L(x; 1; 1); v) = H(H(f(x); 1); v) = irf(x):



52 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISThus h is a homotopy relative to M�f1g�f0; 1g[X��k�[0; 1]�[0; 1]. We writeh� for the homotopy, h�(x; t; u; v) = h(x; t; u; 1� v). De�ne the restrictionsh0 = h�j(M�[0; 1]�f0; 1g [M�f0g�[0; 1])�[0; 1]h00 = hj(M�f1g�[0; 1])�[0; 1]:On the intersection M�f1g�f0; 1g�[0; 1] the two maps agree becauseh0(x; 1; 0; v) = h(x; 1; 0; 1� v) = ir(x) = h00(x; 1; 0; v)h0(x; 1; 1; v) = h(x; 1; 1; 1� v) = irf(x) = h00(x; 1; 1; v):Using the estimated homotopy extension property, there is a f.p. bounded homo-topy G :M�[0; 1]�[0; 1]�[0; 1] ! Mextending h0[h00, rel X��k�[0; 1]�[0; 1]. De�ne � : T (f)�[0; 1] ! T (f) by�([x; t]; u) = [G(x; u; t; 1); t]. Then1. � is well-de�ned: On M�f1g�[0; 1],�([x; 1]; u) = [G(x; u; 1; 1); 1] = [h0(x; u; 1; 1); 1] =[h(x; u; 1; 0); 1] = [H(L(x; u; 1); 0); 1] = [fsH(f(x); u); 1]:On f(M )�f0g�[0; 1],�([f(x); 0]; u) = [G(f(x); u; 0; 1); 0] = [h0(f(x); u; 0; 1); 0] =[h(f(x); u; 0; 0); 0] = [H(L(f(x); u; 0); 0); 0] = [fs+1H(f(x); u); 0]which are equal in T (f).2. � is a homotopy between�([x; t]; 0) = [G(x; 0; t; 1); t] = [h0(x; 0; t; 1); t] =[h(x; 0; t; 0); t] = [H(L(x; 0; t); 0); t] = [f2s+1(x); t]and the map�([x; t]; 1) = [G(x; 1; t; 1); t] = [h00(x; 1; t; 1); t] =[h(x; 1; t; 1); t] = [H(L(x; 1; t); 1); t] = [irL(x; 1; t); t)]:Thus �(T (f)�f1g)�X�S1��k. Also, by Mather's trick, �jT (f)�f0g is f.p. boundedhomotopic to the identity. Combining the two homotopies, we complete the proofof (i).(ii) Let h : T (f) ! T (f) be the strong deformation retraction given and �h :T (f) ! T (f) the in�nite cyclic cover of h which is bounded over B�R. IdentifyM with M�f0g�f0g � T (f). Since �h is bounded over R, there is a number b0 � 0such that �h(M�[0; 1])� �h�11 (X�(�1; b0]��k) � T�b (f):for some positive integer b. Also, there is a map induced by collapse mapscb : T�b (f) ! M�f1g�fbg; cb([x; t; j]) = [fb�j(x); 1; b]:De�ne a homotopy cb��hj :M�[0; 1] ! M = M�f1g�fbgwhich is f.p. over �k and bounded over B��k. Then cb��h(x; 0) = fb(x) (x2M ),and cb��h(�; 1) is a retraction to X��k, rel X��k. Thus (M; f) is a nil k-simplexover X.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 53Remark 8.7. The lift of the homotopy �, constructed in the �rst part of the proof,to T (f) is given by:�� : T (f)�[0; 1] ! T (f); ��([x; t; j]; u) = [G(x; u; t; 1); t; j]:Thus the retraction of T (f) to X�R�B��k is given by:�r = ��1 : T (f) ! X�R��k:which implies that �r�1(X�[0;1)��k) = T+0 (f):Let q : X�R��k ! Rdenote the projection. Let [x; t; j]2T (f). Then, for u2[0; 1],q�r��([x; t; j]; u) = q�r[G(x; u; t; 1); t; j] = q[G(G(x; u; t; 1);1; t; 1); t; j] = t+ jwhich implies that p�r��(f[x; t; j]g�[0; 1]) = ft+ jg: Thus �� is a bounded homotopyover R.Similar calculations apply to the reversed mapping torus T 0(f).8.2.2. Abelian monoid-like structures. We will now de�ne a binary operation whichinduces a structure of an abelian monoid-like simplicial set on gN il(p : X ! B)We modify the construction given in x6.2. We begin by describing a new basepointof gN il(p : X ! B). Let Y = (X�[0; 2])t(X�[�1;�2])= � where � is theequivalence relation generated by (x; 1)�(x;�1) for each x2X (see x6.2). Let e0_e0denote the vertex Y ! Y ; [(x; t)]7![x; 0], of gN il(p : X ! B). The degenerate k{simplex on e0_e0 is denoted ek_ek, and e_e = fek_ekg is a basepoint of gN il(p :X ! B). Consider the simplicial maps:i1 : gN il(p : X ! B) ! gN il(p : X ! B)�gN il(p : X ! B); x 7!(x; e);i2 : gN il(p : X ! B) ! gN il(p : X ! B)�gN il(p : X ! B); x 7!(e; x);� : gN il(p : X ! B) ! gN il(p : X ! B)�gN il(p : X ! B); x 7!(x; x):Proposition 8.8. Suppose X is a Hilbert cube manifold, and p : X ! B is amanifold approximate �bration.(1) There exists a simplicial map� : gN il(p : X ! B)�gN il(p : X ! B) ! gN il(p : X ! B); �(x; y) = x+ ysatisfying the following properties:(i) ��i1' id'��i2,(ii) the two maps gN il(p : X ! B)�gN il(p : X ! B)�gN il(p : X ! B) !gN il(p : X ! B); (x; y; z)7!�(�(x; y); z) and (x; y; z)7!�(x; �(y; z)) arehomotopic,(iii) the two maps gN il(p : X ! B)�gN il(p : X ! B) ! gN il(p : X ! B);(x; y)7!�(x; y) and (x; y)7!�(y; x) are homotopic,(iv) �(e; e) = e_e.(2) For each k�1 there exists an isomorphism �k : �k(gN il(p : X ! B); e_e) !�k(gN il(p : X ! B); e) such that the operation induced by the composition�k(gN il(p : X ! B); e) � �k(gN il(p : X ! B); e) ���! �k(gN il(p : X ! B); e_e)�k�! �k(gN il(p : X ! B); e)is commutative and agrees with the standard homotopy group operation.



54 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISProof. The operation � is de�ned as a push-out construction. The exact de�nitionand the properties of � are given in Proposition 6.2.Remark 8.9. In Proposition 6.2, there is a construction of inverses forWh(p : X ! B).We are going to prove the existence of inverses for gN il(p : X�Rn ! Rn), with Xa closed Q-manifold and p the projection map, later in this chapter.8.3. The simplicial maps p� : Wh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) !gN il(X�Rn ! Rn).We assume that the control space B = Rn, X a compact Q-manifold with controlmap proj : X�Rn ! Rn. The main technical reason for the restriction is thatin this case, the Whitehead spaces de�ned using controlled and bounded strongdeformation retractions are homotopy equivalent (Proposition 6.19). Let f :M !X�Rn�S1��k represent a k-simplex inWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn). We assume thatf represents an element in Whmb(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) because the two Whiteheadspaces are homotopy equivalent (Proposition 6.18). Form the pull-back:�M �f����! X�Rn�R��k??y ??yM f����! X�Rn�S1��k:Set U+ = �f�1(X�Rn�[0;1)��k) and U� = �f�1(X�Rn�(�1; 0]��k). By asmall homotopy of f , we may assume that � : U�\U+ ! �k and � : U� ! �kare �bre bundle projections with Q{manifold �bres and that U�\U+ is a slicedZ{set in U�. Let �p : �M ! R be the composition�p : �M �f�! X�Rn�R��k proj��! R:Lemma 8.10. There exist closed Q{submanifolds K� � U� of �M such that1. �pj : K� ! R is proper,2. � : K� ! �k is a �bre bundle projection with Q{manifold �bres,3. K�\(X�Rn�R��k) is a sliced Z{set in K�,4. K� dominates U� as follows: there exist homotopies h� : U��[0; 1] ! U�rel �f�1(X�Rn�[�1; 1]��k) [ (K�\(X�Rn�R��k)) such that(i) h�0 = idU� .(ii) There are �2R such thath+1 j �f�1(X�Rn�[+;1)��k) = r1� �f jh�1 j �f�1(X�Rn�(�1; �]��k) = r2� �f j;where r1, r2 denote the retractionsr1 : X�Rn�[+;1)��k ! X�Rn�f+g��kr2 : X�Rn�(�1; �]��k ! X�Rn�f�g��kAlso, h�1 (U�)�K�, and h�t is a �bre preserving bounded homotopy.5. Set @U+ = �f�1(X�Rn�[0;1)�@�k) and @U� = �f�1(X�Rn�(�1; 0]�@�k).Suppose @K� � @U� are closed Q{submanifolds of �M such that the analoguesof (1){(4) hold over @�k. Then K� can be chosen such that @K��K�.Proof. We will show how to construct K+, the construction ofK� being analogous.We use the construction presented in [10], p. 42. Let �F : �M ! �M be the



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 55homotopy from the identity to �f and let c be the bound of �F over R. Set K+ =�f�1(X�Rn�[0; 3c]��k) De�ne h as followsh(x; t) = 8<: x; on �f�1(X�Rn�[0; c]��k)�F (x; t(�� 1)); on �f�1(X�Rn�f�cg��k); 1 � � � 2�F (x; t); elsewhereThen h1(U+) � K+[(X�Rn�[0;1)��k) and h satis�es all the assumptions of(4) except (ii). Let ` be a f.p. bounded homotopy on K+[(X�Rn�[0;1)��k)starting from the identity, rel K+\(X�Rn�[0;1)��k), such that`1(K+[(X�Rn�[0;1)��k)) � K+(the homotopy ` is induced by a homotopy on [+;1) from the identity to f+g,rel f+g). Using the estimated homotopy extension property, we can extend ` toa f.p. bounded homotopy `0 on U+ starting from the identity. Then h1�`0 is ahomotopy on U+ such that h1�`0 : h1 ' h1�`01 = h1�`1:Then the homotopy h+, de�ned as the composition of the homotopies h and h1`0,satis�es all the requirements.Let � : �M ! �M be the generator of the group of covering transformations suchthat �(U+) � U+. Since U+ is dominated (in the sense of Lemma 8.10) by K+,there are map K+ i�! U+ d�! K+(with i the inclusion and d = h+1 ) such that i�d is f.p., bounded homotopic to idU+Let V+ = U+=� where \�00 is the relation generated by (x; s; �) � (x; 0; �) wherex2X�Rn, s2R, �2�k. Let � : U+ ! V+ be the projection map and L+ = �(K+).Since (X�Rn�R��k)\K+ is a Z{subset of K+ and � is a CE-map, L+ is a Q-manifold. Denote by f+ the map induced by the compositionf+ : L+ i0�! V+ z�! V+ d0�! L+to L+, where i0, z, d0 are induced by i, �, d respectively.Lemma 8.11. The pair (L+; f+) is a nil k-simplex over X�Rn.Proof. We will show that there is s2N such that fs+ is f.p. bounded homotopicto a retraction to X�Rn��k, rel X�Rn��k. Let h+t : U+ ! U+ be a f.p.bounded homotopy constructed in Lemma 8.10. Let + be as in Lemma 8.10. SetA = �f�1(X�Rn�[0; +]��k). Again from Lemma 8.10, h+1 jU+nA = �f jU+nA.Choose s2N so large that U+nA contains �s(U+). Then h+t ��s : U+ ! U+ is f.p.homotopy, which restricts to a homotopy on X�Rn�[0;1)��k, from �s to h+1 �s.But h+1 �s(U+) � h+1 (U+ nA) = �f (U+ nA) � X�Rn�[0;1)��kThen ht = h+1 (h+t ��s)i : K+ ! K+ is a f.p. bounded homotopy, restricting toa homotopy on K+\X�Rn�[0;1)��k, from h+1 �si to a map whose image iscontained in X�Rn�[0;1)��k. But (h+1 �i)s ' h+1 �si through a f.p. boundedhomotopy. Combining the two homotopies, we construct a f.p. bounded ho-motopy H+t : K+ ! K+ from (h+1 �i)s to a map whose image is contained inX�Rn�[0;1)��k. The map h+1 �i induces the map f+ on L+. Thus H+t induces



56 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISa f.p. bounded homotopy H 0t : L+ ! L+ from fs+ to a retraction to X�Rn��k,rel X�Rn��k. Therefore (L+; f+) is a nil k-simplex over X�Rn.We can now de�ne a map of simplicial setsp+ :Wh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) ! gN il(X�Rn ! Rn):The construction of p+ will be done inductively on skeleta.Let f : M ! X�Rn�S1 represent a 0-simplex in Wh(X�Rn�S1 !Rn). Then we de�ne p+([f ]) = [L+; f+], where (L+; f+) is the nil 0-simplex constructed in Lemma 8.11.We assume that p+ has been de�ned on the (k�1)-skeleton ofWh(X�Rn�S1 !Rn). Let f :M ! X�Rn�S1��k represent a k-simplex ofWh(X�Rn�S1 !Rn). Using Lemma8.10(5) we can construct [L+; f+], as in Lemma8.11,extending the construction already done over @�k.Let f : M ! X�Rn�S1��k represent an element in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 !Rn). The construction p+ outlined above gives an element in the group �kgN il(X�Rn !Rn). We will check if the resulting element is independent of certain choices madein the construction of p+. Let a2R and U 0+ = �f�1(X�Rn�[a;1)��k). As inLemma 8.10, we can construct a Q-submanifold K0+ and a domination g+ satisfy-ing properties analogous to the ones listed in Lemma 8.10.Lemma 8.12. Let [L0+; f 0+] be the nil k-simplex constructed using the data (K0+; g+)and [L+; f+] be the nil k-simplex constructed using the data (K+; h+). Then[L+; f+] = [L0+; f 0+] 2 �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn):Proof. We will split the proof of the Lemma into three cases.Case 1. We �rst consider the case U+ = U 0+ = �f�1(X�Rn�[0;1)��k). Thenf+ : L+ i�! V+ z�! V+ h�! L+f 0+ : L0+ i0�! V+ z�! V+ g�! L0+where i,, i0 are the inclusion maps, z is the map induced by the translation �, hand g are induced by the maps h+1 , g+1 , respectively. Let M (gi) be the mappingcylinder of the map gi. Set M = M (gi)=� where � is the relation generated by(x; y; t; �)�(x; y; 0; �) for (x; y; t; �) 2 X�Rn�[0; 1]��k. By approximating gi bya Z{embedding, if necessary, we assume that M is a Q-manifold and the map �induces a bundle map to �k. The space M contains X as a Z{subset. We denoteby c :M ! L0+ the collapse map and by j : L+ ! M , j0 : L0+ ! M the inclusionmaps. De�nei00 = i0�c :M ! V+; � = j0g : V+ ! M ; m = �zi00 :M ! M:The composition��i00 is f.p. bounded homotopic to the identity on V+ (relX�Rn��k)because ��i00 = j0gi0c ' j0c ' idV+ :



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 57Thus (M;m) is a nil k-simplex and it represents an element in gN il(X�Rn ! Rn).By construction, mj0 = j0gzi0cj0 = j0gzi0 = j0f 0+which implies that the following diagram commutesL0+ j0����! Mf 0+??y ??ymL0+ j0����! MAlso by construction, m(M ) � j0(L0+). By the germ relation on the Nil-spaces,[M;m] = [L0+; f 0+] in gN il(X�Rn ! Rn).Now we will compare [L+; f+] to [M;m]. By construction,i00j = i0cj = i0gi ' i; rel X�Rn��k:Thus [L+; f+] = [L+; hzi] = [L+; hzi00j]; in �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn):A similar calculation can be made for m:jh ' j0cjh = j0gih ' j0g = �; relX�Rn��k:which implies[M;m] = [M;�zi00] = [M; jhzi00]; in �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn):There is a commutative diagram L+ j����! Mhzi00j??y ??yjhzi00L+ j����! Mand jhzi00(M ) � L+. Thus [M; jhzi00] = [L+; hzi00j] ingN il(X�Rn ! Rn). There-fore, in �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn),[L0+; f 0+] = [M;m] = [M; jhzi00] = [L+; hzi00j] = [L+; f+]:Case 2. Let jaj < 1. For simplicity we will assume that a > 0, the other casefollows similarly. Let K+ dominates U+ and K0+ dominates U 0+. Then the spaceK00+ = K0+[ �f�1(X�Rn�[0; a]��k) dominates also U+ (just choose the homotopyto be the identity on the second set). Let [L00+; f 00+] the element constructed usingK00+. By the result in Case 1,[L0+; f 0+] = [L00+; f 00+] 2 �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn):Let i : L0+ ! L00+ be the inclusion map. Then the diagram commutesL0+ i����! L00+f 0+??y ??yf 00+L0+ i����! L00+



58 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISand f 00+(L00+) � L0+ because a < 1 and the map f 00+ is induced by the translation.Thus [L0+; f 0+] = [L00+; f 00+] in gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) and the result follows. The proofalso works in the following caseGeneral Case. We are going to show the proof when a > 0. The other case followssimilarly. Let b2N such that 0 < a� b < 1. For c = a� b; a� b+ 1; : : : ; a we writeUc = �f�1(X�Rn�[c;1)��k); Kc = K 0+[ �f�1(X�Rn�[0; a]��k)and (Kc; fc) as the nil k-simplex constructed using Kc. By repeated applicationsof the methods in case 2[L+; f+] = [La�b; fa�b] = [La�b+1; fa�b+1] = � � � = [L0+; f 0+]which completes the proof.8.4. The homomorphism P� is a split epimorphism.De�nition 8.13. De�ne a simplicial mapP = (p+; p�) :Wh(X��S1 ! Rn) ! gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn ! Rn):Since gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) satis�es the Kan condition (Lemma 8.5), it makessense to talk about the homotopy groups of gN il(X�Rn ! Rn). Following theideas in [41] we will show that the maps p� induce split epimorphisms on the homo-topy groups. A k-simplex (M; f) of gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) such that (��1(@i�k); f j)is equivalent to the \base (k � 1)-simplex" of gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) for each i =0; 1; : : : ; k represents an element of �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn).We start with some useful properties of elements of �kWh(X�Rn ! Rn). Forthe rest of the chapter we will identify Wh(X�Rn ! Rn) with the boundedWhitehead space Whb(X�Rn ! Rn) (Proposition 6.19).Lemma 8.14. Let g : N ! X��k be a strong deformation retraction that rep-resents an element in �kWh(X�Rn ! Rn) with � : N ! �k a �ber bundlesurjection with Q-manifold �bers. Let g0 : N ! X�Rn��k be a f.p. retractionwhich is bounded distance apart from idN , when distances are measured in Rn��ksuch that ��1(@i�k) is in the same component as the \base (k � 1)-simplex" ofWh(X�Rn ! Rn). Then g0 represents an element in �kWh(X�Rn ! Rn) suchthat [g] = [g0].Proof. Let F : N�[0; 1] ! N be a f.p. bounded homotopy between idN and g.Then g0�F is a bounded homotopy, rel X�Rn��k, from g to g0. Thus [g] = [g0] 2�kWh(X�Rn ! Rn).Lemma 8.15. LetM be a Hilbert cube manifolds, containing X�Rn��k, equippedwith bundle maps to �k and fi : M ! M , i = 1; 2, be f.p. maps, which are theidentity on X�Rn��k, such that there are strong deformation retractionsri : T (fi) ! X�Rn�S1��krepresenting elements in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn). If there is a f.p. boundedhomotopy between f1 and f2, then [r1] = [r2] in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn).Proof. By Proposition 12.2, there is a f.p. bounded homotopy equivalence f :T (f1) ! T (f2) which can be chosen to be rel X�Rn�S1��k. The map f can be



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 59written as a composition of f.p. CE-maps and their inverses. Thus [r1�f ] = [r2]and by Lemma 8.14, [r1] = [r1�f ]. The result follows.Corollary 8.16. LetM be a Q-manifold equipped with a bundle map to �k and f :M ! M be a f.p. map which is f.p. bounded (over Rn) homotopic rel X�Rn��k,to a retraction r :M ! X�Rn��k. If there is a deformation retractionr0 : T (f) ! X�Rn�S1��krepresenting an element in �kWh(p : X ! Rn) then [r0] = 0.Proof. Let i : X�Rn��k ! M be the inclusion map. Then there is a sequence off.p. bounded homotopy equivalences (Proposition 12.2)T (f) ! T (ir) ! T (ri) = X�Rn�S1��kand each one can be written as a composition of bounded CE-maps and theirinverses. The result follows from Lemma 8.14.8.4.1. De�nition of the maps j� : ��gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! ��Wh(X�Rn�S1 !Rn). We will de�ne Bass-Heller-Swan type injections from the homotopy groups ofthe Nil-spaces to the homotopy groups of the Whitehead spaces.We start by de�ningj+ : �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn):Actually the image of j+ will be in �kWhmb(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) and it will berepresented by a bounded (over Rn) strong deformation retraction. Let [M; f ]represent an element in �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn). We assume that the map f is asliced Z{embedding. De�nej+([M; f ]) = (r : T 0(f) ! X�S1��k)where r is the retraction given in Proposition 8.6.1. j+ is well-de�ned: Let (M; f) and (N; g) be two nil k-simplices that representelements in �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn) such that M � N , g(N ) � M , gjM = f .We write i : M ! N for the inclusion map and g : N ! M for the mapinduced by g. Then T 0(ig) �= T 0(gi) = T 0(f) and j+([M; f ]) = j+([N; g]).Thus j+ maps elements that are germ equivalent to the same element. UsingLemma 8.15, it is also easy to see that j+ respects the homotopy relation in�kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn).2. j+ is a group homomorphism if k > 1 and a monoid homomorphism for k = 0:It follows from the geometric de�nition of addition.Similarly we de�nej� : �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn):by j�([M; f ]) = (r : T (f) ! X�Rn�S1��k): De�neJ = j++j� : �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn)��kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn):Proposition 8.17. The mapP :Wh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn)!gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)



60 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISinduces a split monoid epimorphism on the monoid of path components and a splitepimorphism on the higher homotopy groups with splitting induced by J . Further-more, Im(j+) and Im(j�) are two orthogonal summands of �kWh(X�Rn�S1 !Rn).Proof. Wewill show that p+j+ = id, p+j� = 0. The equalities p�j� = id, p�j+ = 0follow similarly.Let [M; f ]2�kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn). Then j+([M; f ]) is represented by the re-versed mapping torus of f . Form the pull backT 0(f) �r����! X�Rn�R��k??y ??yT 0(f) r����! X�Rn�S1��kBy Remark 8.7, �r�1(X�Rn�[0;1)��k) = T 0+0 (f) which is homotopy equivalentto the \base"M�f0g�f0g via the collapse map. So we can chooseM to correspondto the space K+ of Lemma 8.10. Thus p+j+([M; f ]) = [M; c0], wherec0 : M i�! T 0+0 (f) ��! T 0+0 (f) c�! Mwhich is equal to f .For the other composition, let [M; f ] be an element as before with fs ' irrel X�Rn��k. Again by Remark 8.7, the in�nite cyclic cover of T (f) is T (f)and �r�1(X�Rn�[0;1)��k) = T+0 (f). But there is a sequence of f.p. boundedhomotopy equivalences relX�Rn�[0;1)��k ([21], Corollary 2.5, [41], Proposition3.3) T+0 (f) ! T+0 (fs) ! T+0 (ir) ! X�Rn�[0;1)��k:Thus for the de�nition of p+ we can choose L+ = X�Rn�[0; 1]��k and the mapf+ to be the projection. Thus p+j�([M; f ]) = 0.8.5. Homotopy inverses for gN il(X�Rn ! Rn). For constructing homotopyinverses, we will use the geometric construction of inverses of nil elements presentedin [41], Lemma 2.11. Let [M; f ] represent an element in gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) andT 0 = T (f)=�, where the relation � is generated by(x; y; t; �) � (x; y; 0; �); (x; y; t; �)2X�Rn�S1��k:Mather's trick implies that the map f induces a map � on T 0 which is homotopicto the identity. By replacing the natural inclusion M ! T (f) by a sliced Z{embedding we can assume that T 0[MT 0 is a Q-manifold equipped with a bundlesurjection to �k. Then the pair (T 0[MT 0; �[�) represents a nil k-simplex.We will �rst construct inverses in �0gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)Lemma 8.18. The map � induces an abelian group structure on the set of pathcomponents �0gN il(X�Rn ! Rn).Proof. We will show that (T 0[MT 0; �[�), constructed above, is the inverse of[M; f ]. Since j+ induces a monomorphism on the monoid of path components,it is enough to show thatj+[M; f ] + j+[T 0[MT 0; �[�] = 02�0Wh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn):



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 61The assumptions of Remark 7.1 are satis�ed in the splitting T 0[MT 0 and the HigherSum Theorem (Theorem 7.2) impliesj+[T 0[MT 0; �[�] = j+[T 0; �] + j+[T 0; �]� j+[M; f ] = �j+[M; f ]which completes the proof of the claim.Corollary 8.19. Let x be any simplex in the component of the identity ofgN il(X�Rn !Rn). Then the map�(�; x) : �k(gN il(X�Rn ! Rn); e) ! �k(gN il(X�Rn ! Rn); x)is an isomorphism.Proof. Let y be the inverse of x in �0gN il(X�Rn ! Rn). Then the inverse of�(�; x) is given by ���(�; y) where �� is the isomorphism induced by a path �from �(x; y) to the base point e.Proposition 8.20. The map � induces an abelian group-like structure on the sim-plicial space gN il(X�Rn ! Rn).Proof. It is enough to show that the map� :gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) !gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)given by �(x; y) = (x; x + y) is a homotopy equivalence ([48], p. 119). Actu-ally it is enough to show that � induces isomorphism on homotopy groups. ByLemma 8.18, � induces an isomorphism on the group of path components. Us-ing Corollary 8.19, it is enough to show that � induces an isomorphism on thehigher homotopy groups of the component based on e. There is a similar map�0 de�ned on Wh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) which is a homotopy equivalence, sinceWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) is an abelian group-like space. Since J and (p+)� aremonoid homomorphisms,�0�(J; J) = (J; J)��; ((p+)�; (p+)�)��0 = ��((p+)�; (p+)�):Thus � is an isomorphism and the result follows.Combining the result of Proposition 8.20 with the result of Proposition 8.17 weshowProposition 8.21. The mapP� : �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn)! �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn)��kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn)is a split group epimorphism for all k � 0. with splitting induced by J . Furthermore,Im(j+) and Im(j�) are two orthogonal summands of �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) forall k � 0.



62 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS9. TransfersFix m 2 f5; 6; : : : ;1g but suppress it from the notation as usual. Let B be a�xed manifold with dimB <1 and assume that B is either a closed manifold or aproduct Y �Rn of a closed manifold Y and Rn (with the standard metric) and thatB has the product metric. Let X denote a �xed compact Hilbert cube manifold.9.1. Transfers for manifold approximate �brations. For each nonzero integers de�ne the standard s{fold covering projection s : S1 ! S1 by e2�it 7! e2�ist.There are naturally induced s{fold transfer maps� trs : MAF(S1�B) ! MAF(S1�B) and� trs : Map(S1;MAF(B)) ! Map(S1;MAF(B)).First trs : MAF(S1�B) ! MAF(S1�B) is de�ned as follows. If p : M !S1�B ��k is a k{simplex of MAF(S1�B), then trs(p) is de�ned by the pull-backdiagram: �M ����! Mtrs(p)??y ??ypS1�B ��k s�idB��k�������! S1�B ��kSecond, transfers on the mapping spaces are de�ned by precomposition with thecovering projection s. For example, if f : S1 ��k ! MAF(B) is a k{simplex ofMap(S1;MAF(B)), then trs(f) is the compositiontrs(f) : S1 ��k s�id�k�����! S1 ��k f�! MAF(B):Recall from x4.3 the classifying homotopy equivalence	 : MAF(S1 �Rn) ! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)):Lemma 9.1. For each nonzero integer s the following diagram homotopy com-mutes: MAF(S1 �Rn) trs����! MAF(S1 �Rn)	??y ??y	Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) trs����! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1))Proof. We �rst interpret trs : Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) ! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) inthe model of 4.12 in which a k{simplex of Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) is given by aprojection p : M ! S1 � Rn+1 � �k having certain properties. In this model,trs(p) is given by the pull{back construction:�M ����! Mtrs(p)??y ??ypS1 �Rn+1��k s�idRn+1��k���������! S1 �Rn+1��kWith this observation we can check that the diagram commutes after replacing 	by the homotopic map 	0 of Comment 4.15. For suppose p : M ! S1 �Rn��kis a k{simplex of MAF(S1 �Rn). Then 	0(p) is given by a pull-back construction,



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 63and then another pull-back construction is formed to give trs(	0(p)). These twopull-back diagrams have the form�N trs(	0(p))������! S1 �Rn+1��k??y ??ys�idRn+1��kN 	0(p)����! S1 �R�Rn��k??y ??ye0 � idRn��kS1�M ����! S1 � S1 �Rn��k:On the other hand, trs(p) is given by a pull-back diagram�M �s����! Mtrs(p)??y ??ypS1 �Rn��k s�idRn��k�������! S1 �Rn��k:Note that by crossing the spaces in this diagram with S1, crossing the horizontalmaps by s : S1 ! S1 and by crossing the vertical maps by idS1 , we obtain anotherpull-back diagram: S1 � �M s��s����! MidS1 � trs(p)??y ??yidS1 �pS1 � S1 �Rn��k s�s�idRn��k���������! S1 � S1 �Rn��k:It follows that 	0(trs(p)) appears in the following pull-back diagram:N 0 	0(trs(p))������! S1 �R�Rn��k??y ??ye0 � idRn��kS1 � �M idS1 � trs(p)��������! S1 � S1 �Rn��ks��s??y ??ys�s�idRn��kM idS1 �p�����! S1 � S1 �Rn��k:To see that 	0(trs(p)) = trs(	0(p)) one just has to check that the outer rectanglesin the two double pull-back diagrams above are the same. This follows from thefact that the compositions of the maps along the bottoms of the two diagrams areequal; i.e., (s�s) e0 = e0(s � idR) : S1 �R ! S1�S1:Recall from x4.3 that there is a �bration sequence
MAF(Rn+1) I�! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) E�! MAF(Rn+1)where E is evaluation at the basepoint of S1. Leti : 
MAF(Rn+1) ! MAF(S1 �Rn)



64 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISbe a simplicial map such that 	i ' I (thus, i is well-de�ned up to homotopy).Theorem 4.21 implies that there is a homotopy commuting diagram
MAF(Rn+1) i����! MAF(S1 �Rn) u����! MAF(Rn+1)=??y 	??y' ??y=
MAF(Rn+1) I����! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) E����! MAF(Rn+1)where u is the unwrapping map. Moreover, the �brationE : Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) ! MAF(Rn+1)has a section c : MAF(Rn+1) ! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)) which takes a k{simplexp to the constant map with image p. According to Theorem 4.11 this section iscompatible with the homotopy splitting of u, the wrapping-up mapw, so that thereis a homotopy commuting diagramMAF(Rn+1) w����! MAF(S1 �Rn)=??y '??y	MAF(Rn+1) c����! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)):With these preliminaries the e�ect of the s{fold transfer on MAF(S1 � Rn) cannow be described. In what follows the s{fold transfer on loop spaces is de�ned byprecomposing a loop with the s-fold cover of S1. In particular,trs : 
MAF(Rn+1) ! 
MAF(Rn+1)is de�ned by considering 
MAF(Rn+1) as a subspace of Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1)).Theorem 9.2. 1. The following diagram homotopy commutes:
MAF(Rn+1) i����! MAF(S1 �Rn)trs??y ??ytrs
MAF(Rn+1) i����! MAF(S1 �Rn):2. (Transfer Additivity on Image of i) On homotopy groupstrs� i� : �k
MAF(Rn+1) ! �kMAF(S1 �Rn)is given by [p] 7! i�(s � [p]) for k � 0.3. (Transfer invariance of Wrapping Up) The compositionMAF(Rn+1) w�! MAF(S1 �Rn) trs��! MAF(S1 �Rn)is homotopic to w.Proof. (1) Since 	�i ' I by de�nition and 	 � trs ' trs �	 by Lemma 9.1, itsu�ces to observe that
MAF(Rn+1) I����! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1))trs??y ??ytrs
MAF(Rn+1) i����! Map(S1;MAF(Rn+1))commutes.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 65(2) From (1) it follows that trs� i�([p]) = i� trs�([p]). The very de�nition of thetransfer on loop spaces implies that trs�([p]) = s � [p] 2 �k
MAF(Rn+1). Thisis valid even for k = 0 when �0 of a loop space is given its usual groupstructure.(3) FromLemma9.1 and the fact that 	�w = c (which follows fromTheorem 4.11as noted above) it follows that 	 � trs �w ' trs �	�w ' trs �c. Obviouslytrs �c = c so 	 � trs �w ' c ' 	�w. Since 	 is a homotopy equivalence,trs �w ' w as required.9.2. Transfers for Whitehead spaces. The s{fold covering projection s : S1 !S1 also induces s{fold transfer maps for Whitehead spaces� trs :Wh(X�S1�B ! B)!Wh(X�S1�B ! B),� trs :Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B)!Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B), and� trs : Map(S1;Wh(X�B ! B))!Map(S1;Wh(X�B ! B))in analogy with the transfer maps de�ned for simplicial sets of manifoldapproximate�brations. To de�ne the transfer map on the Whitehead space, letf :M ! X � S1�B ��kbe a k-simplex in Wh(X�S1�B ! B) and form the pull-back�M ����! Mtrs(f)??y ??yfX�S1�B ��k idX �s�idRn��k�����������! X�S1�B ��k:The same construction de�nes the transfer on Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B). This iscompatible with the forget control map ' of x6.4. so that there is a commutingdiagram Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 �B) trs����! Wh(X�S1�B ! S1 � B)'??y ??y'Wh(X�S1�B ! B) trs����! Wh(X�S1�B ! B):The transfer on the mapping space Map(S1;Wh(X�B ! B)) is de�ned by pre-composition with s and the transfer on the loop space 
Wh(X�B ! B) is de�nedby considering 
Wh(X �B ! B) as a subspace of Map(S1;Wh(X�B ! B)).Recall from x6.7 the classifying homotopy equivalence	 :Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) ! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)):Lemma 9.3. For each nonzero integer s the following diagram homotopy com-mutes:Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) trs����! Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn)	??y ??y	Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)) trs����! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))



66 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISProof. From x6.7 there is a commuting diagramWh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) ����! MAFQ(S1 �Rn)	??y ??y	Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)) ����! Map(S1;MAFQ(Rn+1)):Since the transfers for Whitehead spaces and manifold approximate �brations arede�ned by pull-back constructions, there is a commuting diagramWh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) trs����! Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn)??y ??yMAFQ(S1 �Rn) trs����! MAFQ(S1 �Rn):Likewise there is a commuting diagramMap(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)) trs����! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))??y ??yMap(S1;MAFQ(Rn+1)) trs����! Map(S1;MAFQ(Rn+1)):The lemma follows by combining these three diagrams with the homotopy commut-ing diagram of Lemma 9.1.Recall from x6.7 that there is a �bration sequence
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) I�! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))E�! Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)where E is evaluation at the basepoint of S1. Let i : 
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) !Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) be a simplicial map such that 	i ' I (thus, i is well-de�ned up to homotopy). Theorem 6.9 implies that there is a homotopy commutingdiagram
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) =����! 
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)i??y ??yIWh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn) 	����!' Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))u??y ??yEWh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) =����! Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)where u is the unwrapping map. Moreover, the �brationE : Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))!Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)has a sectionc :Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)!Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1))which takes a k{simplex p to the constant map with image p. According to Theo-rem 6.8 this section is compatible with the homotopy splitting of u, the wrapping-up



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 67map w, so that there is a homotopy commuting diagramWh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) w����! Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn)=??y '??y	Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) c����! Map(S1;Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)):With these preliminaries the e�ect of the s{fold transfer onWh(X�S1�Rn! Rn)can now be described.Theorem 9.4. 1. The following diagram homotopy commutes:
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) i����! Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn)trs??y ??ytrs
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) i����! Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn):2. (Transfer Additivity on Image of i) On homotopy groupstrs� i� : �k
Wh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1)! �kWh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn)is given by [p] 7! i�(s � [p]) = s � i�([p]) for k � 0.3. (Transfer Invariance of Wrapping Up) The compositionWh(X�Rn+1! Rn+1) w�! Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn)trs��!Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1 �Rn)is homotopic to w.Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 9.2. There is just oneadditional point which needs to be made. In (2) the equation i�(s � [p]) = s � i�([p])is to have the following interpretation when k = 0. On the left-hand side themultiplication s times [p] takes place with �0Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1�Rn) given theusual group structure of �0 of a loop space (i.e., induced by loop concatenation). Onthe right-hand side s � i�([p]) is the multiplication in �0Wh(X�S1�Rn! S1�Rn)discussed in x6.2. Equality follows from Proposition 6.10.We will now explain how the transfer acts nilpotently on image of the nil elementsin the homotopy groups of the Whitehead space. Recall from x8.4 that the simplicialmap P :Wh(X�S1�Rn! Rn)!gN il(X�Rn! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)is a split epimorphism on homotopy groups. This is shown by de�ning homomor-phisms j� : �kgN il(X�Rn! Rn)! �kWh(X�S1�Rn! Rn)whose images are orthogonal summands of Wh(X�Rn! Rn). Then the mapJ = j+�j� : �kgN il(X�Rn! Rn)��kgN il(X�Rn! Rn)! �kWh(X�S1�Rn! Rn)is a right inverse of P�, P�J = 1. In this section we will show that transfer mapsact nilpotently on the image of J .Theorem 9.5. 1. For each x2�kgN il(X�Rn! Rn), there exists s02Zsuch thattrs(j+(x)) = trs(j�(x)) = 0 2 �kWh(X�S1�Rn! Rn); for all s > s0:



68 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS2. (Transfer Nilpotency on Image of J) For each(x; y)2�kgN il(X�Rn! Rn)� �kgN il(X�Rn! Rn);there exists s02Zsuch that trs(J(x; y)) = 0 2 �kWh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) forall s > s0.Proof. (1) Let (M; f) be a nil k-simplex representing the element x 2gN il(X�Rn! Rn).We may assume that f :M !M is a f.p. Z{embedding. Then the image of j+(x)is given by j+(x) = (r : T 0(f) ! X�Rn�S1��k)where r is the deformation retraction constructed in Proposition 8.6. For each s2Z,the transfer trs(j+(x)) is given by the pull-back diagramT 0s(f) �r����! X�Rn�S1��k??y ??yT 0(f) r����! X�Rn�S1��kBy a repeated application of Corollary 2.5 in [21] (also [10], p. 35, [41], Lemma1.10), there is an ANR M , equipped with a map to �k, and f.p. CE-mapsT 0s(f) � � M ��! T 0(fs)such that composition T 0s(f) ,! M ��! T 0(fs)is a f.p. bounded (over Rn) homotopy equivalence. Because (M; f) is a nil k-simplex, there is a positive integer s0 such that fs0 is f.p. bounded homotopic toa retraction � to X�Rn��k, rel X�Rn��k. Thus for each s > s0, fs has thesame properties. Proposition 8.6 and Corollary 8.16 imply that there is a strongdeformation retraction r0 : T 0(fs) ! X�Rn�S1��ksuch that [r0] = 0 in �kWh(X�S1�Rn! Rn). By Lemma 8.14, the compositionr00 : T 0s(f) ,! M ��! T 0s(f) r�! X�Rn�S1��krepresents an element in �kWh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) such that [r00] = [�r]. At thesame time, [r00] = [r0] = 0. Thus[�r] = [r0] = 0 2 �kWh(X�S1�Rn! Rn):Part (2) follows from (1)Remark 9.6. Let (M; f) be a k-nil simplex over X�Rn representing an element xin �kgN il(X�Rn! Rn) andr : T 0(f) ! X�S1�Rn��kbe the strong deformation retraction constructed in Proposition 8.6. The methodsused in the proof of Theorem 9.5 show that trs(j+(x)) can be represented1. by a retraction r+ : T 0(fs) ! X�S1�Rn��k, if s > 0,2. by a retraction r� : T (fs) ! X�S1�Rn��k, if s < 0.Corollary 9.7. The images of J , w� and i� are orthogonal direct summands of�kWh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn).



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 69Proof. Let x2Im(w�)\Im(J). Then by Theorem 9.4(3), trs(x) = x for all s2Zandby Theorem 9.5(2), there is s2Zsuch that trs(x) = 0. Thus x = 0 and Im(w�) isorthogonal to Im(J).Let x2Im(i�)\Im(J). Then by Theorem 9.5(2), there is s02Zsuch that for alls > s0, trs(x) = 0. For such s, trs(x) = trs+1(x) = 0. By Theorem 9.4(2),sx = trs(x) = trs+1(x) = (s + 1)x ) x = 0:A similar calculation shows that Im(i�)\Im(w�) = f0g.Form the compositionr̂ :Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) r�! Wh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn) 	�!Map(S1;Wh(X�S1�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)) '�!
Wh(X�S1�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)�Wh(X�S1�Rn+1 ! Rn+1) proj��!
Wh(X�S1�Rn+1 ! Rn+1) '�! Wh(X�Rn ! Rn)where the last equivalence follows from Theorem 6.12. We summarize the splittingresults obtained so far.Theorem 9.8. 1. There is a map between abelian group-like simplicial sets(r̂; u; p+; p�) :Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) !Wh(X�Rn ! Rn)�Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)which induces a split epimorphism on homotopy groups. In particular, thehomotopy groups of the product are direct summands of the homotopy groupsof Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn).2. There is a map between abelian group-like simplicial sets(�; p+; p�) :Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) !Wh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)which induces a split epimorphism on homotopy groups. In particular, thehomotopy groups of the product are direct summands of the homotopy groupsof Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn).Proof. Part (2) follows from Part (1) from the decompositionWh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn) ' Wh(X�Rn ! Rn)�Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1):For Part (1), notice that the map (i�; w�; j+; j�) is a right inverse of the map inducedon the homotopy groups by (r̂; u; p+; p�)�. The result follows from Corollary 9.7.



70 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS10. Completion of the proofWe have developed the necessary machinery for completing the proof of the mainresult. For the rest of the section, X is a compact Q-manifold.Theorem 10.1 (Main Theorem). 1. The map(r̂; u; p+; p�) :Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) !Wh(X�Rn ! Rn)�Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)is a homotopy equivalence of abelian group-like simplicial sets.2. The map(�; p+; p�) :Wh(X�S1�Rn ! Rn) !Wh(X�S1�Rn ! S1�Rn)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn! Rn)is a homotopy equivalence of abelian group-like simplicial sets.Parts (1) and (2) are equivalent because of the splitting of Wh(X�S1�Rn !S1�Rn). We will prove Part(2). Theorem 9.8 implies that the map (�; p+; p�)induces a split epimorphism on homotopy groups. We will show that the mapinduces an isomorphism.Actually we will show that the sequence of simplicial setsWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn�S1) ��! Wh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn)P�! gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)�gN il(X�Rn ! Rn)is homotopy �bration with the map � admitting a homotopy splitting. Equivalently,it is enough to show that the sequence0 ! �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn�S1) ���! �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn)P��! �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn)��kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! 0is a split short exact sequence. Because of Theorem 9.8, the only remaining ingre-dient that needs to be proved is that the sequence is exact in the middle term.10.1. Preliminaries and notation. Let f : M ! X�Rn�S1��k be a strongdeformation retraction representing an element in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) suchthat P ([f ]) = 0. We will work with the image of [f ] in �kWhmb(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn),which we still call [f ]. Form the pull-back diagram�M �f����! X�Rn�R��k�??y ??yM f����! X�Rn�S1��kThe retraction �f is a f.p. bounded (over Rn�R��k) strong deformation retraction.Let � : �M ! �M be the +1 generating covering translation. Then � is f.p. bounded(over Rn�R��k) homotopic to id �M because�f� = (+1) �f ' �f ) � ' id �M ' �fwhere (+1) is the map on X�Rn�R��k that is +1 on the R-coordinate and theidentity on X�Rn��k. A similar argument implies that ��1 is f.p. boundedhomotopic id �M .



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 71Let c, a positive integer, be the bound (over R) of the strong deformation re-traction �f . We write �p : �M �f�! X�Rn�R��k proj��! R:Let � > 0 be a positive integer, � > 3c, and � = �+ 3c. By [29] (also Chapter 6)there is an f.p. isotopy Gs : �M ! �M , bounded over Rn��k, such that(i) G0 = id �M ,(ii) G1(�p�1([�;1)))��p�1((� + 1;1))(iii) Gs is supported in �p�1([1; ]) for some positive integer .(iv) Gs restricts to an isotopy of X�Rn�R��k to itself.By Lemma8.10, there is a dominationh+ of �p�1([0;1)) by �p�1([0; 3c]), rel �p�1(f0g),which restricts to a retraction of p�1[3c;1) to X�Rn�f3cg��k. We use h+ tode�ne dominationsh(+) = ��(h+[id)(����id[0;1]); h = �(h+ [ id)(���id[0;1])such that(i) h(+)0, h0 are the identity maps.(ii) h(+)sj�p�1([0; �]), hsj�p�1([0; ]) are the identity maps.(iii) h(+)1(�p�1([0;1))) � �p�1([0; �])h1(�p�1([0;1))) � �p�1([0;  + 3c]).(iv) h(+)sj�p�1([�;1)) is a retraction to X��Rnf�g��khsj�p�1([ + 3c;1)) is a retraction to X�Rnf + 3cg��k.Let K� be a compact Q-submanifold of �M dominating p�1((�1; 0]). Wecan assume that K� contains �p�1([�1; 0]) and that the domination is relative�p�1([�1; 0]) (just choose h(�) = ��1(h� [ id)(��id[0;1]), where h� is a homotopyon �p�1((�1; 0]) having properties analogous to h+). We choose K+ as a compactQ-submanifold of �M so thath(+)s(�p�1([�;  + 3c])) � K+\�p�1([�;1)); for all s2[0; 1]: (�)Then K = K�[K+ is also a Q-submanifold of �M and H = h(�)[h is a homotopyof the identity on �M such that H1( �M ) � K. Write i : K ! �M for the inclusionmap.Let �N = �M=� where (x; 0)�(x; t) for all (x; t)2(X�Rn)�R and � : �M ! �Ndenote the projection map. The projection � from M to �k induces a map (notnecessarily a �ber bundle projection) �N ! �k. The strong deformation retractionf induces a f.p. bounded over Rn�R��k, strong deformation retraction f 0 : �N !X�Rn�R��k. The translation ��1 induces a homeomorphismon �N , denoted z�1.Let L = �(K), L� = �(K�). Then H1��1i induces a map w0 = H 01z�1i0 : L ! L.For a subset A � R, set �NA = �(�p�1(A)).We review the de�nition of coequalizer of two maps f; g : U ! V ([31]). It isthe space de�ned byW(f; g) = U�[0; 1]GV=f(u; 0)�f(u); (u; 1)�g(u); u2UgWe use the description of the mapping torus of a self map f : U ! U (denotedT (f)) as the coequalizer W(f0; �1) wheref0 : U ! U�[0; 1]; f0(u) = (f(u); 0); �1 : U�f1g ! U�[0; 1]; �1(u) = (u; 1)



72 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISThe reversed mapping torus of f (denoted T 0(f)) is the coequalizer W(�0; f1) withnotation similar as above. There are CE-maps from the mapping tori de�ned aboveto the classical ones ([31]).Since w0 is a �ber preserving map over �k, there is a natural map T (w0) ! �kwhich is not necessarily a �ber bundle projection. Actually, T (w0) is not necessar-ily a Q-manifold. We use the properties of coequalizers ([31], Proposition 13.18,Proposition 14.2) to analyze the space T (w0). By de�nition w0 = H01z�1i0. Sincez�1 is f.p. bounded (over Rn�R��k) homotopic to the identity on �N , w0 is f.p.bounded (over Rn��k) homotopic to a retraction to X��k. If � is the inclusionmap, � : X�Rn��k ,! L then T (w0) and X�Rn�S1��k are f.p. bounded overRn��k, homotopy equivalent (Proposition 12.2) through a sequence of homotopyequivalences� :T (w0) = T (H01z�1i0) ! T (H 01f 0i0) = T (�f 0i0) = T (�(f 0j)) !T ((f 0j)�) = X�Rn�S1��kwhere each one can be written as a composition of CE-maps and their inverses.10.2. Description of �nite structures on mapping tori. We will construct af.p. map ! : L ! L close to w0 such that!jL\(X�Rn��k)[ �N[�1;] = w0j = z�1i0j;and � : T (!) ! �k is a �ber bundle projection with Q-manifold �bres. To thisend let L0� = �N(�1;�1]\L�; L0+ = �N[;1)\L+:Approximatew0j : L0� ! L� by a sliced Z{embedding !� rel (L0�\(X�Rn��k))[ �N�1.Likewise approximate w0j : L0+ ! L+ by a sliced Z{embedding !+ : L0+ ! L+rel (L0+\(X�Rn��k))[ �N . Then set !jL0� = !� and !j�(�p�1([�1; ])) = w0j =z�1i0j. By Proposition 12.2, there is an ANR T equipped with a map to �k andf.p. CE-maps �0 : T ! T (!); �00 : T ! T (w0):De�ne �0 : T (!) ,! T �00��! T (w0)�1 : T (w0) ,! T �0�! T (!):The map �0 induces a f.p., bounded over Rn��k, homotopy equivalencef0 : T (!) �0�! T (w0) ��! X�S1��krel X�S1��k. The part of L that lies over @�k isX 0 = X�Rn�[0; 1]�I�@�k=�; (x; t; �) � (x; 0; �);for (x; t)2(X�Rn)�[0; 1], �2I�@�k (I an interval). The part of T (!) that lies over@�k is the mapping torus of the identity map on X 0. But the element X 0�S1 !X�Rn�S1 of Wh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) lies in the same component as the basesimplex. Thus f0 represents a class in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn).Lemma 10.2. [f0] = 02�kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn).Proof. The result follows from Corollary 8.16.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 7310.3. De�nition of an embedding M ! T (!). Let D = �p�1([�1; 0]) � �M .Then M = D=��1 (D is a fundamental domain for the action of � on �M ). LetM�1 = �p�1f�1g and� :M�1�[0; 1] ! D; �jM�1�f0g = idbe a collar of M�1 in D.First we de�ne a map � : �M ! [0; 1]�(m) = 8<: ��p(m) if � 1 � �p(m) � 00 if �p(m) � 01 if �p(m) � �1:Then we de�ne an embedding�0 : D ! T (��1) = �M�[0; 1]G �M�[0; 1]=f(m; 0)1 � (��1(m); 0)2; (m; 1)1 � (m; 1)2gas follows�0(m) = 8<: (m0; 2t)2 if m = �(m0; t); t2[0; 12 ](�(m0; 2t� 1); ��(m0; 2t� 1))1 if m = �(m0; t); t2[12 ; 1](m;�(m))1 if m 2 D � ��M�1�[0; 1)�where the subscript indicates the copy of �M�[0; 1]. The map �0 induces the em-bedding �0 : M = D=� ! T (z�1). But the image of �0 is contained in T (w0).Thus �0 induces an embedding M ! T (w0). Actually �0 induces an embedding� :M ! T (!) (Figure 1). From now on, we identify M with im(�).
T (!)

M
Figure 1Corollary 10.3. [f0jM ] = [f ] 2 �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn).



74 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISProof. f0jM is a f.p. retraction toX�Rn��k whose distance from idM is bounded,(since f0 is bounded homotopic to idT (!)). The condition over @�k is satis�edbecause it is satis�ed for f0. Thus we can apply Lemma 8.14 to get [f0jM ] = [f ] 2�kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn).10.4. De�nition of the relaxation. Let ~� = ��1G1. We need a variation of theconstruction of the relaxation presented in Chapters 5 and 6. SetY = ~� �p�1((�1; �]) n �p�1((�1; �)) � �Mand ~M = Y=~�. Also there is a map ~f : ~M ! X�Rn�S1��k representing anelement of �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn). The methods of x6.9 show that the element~f is in the image of the forget control map �.The in�nite cyclic cover of ~M is �M , the covering translation is equal to ~� andthe fundamental domain of the action is Y . Furthermore the map ~� induces ahomeomorphism ~z on �N . We write ~w0 : L ! L for the map induced by H1~�i.10.4.1. Description of �nite structures on T ( ~w0). We will give a �nite structure onT ( ~w0) as we did with T (w0). We will approximate ~w0 by a �ber preserving map~! : L ! L such that ~!j(L\(X�Rn�R��k))[ �N[�1;] = ~w0j = ~zi0j, and � : T (~!) !�k is a �bre bundle projection with Q-manifold �bres. By Proposition 12.2, thereis an ANR ~T , equipped with a map to �k, and f.p. CE-maps~�0 : ~T ! T (~!); ~�00 : ~T ! T ( ~w0):De�ne ~�0 : T (~!) ,! ~T ~�00��! T ( ~w0)~�1 : T (w0) ,! ~T ~�0�! T (~!):The map ~�0 induces a f.p., bounded over Rn��k, strong deformation retraction~f0 : T (~!) ! X�Rn�S1��krelX�Rn�S1��k, such that [ ~f0] = 0 in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn).10.4.2. De�nition of an embedding of ~M into T ( ~w0). We work as in x10.3. SetM� = �p�1f�g. Let ~� :M��[0; 1] ! Y; ~�jM��f0g = idbe a collar of M� in Y . First we de�ne a Urysohn map ~� : �M ! [0; 1], so that(i) ~��1(1) = �p�1(f�g).(ii) ~��1(0) = ~��p�1(f�g).(iii) ~�j : X�Rn�[�; �+2] ! [0; 1] is decomposed as X�Rn�[�; �+2] ! [�; �+2] ! [0; 1] where the �rst map is the projection and the second is the orderreversing linear map.As before, we de�ne a map ~�0 : Y ! T (�)~�0(y) = 8<: (y0; 2t)2 if y = ~�(y0; t); t2[0; 12 ](~�(y0; 2t� 1); ~�~�(y0; 2t� 1))1 if y = ~�(y0; t); t2[12 ; 1](y; ~�(y))1 if y 2 Y � ~��Ma�[0; 1)�where the subscript indicates the copy of �M�[0; 1]. The map ~�0 induces the embed-ding ~�0 : ~M = Y=~� ! T (~z). But the image of ~�0 is contained in T ( ~w0). Finally ~�0



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 75induces an embedding ~� : ~M ! T (~!). We identify ~M with im(~�) and [ ~f0j ~M ] = [ ~f ]in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) as in Corollary 10.3.10.5. Splittings. In this section we describe a splitting of T (!) into a union ofspaces corresponding to the Bass-Heller-Swan splitting. The argument is a ge-ometrization of \Ranicki's pentagon" ([42], p. 95).10.5.1. First Splitting. The embedding�0j : D � ��M�1�[0; 12)� ! �M�[0; 1]induces an embedding�00 : D � ��M�1�[0; 12)� ! �M�[0; 1] ! �N�[0; 1] ! T (z�1)into the �rst copy of �N�[0; 1] in T (z�1). The image of �00 decomposes �N�[0; 1]into Z+[im(�00)Z� whereZ+ = (��id)(f(m; t) : t � �(m)g); Z� = (��id)(f(m; t) : t � �(m)g):If we restrict ! to L�, we get a decomposition of T (!) = T (�)[MT 0. Set L1� =L� n �N(�1;0]. The space T (�) is given byT (�) = Z�GL1��[0; 1]=�0where we identifyx�0 (!(x); 0) for x2Z�\(L�f0g); x�0 (x; 1) for x2Z�\(L�f1g):There is a CE-map from T (�) to T (!jL�) constructed in three steps:Step 1. There is a CE-maps1 : L��[0; 1] ! L��f1g[L1��[0; 1] = L2�which is the identity on L2� (Figure 2).Proof We will construct a CE-maps01 : �N[�1;0]�[0; 1] ! �N[�1;0]�f1g[ �N�1�[0; 1]; rel �N[�1;0]�f1g[ �N�1�[0; 1]:Since �p�1(f�1g) is collared in �p�1([�1; 0]), �N�1 is collared in �N[�1;0]. Thus�N[�1;0]�f1g[ �N�1�[0; 1]�= �N[�1;0]�f1g( �N�1�[0; 1] can be considered as an extension of the collar of �N�1 in �N[�1;0]). Thusthere are two homotopic Z{embeddings i1 and i2 of �N[�1;0]�f1g into �N[�1;0]�[0; 1]with imagesi1( �N[�1;0]�f1g) = �N[�1;0]�f1g; i2( �N[�1;0]�f1g) = �N[�1;0]�f1g[ �N�1�[0; 1]:Actually, the homotopy between the two embeddings can be chosen to be f.p. andbounded (over Rn��k). By the Z{set unknotting theorem there is a f.p., boundedisotopy � : �N[�1;0]�[0; 1] ! �N[�1;0] from the identity such that �1�i2 = i1. Then themap s01 = ��11 �proj��1 satis�es the conditions required (proj :M�[0; 1] ! M�f1gis the projection map).Step 2. There is a CE-map s2 : L��[0; 1] ! Z�:



76 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISProof. The embedding �0j is the graph of the function �. Thus there is a CE-mapK��[0; 1] ! f(m; t) : t � �(m)gwhich maps (x; t) 7! ( (x; �(x)); for (x; t)2Z+(x; t); otherwise.Actually the map is the identity on f(m; t) : t � �(m)g. The above map induces aCE-map s2 on the quotients.
T (!jL�) L2�Figure 2Step 3. The two maps constructed in the �rst two steps are combined to form aCE-map s : T (!jL�) ! T (�) (Figure 3).Proof. By de�nition the space T (!jL�) has the formT (!jL�) = L��[0; 1]G L��[0; 1]=�00; (x; 0)1�00(!(x); 0)2; (x; 1)1�00(x; 1)2:The map s is de�ned as the compositions : T (!jL�) = L��[0; 1]G L��[0; 1]=�00 idts1���! L��[0; 1]G L2� s2ts02���! T (�):where s02 is de�ned to be the restriction of s2 on L��f1g and the identity elsewhere:s02(x; t) = ( s2(x; 1); for x2L�; t = 1(x; t); otehrwise.Notice that s2(x; 1)2Z�. We use the notation (x; t)0 for a pair that is an elementof Z�. Then(i) s((x; 0)1) = s2(x; 0) = (x; 0)0 = (!(x); 0) = s((!(x); 0)2).(ii) For the element ((x; 1)1) we consider two cases:(a) x2 �N[�1;0]. Then, s((x; 1)1) = s2(x; 1) = (x; �(x))0 = s02(x; 1) = s((x; 1)2):(b) x2L� n �N[�1;0]. In this case, s((x; 1)1) = (x; 1)0 = (x; 1) = s((x; 1)2):



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 77
L2�
L��[0; 1] Z�L1��[0; 1] T (�)Figure 3Therefore s is a well-de�ned f.p. CE-map.Lemma 10.4. j�p�([f ]) = [f0jT (�)] in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn).Proof. There is a strong deformation retraction r : T (!jL�) ! X�Rn�S1��krepresenting j�p�([f ]). Then the retractionr0 : T (!jL�) ,! T (�) f0j��! X�Rn�S1��kis a f.p. retraction which satis�es the conditions of Lemma 8.14. Thus, in the group�kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn),j�p�([f ]) = [r] = [r0] = [f0jT (�)]:10.5.2. First description of the space T 0. The space T 0 admits a description as thespace T (�) above. Set L1+ = L+[ �N[�1;0]. ThenT 0 = Z+GL1+�[0; 1]=�0where we identifyx�0 (!(x); 0) for x2Z+\(L�f0g); x�0 (x; 1) for x2Z+\(L�f1g):Then T 0 is homotopy equivalent to the space T 00, de�ned asT 00 = Z+GL1+�[0; 1]=�0where we identifyx�0 (~!(x); 0) for x2Z+\(L�f0g); x�0 (x; 1) for x2Z+\(L�f1g):The homotopy equivalence is constructed as follows:



78 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISFirst of all Z+\(L�f0g) = L+ and Z+\(L�f1g) = L1+. The identi�cation isconstructed using the map!1 = ((!j)�f0g) t (id�f1g) : L+ t L1+ ! L1+�[0; 1]:The homotopy between � and ��1 induces a homotopy between!1 ' ~!1 = ((~!j)�f0g) t (id�f1g):The space T 00 is formed as T 0 using the map ~!1 for the identi�cation. Then there isa space ~T 0 and cell-like maps from ~T 0 to T 0 and T 00 (Lemma 12.1, [31], Proposition13.18). The space T 00 is a subset of T (~!). Furthermore the embedding ~� in x10.4.2induces an embedding of ~M to T 00.10.6. Splitting of T 00. Second splitting of T (!). The embedding ~� induces adecomposition T 00 = T1[ ~MT2.10.6.1. Description of T1. As in x10.5.1, the embedding~�0j : Y � ~��M��[0; 12)� ! �M�[0; 1]induces an embedding~�00 : Y � ~��M��[0; 12)� ! �M�[0; 1] ! �N�[0; 1] ! T (~z�1)into the �rst copy of �N�[0; 1] in T (~z�1). The image of ~�00 is contained in Z+. Itdecomposes Z+ =W+[im(~�00j)W� whereW+ = (��id)(f(m; t) : t � ~�(m)g); W� = (��id)(f(m; t) : t � ~�(m)g)(Figure 4).
L1��[0; 1]

Z+W+W� ~MT 00Figure 4



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 79Thus T1 admits a descriptions, T1 = W� t L01�[0; 1]=�0, where L01 = ~!( �N[0;�]).The identi�cations are done using the map((~!j)�f0g) t (id�f1g)) :W�\(L�f0g) G W�\(L�f1g) ! L01�[0; 1](notice that W�\(L�f0g) = �N[0;�] and W�\(L�f1g) = L01). By construction, therestriction ~!j �N[0;�] = ~w0j �N[0;�] = H01~zi0j �N[0;�]:which is equal to the map induced on �p�1([0; �]) by H1~�i. But~�ij�p�1([0; �]) = ��1G1(�p�1([0; �]) � ��1(�p�1([0; ])) � �p�1([�1; ])because the support of G lies in �p�1([1; ]). By construction, the homotopy H isthe identity on �p�1([�1; ]): Thus~!j�p�1([0; �]) = H1~�ij�p�1([0; �]) = ~�j�p�1([0; �]):Therefore ~!j �N[0;�] = ~zj �N[0;�] which is a homeomorphism to its image. Set T 01 =W(j00; ~!�1) wherej00 : L01 ,! L�f1g\W� ,!W�; ~!�1 : L01 ! L�f1g \W� ,!W�:There is a homeomorphism  : T1 ! T 01 de�ned by (x; t) = (x; 1� t); x2L01 (y) = y; y2W�:(i) For (x; 0)2L01�f0g, (~!(x); 0) is identi�ed with x2W�\L�f0g in T1. Then (~!(x); 0) = (~!(x); 1) = ~!�1(~!(x)) = x =  (x):(ii) For (x; 0)2L01�f0g, (x; 1) is identi�ed with x2W�\L�f1g in T1. Then (x; 1) = (x; 0) = x =  (x):Let �s = h(+)sG�1s : �p�1([0;1)) ! �p�1([0;1)):The restriction �1�j~�(�p�1([0; �])) = ~��1j~�(�p�1([0; �])) (��)(that is because for x2�p�1([0; �]),�1�(~�(x)) = h(+)1G�11 ���1G1(x) = h(+)1(x) = xand the last equality follows from the fact that h(+) is the identity on �p�1([0; �]) byconstruction). The homotopy �s induces a homotopy �0s on L+. Since ~!j �N[0;�] =~zj �N[0;�], (**) implies that for x2 �N[0;�],�01z(~!(x)) = �01z~z(x) = xTherefore �01zjL01 = ~!�1jL01 which implies that T 01 =W(j000 ; �01zj) withj000 : L01 ,! L�f1g\W� ,!W�; �01zj : L01 ! L�f0g \W� ,!W�As in x10.5.1, there is a CE-map from T 0(�01zjL01) to T 01:We �rst construct a CE-map � : L01�[0; 1] ! W� which is the identity on W�.The map � is constructed as the composition� : L01�[0; 1] ! W�[(Z�\ �N[�1;0]) ! W�



80 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISwhere the two maps are constructed as in Step 2 of x10.5.1. We write �� for theCE-map �� : L01�[0; 1] ! W�; ��(x; t) = � (x; 1� t):The CE-map from T 0(�01zjL01) to T 01 is constructed as follows (Figure 5)� 0 : T 0(�01zjL01) = L01�[0; 1]GL01�[0; 1]=� id[������! L01�[0; 1]GW�=� = T 01W�L01�[0; 1]
T 01T 0(�1zjL01) � 0L01�[0; 1]L01�[0; 1] Figure 5(i) (x; 0)1 is identi�ed with (x; 0)2 in T 0(�01zjL01). But� 0((x; 0)2) = � (x; 1) = (x; 1) = (x; 0) = � 0((x; 0)1)where the second equality follows because (x; 1)2W� and � is the identityon W�, and the third equality follows from the relations in T 01, namely(x; 0)2L01�f0g is identi�ed with its image in L�f1g\W�.(ii) The second relation in T 0(�01zjL01) is given by identifying (x; 1)1 with (�01z(x); 1)2.Then� 0((�01z(x); 1)2) = � (�01z(x); 0) = (�01z(x); 0) = (x; 1) = � 0((x; 1)1)where the second equality follows because �01z(x)2W� and the third equalityfollows from the de�ning relations for T 01.We use the homotopy �0 to de�ne an element of �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) as in theconstruction of j+. By Lemma 8.12, there is a strong deformation retraction f1 :T 0(�01zjL01) ! X�Rn�S1��k such that [f1] = j+p+([f ]) in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 !Rn). From Lemma 10.4, we derive[f1] = [f1jT 01] = [(f1jT 01)� ] = [f0jT1]in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn). ThusLemma 10.5. [f0jT1] = [f1] = j+p+([f ]) in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn).



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 8110.6.2. Description of the space T2. By construction,~w(�p�1([�;1))) = H1~�i(�p�1([�;1))) = H1��1G1(�p�1([�;1)))� H1��1(�p�1((� + 1;1)))� H1(�p�1((�;1))) = h1(�p�1((�;1)))� �p�1((�;1))the last inclusion holds because h is the identity on �p�1([0; ]) and � < . Similarly,~w(K+) � K+. Thus ~w(K+\�p�1([�;1))) � K+\�p�1([�;1)):Let L2 = L+\ �N[�;1) which is a subset of L+. Then~!(L2) = ~w0(L2) � L+\ �N[�;1):By construction, T2 = W+GL2�[0; 1]=�00where x�00 (~!(x); 0) for x2W+\(L�f0g); x�00 (x; 1) for x2W+\(L�f1g):As in x10.5.1, we construct a CE-map from T2 to the mapping torus T (~!jL2).Condition (*) implies that the homotopy h(+) induces a homotopy h0(+) on ~!(L2)starting from the identity and ending to a map that it is a retraction of ~!(L2) toX�Rn��k. Thus h0(+)~!jL2 : ~! ' r0where r0 is a retraction. Thus there is a CE-map from T (~!jL2) to the mapping torusof a retraction. Therefore [f0jT2] = 0 in �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn) (Corollary 8.16).10.7. Completion of the proof. .We now use the Higher Sum Theorem to express the element [f0] as a sum ofelements of �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn). The assumptions of Remark 7.1 of theHigher Sum Theorem (Theorem 7.2) are satis�ed for the splitting of T (!). Thus0 = [f0] = [f0jT (�)] + [f0jT 0]� [f0jM ] (1)The �rst summand is equal to j�p�([f ]) (Lemma 10.4) which is zero by assumptionand the last term is equal to [f ] (Corollary 10.3). Thus, again by the Higher SumTheorem, [f ] = [f0jT 0] = [f0jT1] + [f0jT2]� [f0j ~M ] (2)By Lemma 10.5, [f0jT1] = j+p+([f ]) which is zero by our assumption. [f0jT1] isalso zero by x10.6.2. Thus[f ] = �[f0j ~M ] = �[ ~f ] 2 im(��):The element [f ] belongs to the image of �� and the sequence is exact.Remark 10.6. We summarize the structure of the construction presented in Chapter10. Theorem 9.8 implies that there is a spit injection�kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn�S1)��kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn)��kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn)(��;j+;j�)�������! �kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn)



82 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISwith splitting given by (r�; (p+)�; (p�)�). In Chapter 10, we show that the splitinjection (��; j+; j�) is an epimorphism. More speci�cally, equations (1) and (2)imply that[f ] = [f0jM ] = [f0jT (�)] + [f0jT 0] = [f0jT (�)] + [f0jT1] + [f0jT2]� [f0jM̂ ]:In Chapter 10, we have shown that the summands satisfy the following:[f0jT (�)] = j�(p�)�([f ])[f0jT1] = j+(p+)�([f ])[f0jT2] = 0[f0jM̂ ]2im(��):Thus, we can rewrite the decomposition of [f ] as[f ] = j�(p�)�([f ]) + j+(p+)�([f ])� ��([f 0])for some [f 0]2�kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn�S1). That shows that the injection (��; j+; j�)is a surjection and therefore an isomorphism. The last equation also implies that[f 0] = �r�([f ])2�kWh(X�Rn�S1 ! Rn�S1):



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 8311. Comparison with the lower algebraic nil groupsIn this section, we assume that X is a compact Q-manifold and p : X�Rn !Rn is the projection map. For simplicity we will assume that the space X ispath connected. The general case follows by taking the direct sum over the set ofpath-components of X. We will compare �0gN il(X�Rn! Rn) to the algebraicallyde�ned exotic lower nil group NK1�n(Z�1(X)) of [2] (also [42], [43]). In particular,�0gN il(X�Rn! Rn) �= NK1(Z�1(X)) �= fNil(Z�1(X)):In lower K-theory, the Nil-groups appearing in the splitting theorems for the re-duced K-groups coincide with the Nil-groups that appear in the splitting of thenon-reduced K-groups. In this section we will work with the Nil-groups that aresummands of the non-reduced K-groups.11.1. Preliminaries on the algebraic lower Nil-groups. We start by reviewingthe algebraic construction given in [42]. For an additive category A, let Cn (A)denote the graded category over Zn (or equivalently over Rn). The objects ofCn(A) are the graded objects of A over Zn. Morphisms are bounded morphismsbetween them. We write Pn(A) for the idempotent completion of Cn (A). Thecategory A[z] denotes the polynomial extension of A, and A[z; z�1] the Laurentextension category of A ([42], x7). If R is a ring and A = Bf (R) is the category of�nitely generated free based left R-modules we write Cn(R) for the graded category,over Zn or Rn.The lower Nil-groups that are of interest are the ones appearing in the Bass-Heller-Swan splitting (n � �1)K�n(R[z; z�1]) �= K�n(R)�K�n�1(R) �NK�n(R) �NK�n(R):Actually, the lower Nil groups are expressed as the cokernels of the homomorphisminduced by the inclusionNK�n(R) = coker(i : K�n(R) ! K�n(R[z])) =coker(i : K1(C 1+n (R)) ! K1(C 1+n (R[z])))where the last identi�cation follows from [42], x11. In the proof of Proposition11.2 in [42], the cokernel of i is shown to be isomorphic to fNil0(C 1+n(R)), theGrothendieck group of the category of Nil objects in the additive category C 1+n (R).Therefore NK�n(R) = fNil0(C 1+n (R)):The reduced Nil-groups of A are de�ned in two equivalent ways. One, denotedfNil0(A), is de�ned using the pairs (A; �) of objects of A and nilpotent endomor-phisms. The second de�nition involves pairs (C�; ��) of �nite dimensional chaincomplexes over A and chain homotopy nilpotent self-chain maps �� and it is de-noted fNil10 (A) ([42], x9). The two de�nitions produce naturally isomorphic groups([42], Proposition 9.3). We are going to use both de�nitions.11.2. The de�nition of the homomorphism between algebraic and geo-metric Nil-groups. Following the ideas in [41] x4, we de�ne a group homomor-phism: � : �0gN il(X�Rn! Rn)! NK1�n(Z�1(X))



84 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISLet � = �1(X). Let [M; f ] represent a 0-simplex in gN il(X�Rn! Rn). Then thereis a positive integer s such that fs is boundedly homotopic rel X �Rn to a properretraction r : M ! X�Rn. We choose a �nite complex K such that X �= K�Qand a locally �nite complex L, containing K, such that M �= L�Q. The maps fand r induce maps f 0 : L ! L; r0 : L ! K�Rnsuch that f 0s is boundedly homotopic to r0, rel K�Rn. We choose a triangulationof Rn which is bounded in the sense that all the cells have diameter less than orequal to a �xed positive number. The product cell structure on K�Rn is a boundedcell structure over Rn. Form the pull back diagram�L r0����! ~K�Rn??y ??yL r0����! K�Rnwhere ~K is the universal cover of K. Since K is �nite complex and r0 is proper, thechain complex C�(�L; ~K�Rn) is a complex in the additive category Cn(Z�) ([40],x4, [42], p. 14). Let �f 0 : �L ! �L be the pull-back of the map f 0 (the domainof �f 0 is �L because f 0r0 = r0 and so the pull-back using f 0r0 is equal to the pull-back using r0). Since the map f 0s is boundedly homotopic to a retraction, relK�Rn, the chain map �f 0s� induced by �f 0s is chain homotopic to the zero map inthe category Cn(Z�). Therefore the pair (C�(�L; ~K�Rn); �f 0�) represents an elementin fNil(1)0 (Cn(Z�)) which is canonically isomorphic to gNil0(C n(Z�)). De�ne�(M; f) = (C�(�L; ~K�Rn); �f 0�)The construction of � does not depend on the choice of the retraction r becauseany two retractions homotopic to some power of f are boundedly homotopic relK�Rn. The construction is independent of the choices of the complexes K and Lbecause of the chain homotopy condition in fNil0(Cn (Z�)).Proposition 11.1. The map� : �0gN il(X�Rn! Rn)! fNil0(Cn (Z�)) �= NK1�n(Z�)is a group isomorphism.Proof. First we will show that � is well-de�ned. Let (Mi; fi), i = 1; 2, be twoequivalent nil 0-simplices. We will assume that they are germ equivalent. Thegeneral case follows from repeated applications of the germ equivalence. Let fsi(s > 0) be boundedly homotopic to a retraction ri, i = 1; 2. Then there is a nil0-simplex (N; g) and embeddings hi : Mi ! N such that ghi = hifi, i = 1; 2, andg(N ) � h1(M1)\h2(M2). We will assume that Mi is a subspace of N and hi is theinclusion map (i = 1; 2). By constructiongs+1 = gs�g = fsi �g ' rig; i = 1; 2:In particular, r1g ' r2g and the homotopy is bounded over Rn. We choose com-plexes Li, i = 1; 2, and T such that1. K is a subcomplex of Li, i = 1; 2, and T .2. Mi �= Li�Q, N �= T�Q.3. L1[L2 is a subcomplex of T .



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 85We denoted by f 0i , r0i (i = 1; 2) and g0 the corresponding maps induced on thecomplexes. Thus there is a Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence of chain complexes andhomotopy nilpotent maps, for i = 1; 20! (C�(�Li; ~K�Rn); �f 0i�) ! (C�( �Ti; ~K�Rn); �g0i�)! (C�( �Ti; �Li); �g0i�)! 0where �Ti is the pull-back of ~K �Rn using the retraction r0ig0 and �g0i is the liftingof g0. But �g0i� is the zero map because the image of �g0 is contained in �Li (i = 1; 2).Therefore (C�( �Ti; �Li); �g0i�) = 0 in fNil0(Cn(Z�)). The exact sequence relation inthe algebraic Nil-group implies�(M1; f1) = (C�(�L1; ~K�Rn); �f 01�) = (C�( �T1; ~K�Rn); �g01�) =(C�( �T2; ~K�Rn); �g02�) = (C�(�L2; ~K�Rn); �f 02�) = �(M2; f2)(the third equality holds because g01 is boundedly homotopic rel K�Rn to g02.)The chain homotopy relation in fNil(1)0 (Cn (Z�)) implies that � induces a map on�0gN il(X�Rn! Rn) and the exact sequence relation implies that � is a grouphomomorphism.Claim: � is an epimorphism.We represent an element of NK1�n(Z�) by a pair (F; �) where F is an object inCn(Z�) and � is a nilpotent endomorphism of F of nilpontency s. Then F is gradedover Zn i.e. F = �t2ZnFt, where Ft is a �nitely generated based free Z�-moduleof rank kt for all t and � is a bounded nilpotent endomorphism. Let L be thespace obtained from K�Rn (K�Q �= X) by attaching the wedge of kt 2-spheres atK�ftg for each t2Zn. The morphism � induces a map f 0 : L ! L extending theidentity on K�Rn. The nilpontency condition on � implies that that the map f 0s isboundedly homotopic (rel K�Rn) to a retraction. Set M = L�Q and f = f 0�idQ.Then (M; f) is a 0-nil simplex over X and �(M; f) = (F; �).Claim: � is a monomorphism.The following diagram commutes ([41], Proposition 4.3)�0gN il(X�Rn! Rn) j+�! �0Wh(X�S1�Rn! Rn) ��! eK1�n(Z�1(X�S1))�??y ??y�=fNil0(Cn(Z�1(X))) �N 0+��! K1(Cn (Z�1(X)[z; z�1])) ��! K1(Cn(Z�1(X�S1)))( eK1�n denotes the Whitehead group for n = 0, the reduced K0-group if n = 1 andthe lower K-groups, K1�n, if n > 1) The map � is the torsion of an element in�0Wh(X�S1�Rn! Rn) and it is an isomorphism ([27]), �N 0+ is the geometricallysigni�cant injection map in [42], x10, and � is the isomorphism in [42], x11. Thecommutativity of the diagram implies that � is injective. Thus � is an isomorphism.11.3. Delooping of Nil-spaces. We will construct a homotopy equivalencedN : gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! 
gN il(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1):The de�nition of dN is along the ideas developed in [1], [23] and [27].We start by de�ning explicitly the delooping for Whitehead spaces as explainedin x6.8. We will de�ne an isomorphism(dW)� : �kW(X�Rn ! Rn) ! �k
Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)



86 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISsuch that the following diagram commutes�kP(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1) �����! �kW(X�Rn ! Rn)(dP )�??y (dW )�??y�k
P(X�Rn+2 ! Rn+2) �����! �k
Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1) (*)where � is the isomorphism de�ned in [27], x6 and dP is the homotopy equivalencede�ned in [23] and [1].For the de�nition of (dW )� we use an isomorphism� :Wh(X�Rn ! Rn) ! Wh(X�[0; 1]�Rn ! Rn)induced by a homeomorphismX�[0; 1] ! X. Let f :M ! X�[0; 1]�Rn��k bestrong deformation retraction representing an element in �kWh(X�[0; 1]�Rn !Rn). As in [27], x5, there is a strong deformation retractionf 0 : X�[0; 1]�[0; 1]�Rn��k ! X�[0; 1]�Rn��ksuch that [f ] = [f 0] in �kWh(X�[0; 1]�Rn ! Rn). Letg : X�f0; 1g�[0; 1]�Rn��k ! X�[0; 1]�Rn��kbe a f.p. Z{set embedding approximating f 0j. Using the estimated homotopyextension property we construct a strong deformation retractionf 00 : X�[0; 1]�[0; 1]�Rn��k ! X�[0; 1]�Rn��ksuch that [f 0] = [f 00] in �kWh(X�[0; 1]�Rn ! Rn) andf 00jX�f0; 1g�[0; 1]�Rn��k = g:On the other hand, letp : X�f0; 1g�[0; 1]�Rn��k ! X�f0; 1g�Rn��k; p(x; s; t; r; �) = (x; s; r; �)and p0 a f.p. Z{set embedding approximating p. We will further assume thatp0(X�fig�[0; 1]�Rn��k) � X�fig�Rn��k; i = 0; 1:By applying the f.p. Z{set unknotting theorem to the embeddings p0 and g, weconstruct a strong deformation retractionf 000 : X�[0; 1]�[0; 1]�Rn��k ! X�[0; 1]�Rn��ksuch that [f 00] = [f 000] in �kWh(X�[0; 1]�Rn ! Rn) andf 000jX�f0; 1g�[0; 1]�Rn��k = p0:Now we can apply the usual construction for delooping. Let � : (0; 1) ! R be anincreasing homeomorphism. Also, letp00 : X��(�1; 0][ [1;1)��[0; 1]�Rn��k ! X��(�1; 0][ [1;1)��Rn��kbe a f.p. Z{set embedding approximating the projection map and extending p0.De�ne �f : X�R�[0; 1]�Rn��k ! X�R�Rn��kto be �f (x; y; t; r; �) = � f 000(x; y; t; r; �); if y2(0; 1)p00(x; y; t; r; �); otherwise.



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 87We de�ne (dW)�([f ]) to be the class of [ ~f ] where~f : X�R�[0; 1]�Rn��k�[0; 1] ! X�Rn��k�[0; 1]is given by~f (x; y; t; r; �; u) = � (T�1�(u) �fT�(u)(x; y; t; r; �); u) if u2(0; 1)p00(x; y; t; r; �; u) otherwise,where Ty denotes the homeomorphism induced on the corresponding space by trans-lation, on the R-direction, by y.The proof that the diagram (*) commutes follows from the proof of Proposition6.6 in [27]. Thus if we de�nedW :Wh(X�Rn ! Rn) '�! Wh(X�[0; 1]�Rn ! Rn) '�!P(X�[0; 1]�Rn+1 ! Rn+1) dP��! 
P(X�Rn+2 ! Rn+2) '�!
Wh(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)then dW is a homotopy equivalence inducing the homomorphism (dW)� on thehomotopy groups.A similar construction de�nes a homomorphism(dN )� : �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! �k
gN il(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)such that (dN )�P� = P�(dW )�; (dW)�J = J(dN )�. Thus (dN )� is an isomorphismand it is induced by a mapdN : gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! 
gN il(X�Rn+1 ! Rn+1)which factors through the corresponding Whitehead spaces. Therefore dN is ahomotopy equivalence. Thus we have provedProposition 11.2. There is a homotopy equivalencedN : gN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! 
mgN il(X�Rn+m ! Rn+m)The following is the analogue for Nil spaces of Corollary 1 in [27].Corollary 11.3. There is an isomorphism� : �kgN il(X�Rn ! Rn) ! NK1�n+k(Z�1(X)); if 0 � k � n:Proof. The proof follows by combining Proposition 11.2 and Proposition 11.1.



88 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDIS12. Appendix: Controlled homotopies on mapping toriWe construct homotopy equivalences between adjunction spaces when the gluingmaps are homotopic and we show that the homotopy equivalence is small when thehomotopy is small for appropriate control maps. We use the above homotopies inthe construction of small homotopy equivalences between mapping tori.Let X and Y be Hilbert cube manifolds equipped with maps � and �0 over �k.In practice the maps � and �0 are locally trivial bundles with Q-manifold �bers.Let fj : X�f0; 1g ! Y , j = 0; 1, be f.p. proper maps. Form the adjunctionspaces X�[0; 1][fjY , j = 0; 1 which are ANR's equipped with maps to �k. Letp : X�[0; 1][f1Y ! B be a map to a metric space such that there is a positivenumber b, diamfp(x; s) : s2[0; 1]g < b; for all x2X:Let F : X�f0; 1g�[0; 1]! Y be a proper f.p. bounded (in B) homotopy from f0to f1 (with control the restriction pjY ).Lemma 12.1. There is a f.p. bounded homotopy equivalence from X�[0; 1][f0Yto X�[0; 1][f1Y . Actually, there is an ANR T and CE-maps� j : T ! X�[0; 1][fjY:Proof. Let F : X�f0; 1g�[0; 1]! Y be the homotopy between f0 and f1 as above.We form the adjunction space T = X�[0; 1]�[0; 1][FY . The maps � and �0 in-duce a map on T over �k. We will show that both adjunction spaces are strongdeformation retracts of T . Choose strong deformation retractionssj : [0; 1]�[0; 1]! f0; 1g�[0; 1][[0; 1]�fjg; j = 0; 1:We choose the homotopies �j of the deformation retractions so that the tracks ofthe homotopies in f0; 1g�[0; 1][[0; 1]�fjg are points i.e. sj�j(t1; t2; t0) = sj(t1; t2)for all t02[0; 1]. Crossing with X we get f.p. strong deformation retractionsX�[0; 1]�[0; 1]! X�f0; 1g�[0; 1][X�[0; 1]�fjg; j = 0; 1:In terms, they induce strong deformation retractions�j : T ! (X�f0; 1g�[0; 1][X�[0; 1]�fjg)[FY; j = 0; 1:with the strong deformation retraction homotopies given by Hjt (j = 0; 1). By theconstruction of Hj , �jHj(x; t) = �j(x) for all x2T . The retractions from T toX[fjY are induced by the homeomorphismshj : (X�f0; 1g�[0; 1][X�[0; 1]�fjg)[FY ! X�[0; 1][fjY; j = 0; 1given by hj(x; t; t0) = � (x; t; t0) if (x; t; t0)2X�[0; 1]�fjgF (x; t; t0) if (x; t; t0)2X�f0; 1g�[0; 1]hj(y) = y; if y2YWe de�ne the homotopy equivalence between the adjunction spaces as follows:f : X�[0; 1][f0Y h1�1�0h�10�! X�[0; 1][f1Ywith inverse h0�0�1h�11 where �j , j = 0; 1, are the inclusion maps. Thus the com-posite(h0�0�1h�11 )(h1�1�0h�10 ) = h0�0�1�1�0h�10 : X�[0; 1][f0Y ! X�[0; 1][f1Y



CONTROL AND RELAXATION OVER THE CIRCLE 89is f.p. homotopic to the identity with homotopy h0�0H1t �0h�10 . Notice that thehomotopy is the identity on Y . Composing with the control map we get(ph1�1�0h�10 )(h0�0H1t �0h�10 ) = ph1�1�0�0H1t �0h�10 :Using the properties of the maps we get for (x; s)2X�[0; 1],�0h�10 (x; s) = (x; s; 0) )H1t �0h�10 (x; s) = (x; s01; s02) )�0�0H1t �0h�10 (x; s) = (x; s001 ; s002))ph1�1�0�0H1t �0h�10 (x; s) = ph1(x; s001 ; s002) :If (x; s)=2X�f0; 1g then (x; s01)=2X�f0; 1g and (x; s001)=2X�f0; 1g. Then�0�0H1t �0h�10 (x; s) = (x; s001 ; 1)and ph1(x; s001 ; s002) = p(x; s001). Thendiamfph1(x; s001 ; s002) : s001 ; s0022[0; 1]g< b:If (x; s)2X�f0; 1g then (x; s001)2X�f0; 1g andh1(x; s001 ; s002) = F (x; s001; s002 ):Let b0 > 0 be the bound of F . ThendiamfpF (x; s001; s002) : s0022[0; 1]g< b0which implies that diamfph1(x; s001 ; s002) : s0022[0; 1]g < b0:and diamfph1(x; s001 ; s002) : s0012f0; 1g; s0022[0; 1]g< 2b0:Therefore the homotopy h0�0H1t �0h�10 is a f.p. bounded homotopy. Similarly, wecan show that the other compositionh0�0�1h�11 : X�[0; 1][f1Y ! X�[0; 1][f1Yis f.p. boundedly homotopic to the identity. Therefore X�[0; 1][f0Y is f.p. bound-edly homotopy equivalent to X�[0; 1][f1Y .The maps � j = hj��j , j = 0; 1, are CE-maps by construction.We now apply Lemma 12.1 in constructing homotopy equivalences between map-ping tori of homotopic maps. We use the de�nition of the mapping torus as acoequalizer (Chapter 10).Proposition 12.2. (i) Let X be an ANR equipped with a map to �k and acontrol map p : X ! B to a metric space B. Let f; g : X ! X be twof.p. boundedly homotopic (over B) maps. Then there is an ANR T and f.p.CE-maps T (f) � � T ��! T (g)which induce a f.p. bounded homotopy equivalence.(ii) Let X and Y be ANR's as in Part(i) andX f�! Y g�! Xbe proper maps. Then there is an ANR T 0 and f.p, CE-mapsT (gf) �0 �� T 0 �0�! T (fg):



90 BRUCE HUGHES AND STRATOS PRASSIDISProof. Part (i) follows immediately from Lemma 12.1. The homotopy equivalencefor Part (ii) is constructed as in [42], Proposition 13.18, Proposition 14.2. The factthat the homotopy equivalences constructed are bounded follows from Lemma 12.1.
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